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Haptic environments are user interfaces incorporating a haptic display device,

most commonly a point force device such as the PHANToM. Lederman and Klatzky’s

Exploratory Procedureswork castsdoubt on theusability of such devices, as thehuman

haptic system can only perform rapidly and accurately when full hand contact is used

rather than a single finger. However, this work has not been extended to virtual ob-

jectsdisplayed by point forcedevices. Usability of multisensory interfaces iseven more

complex. How does the addition of a force display change performance in a graphical

system?

Thisdissertation presentstwo benchmark tasksfor human performancewith point

forcedisplays. Stimuli weregenerated using Koenderink’sshapeand curvednessscales

for smooth quadric surfaces. The first task, psychophysical magnitude estimation of

curvature of paraboloid stimuli, was used to analyze the contribution of haptics to a

predominantly visual task. Estimates using vision alone made slightly better discrim-

inations than estimates using both senses, although the effect only approached signif-
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icance. The second task extended Lederman and Klatzky’s shape recognition work to

point forceenvironments. Participants learned to haptically recognize5 shapesfrom the

shapescaleand then identified random instancesof thoseshapes. Despite thesimplicity

of the shapes, the median time was 23 s and median accuracy 87%. Adding a visual

cursor did not appreciably changeperformance.

These results are comparable to physical shape recognition with a single finger,

so thebenchmarksareuseful metricsof haptic environment performance. They indicate

that point force haptic performance is considerably worse than full-hand haptics. The

resultsalso indicatethat point forcehaptic perception and vision arenot simply additive.

Theadditionof hapticsto thefirst task interfered withperformance, whiletheaddition of

graphicsto thesecond task had littleeffect. Thepoor performanceof point forcehaptics

may be due to its unfamiliarity. The experience of point force haptics appears to be

sufficiently different from physical hapticsthat wecannot presumeasimpleequivalence

between display technology and human senses. Users require practice to interpret both

the forcedisplay and thevisual display of the force location.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Computer users spend their lives in two different worlds. The first is the familiar

world of physical environments: the places we walk through, the objects we pick up,

move around, and even alter by bending or tearing. This is the environment that we

have spent a lifetime learning to function within, and also the environment in which all

animals on earth have evolved. This huge experience base, the physical and cognitive

capabilities developed in the human biology by millions of years of evolution, and the

decades of personal experience that every adult human has, makes us extremely well-

suited to these environments. We lift cups to our mouths, grab pencils on our desks,

throw balls to first base, and inspect an emerald in thesunlight, all with little thought or

effort.

Although easy in some ways, physical environments can also be annoying. The

needle may be too small to thread or the lid may be too tight to get off the jar. It takes

timeand energy to movethingsor personsfrom oneplaceto another, and thefurther the

distance the greater the time and effort. We drop objects, they break, and no amount of

glue can ever make them quite as good as new. The pencil line on the paper can never

beentirely erased.

The second world, the virtual environments presented by computer technology, is

nearly the opposite of the world of physical environments. Things are strangely easier

here. Erasure leaves a pristine page, there is no gravity inexorably pulling valued pos-
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sessionsdown to their doom, and thepeg alwaysfits in itsslot. Time, distance, size, and

weight are nearly effaced. We can communicate with people anywhere in the world,

design jumbo jets, and manipulate individual atoms on a grid (Taylor et al., 1993). It

seems almost magical.

The virtual magic has its dark side, though. While the above facilities may be

available in principle, the commands for making them happen are far from obvious.

Therewill oftenbenoapparent procedureto invokesimpleoperations. Onceacommand

hasbeen issued, itsconsequencescan bequitedifferent from what theuser expected—a

common difficulty with magic. It can be difficult to even determine what the conse-

quences were. There may be magic here, but accessing it requires incantations beyond

theken of most mortals.

These two worlds show a striking complementarity. On the one hand, simple op-

erationsrequire little thought in physical environmentsbut thephysicality of objectscan

make the execution of those operations cumbersome. On the other hand, the insubstan-

tiality of “objects” in a virtual environment places them outside the limitations of size

and space, but theselection of operationsisoften cumbersome. Why not blend themun-

danewith themagical and get thebest of both worlds? Mix theoperational simplicity of

the physical with the insubstantiality of the virtual and get a hybrid environment where

it is both easy to know what to do and easy to executeonceyou havedecided to do it.

This dissertation explores one approach to such a hybrid, haptic environments.

Haptic environments are virtual environments featuring technologies for general pur-

pose, computer-controlled force display. Just as screens are general-purpose displays

for images and speakers are general-purpose displays for sounds, so force display de-

vices can create a wide range of tactual and kinesthetic stimuli: texture, shape, friction,
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viscosity, and other effects. While many different forms of haptic display have been

designed, the dominant commercially produced design today is the point force display

(PFD). Point force displays provide a single point of resistance to human movement.

While restricting theresistance to asinglepoint results in adesirabledesign outcomeof

high resolution forces with low device inertia, the restricted haptic experience provided

by such displays has significant impacts on human perception. A large portion of this

dissertation isconcerned with exploring and quantifying theconsequencesof restricting

haptic perception to apoint force.

While the hardware technology for haptic environments is now well-established

and generally available, theenvironmentsbuilt upon that technology aremuch lesswell

understood. There is a paucity of production applications of these devices. Research to

date has found few examples of measurable performance improvements from incorpo-

ration of point force displays. This dissertation specifically focuses on the relationship

between point force and graphics displays in a haptic environment. How does the com-

bination of thesedisplay technologieschangehuman performance? How does it change

the software architectures for virtual environments? Specifically, it considers the fol-

lowing questions:

1. What aregood protocolsfor assessing theperformanceof haptic environments?

2. How effective is apoint forcedeviceat haptic only shape recognition?

3. Is haptic performance with a point force device comparable to performance

with thewholehand?

4. How wide a range of individual differences in performance do we find with

point force devices? Are there cognitive factors that account for those differences in

performance?
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5. Does the addition of point force haptics to vision improve performance on a

geometric task in display configurations featuring reduced visual depth cues?

6. Does the addition of vision to point force haptics improve performance on

recognition of simpleshapes?

7. More generally, does the addition of one display modality to another improve

performance?

8. Isperception of virtual environmentssimpleand effortlessor are therecircum-

stances under which it requires learning and places attentional demands?

9. Do attentional or motor control demands create negative sensory interactions,

where theaddition of asecond display modality reduces performanceof thefirst?

10. What are themechanismsof point forcecurvatureperception?

11. What are themechanismsof point forceshape recognition?

12. Does theaddition of point forcedisplay to agraphical system requirechanges

to existing user interfacesoftwarearchitectures?

I answer thesequestionsusing acombination of exploratory empirical studiesand

a comparative analysis. The exploratory studies consist of controlled experiments to

evaluate the overall performance of several interaction techniques in point force haptic

environments and the influence of individual factors upon that performance. The re-

sults of these studies provide initial estimates of the performance of point force haptic

haptics for the assessment of geometric properties of objects in virtual environments.

These studies also provide first estimates of the effects of various parameters on that

performance.

I emphasizetheinitial natureof theseresults. Thereisvery littleprior dataon per-

formance of point force haptics. While there is a large body of existing data on human
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haptic performance, it describesperformanceof hapticswith theentirehand. Theuseof

theentirehand permitssimultaneousapprehension of multiplepropertiesof an object at

multiple points on the object. I call this sensory procedure a broad exploratory proce-

dure and provide a detailed definition in Chapter II. Point force haptic perception does

not permit broad procedures. Indeed, even contact using a single fingerpad provides

more information than contact using a point force device. The reduction of sensory ex-

perience from multiple points to a single point has dramatic effects on human haptic

performance, and the studies of haptic perception with multiple contact points can only

providepartial guidance for human performancewith point forcehaptics.

There is one study (Klatzky, Loomis, Lederman, Wake & Fujita, 1993) that has

looked in detail at the relative performance of the haptic system under varying levels of

properties sensed and number of simultaneous points of contact. While the data in this

study provide a crucial starting point for point force haptic performance, that starting

point is only rough. The tasks, the exploratory procedures, the properties accessible

to the sensory system, and the amount of information simultaneously accessible are all

different in point force haptics than haptics using direct contact by any part of the hand

surface.

Given such limited prior data, and the dearth of widely accepted tasks for eval-

uating these environments, I believe that an exploratory approach is most appropriate.

Whiletheexperiments in thisdissertation featuresomecontrolled independent variables

and aclassical analysisof their effects, thebulk of theanalysesismorecorrelational and

post hoc. The intent of these analyses is not to prove a particular model, but to suggest

directions for thenext round of datagathering, ultimately leading to theconstruction of

theories of point forcehaptic perception.
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The second methodology used in this study is a comparative analysis. In addition

to a lack of data on point force haptic performance, there is a corresponding lack of

data on software architectures for constructing haptic environments. Software design is

not amenable to controlled experimentation—what, exactly, is being controlled?—and

so I adopt a strategy of comparing the different extant approaches to constructing such

architectures.

Virtual environmentsarelikely to includeacoustic displaysin addition to graphics

and forcedisplays. There isan active research community concerned with auditory dis-

plays (International Community for Auditory Display, 2000) and interactions between

acoustic and force displays have already been demonstrated (DiFranco, Beauregard &

Srinivasan, 1997). Nonetheless, for the purposes of this dissertation I focus exclusively

on systemswith only forceand graphical displays. Extending this framework to include

acoustic displays is surely nontrivial, and so I do not consider acoustic displays in this

work.

TheDesigner, Design Resources, theUser, and Perceptual Resources

A virtual environment is a communication from the designer to the user. In this

dissertation, I use the term “the designer” to refer collectively to the collaborative team

of graphic designers, user interface designers, and software architects that create a soft-

ware application. A central tenet of this dissertation is that perception of a virtual en-

vironment is an act of interpretation. Users do not merely passively receive a prede-

termined and fixed meaning from a program, but actively construct meaning using the

resources available in the program displays. Thus the designer can never presume that

the user will interpret a graphical or force stimulus in the way the designer intended.
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Because of this, I use a terminology that carefully separates the display elements con-

structed by thedesigner from thepercepts constructed by theuser.

I defineperception asaprocesswherean external stimulus givesriseto asensation

in theuser which theuser in turn interpretsbased upon past experienceand theaggregate

of all current sensations to form a percept. From theOxford English Dictionary, 2d ed.:

stimulus (def. 3c) Any specific change in physical energy or an event (whether internal

or external) which creates anerve impulseand gives rise to a reaction.

sensation (def. 1a) Now commonly in more precise use, restricted to the subjective

element in any operation of one of the senses, a physical “ feeling” considered

apart from the resulting “perception” of an object.

perception (def. 6) Theaction of themind by which it refersitssensationsto an external

object as their cause.

percept (def. 2) The general mental product or result of perceiving as distinguished

from theaction.

The above definitions of sensation and percept are functional, not physiological.

The neurophysiology underlying the experiences of sensation and percept may be pe-

ripheral or cortical and the boundaries between sensation and percept are deliberately

vague. The important element of the distinction is that “primitive” sensations from dif-

ferent senses can becombined to form asinglepercept.

The designer controls only the first stage of this process, the displays, the source

of thestimuli. Moreprecisely, thedesigner controlsthenumerical valuesloaded into the

control registers of the display device. This is only partially determinant of the energy

fields that reach the user’s sensory receptors. For example, the designer may specify
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that a certain value is put into the frame buffer of a cathode ray tube display, which in

turn determines the intensity of the electron beams radiating upon a certain point of the

display, but the actual light reaching the user’s retina is the product of those beams, the

age of the monitor, the calibration of the monitor, the type of the monitor phosphor, the

ambient room light, thedegreeof glareon thescreen, the radiusof theuser’spupil, and

other factors. The transduction of the resulting light energy into sensation by the early

stages of the users’s visual system is influenced by the adaptive state of the system, any

color deficiency in the system, whether the energy falls within the foveal or peripheral

eye region, and aftereffects from the images viewed immediately before this one. In

summary, theregister valuesspecifiedby thedesigner contributeto thestimulusreceived

by theuser but do not completely determine it and the transduction of that stimulus into

sensation is idiosyncratic to theuser.

The process of constructing a percept from sensations is even more complex than

the process of transduction. Does the user interpret the sensation as a flat or curved

region or perhaps a sharp edge? Which direction is the curvature? Given simultaneous

stimulation of thevisual photoreceptorsand thehaptic mechanoreceptors, does theuser

fuse these sensations into a single percept or distinct percepts? This process too is

largely out of the influenceof thedesigner.

Theuser of avirtual environment isperforming atask and so perception isdirected

towardscompletion of that task. Prior experiencehasgiven theuser skills in interpreting

sensations to form specific percepts. The user has developed procedures for moving

the hands in haptic perception and for using tactile and kinesthetic feedback to guide

manipulations. These skills will be described in detail in the next chapter. For now the

important point is that these skills will vary from user to user and that there are many
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different ways of accomplishing the same task. An environment, whether physical or

virtual, is a collection of resources that the user will draw on to accomplish the task.

Thusthedesigner cannot presumethat any particular approach will beused by any user.

The design resources available to the designer are the graphical and force stimuli

created by the displays. The perceptual resources of the user are the user’s interpre-

tations of the sensations produced by these displays, based upon the needs of the task

and the user’s previous experience. The process of interpretation is comprised of the

processes of sensory experience, vision and haptics. The relationship between design

resources and perceptual resources is indirect. The designer creates graphical and force

displays which the user interprets and uses as perceptual resources. If the displays are

well-matched to a user’s prior experience and aptitudes, there will be sufficient per-

ceptual resources to support good task performance. If the displays do not match a

user’s prior experience, task performance will be poor. The title of this dissertation is

the fundamental principle that must guide designers of haptic environments. Force plus

graphics is not equal to vision plus haptics, because the latter are interpretive acts over

which thedesigner has only indirect influence.

This indirect relationship hasextensiveimplicationsfor both theprocessof design

and research aimed at producing abaseof scientific results to inform design. Designers

must provide interaction techniques—mappings from transduced human motion to vi-

sual, auditory, and haptic display—offering amultiplicity of methodsfor accomplishing

the same goal. Researchers must identify the perceptual resources used by most of the

population for key tasks, so that designerscan at least providethose. Both designersand

researchersmust pay closeattention not only to the interpretation of individual displays

as sensations, but to the combination of visual and haptic sensations into a single per-
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cept. Experiments1 and 2 of thisdissertation (described in Chapter III and Chapter IV)

exemplify thedifficulty of thisprocess. Even though theseexperimentsweredesigned to

explicitly account for differing useof perceptual resources, the resultswereunexpected

because theparticipants in fact interpreted thestimuli in an unanticipated way.

The difficulty of creating good interaction techniques for these environments has

implications for software architectures as well. Designers will need programming en-

vironments in which they can readily construct different interaction techniques as part

of the iterative design process. Once good combinations of perceptual resources are

identified, they should bepackaged asreusable interaction techniques, just assuccessful

two-dimensional interaction techniques arecurrently disseminated as widget toolkits.

TheStructureof This Dissertation

The remainder of the dissertation advances the above argument in detail. Chap-

ter II presents a detailed analysis of point force environments in the context of current

virtual environments. It beginswith adescription of “situated skills” , theeveryday skills

humansuse interacting with physical environments. To takeadvantageof theseskills in

virtual environments, we need more sophisticated input and output technologies. The

next section describes the technologies for facilitating spatial interactions with a virtual

environment. I argue that all these technologies can only produce a partial simulacrum

of interactions with physical objects. Thus virtual environment designers will have to

carefully choose an approach that provides the most appropriate perceptual resources

for their particular task. I then describe two such approaches. Graspable Environments

(GrEs) use specialized input devices for specific tasks. The devices afford a high level

of situated skills for their tasks, but are limited in the range of tasks they support. By
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contrast, Haptic Environments(HEs) usegeneral purposeprogrammableforcedisplays.

Thegeneral purposenatureof thedevicesgivesthem lower performancethan their gras-

pable counterparts but they offer a much wider range of possible applications. The rest

of this dissertation examines the implications of haptic environments, specifically fo-

cusing on the use of Point Force Environments (PFEs), haptic environments with point

forcedisplays.

The next two chapters present experiments that explore the implications of this

ecological approach. Theexperimentsexamine thedetailed relationship between vision

and haptics in two tasks related to the perception of geometric properties of simulated

objects. Experiment 1 (Chapter III) compared the perception of curvature using vision

aloneand vision plushaptics. Participantsappear to have found it moredifficult to esti-

matecurvatureusing thecombination of vision and point forcehapticsthan using vision

alone. Experiment 2 (Chapter IV) measured theperformanceof participantsusing point

forcehaptics for asimpleshaperecognition task. Theperformancewasextremely slow,

although only about two to threetimesworsethan theperformancepredicted based upon

somewhat comparable experiments using physical objects. The results of Experiment 2

also show that thepresenceof avisual cursor provided no improvement in performance

over purely haptic perception. I suggest that this latter result is due to the unfamiliarity

(and henceuninterpretability) of the interaction technique, and present somedataon ex-

tended practice that suggests some participants experience performance improvements

with thecursor once they havesufficient practice.

Chapter V considers software architectures for haptic environments. Given the

difficulty of designing good haptic interaction techniques, designers must have tools

that allow them to try new techniquesand reuseproven techniques. I argue that ahaptic
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environment contains several different program loops, such as the graphics and force

rendering update loops, each of which hasdifferent structural and performance require-

ments. Current approaches to virtual environment architectures are organized around

oneof these loops, an approach that succeedsonly so long as that particular loop domi-

nates both human performance and the organization of the software. However, produc-

tion haptic environmentswill probably not beamenable to organization around asingle

loop. After analyzing the two current approaches to such designs, I conclude that we

do not yet know how to structure a general architecture for haptic environments. Chap-

ter V ends with a consideration of constraint-based notations for programming haptic

interaction techniques.

Chapter VI summarizes and integrates the results of the preceding chapters. The

dissertation concludes with a research agenda for the haptic environments, based upon

results of Experiments 1 and 2.

A Noteon theDiversity of Physical Abilities

In this thesis I routinely make assumptions about the physical capabilities of “ the

users” . However, there are important classes of user populations that lack one or more

of thecapabilities I presume. Children, theelderly, and others lack precisemotor skills.

Someindividualslack theuseof oneor both hands. Many individualshavesomeform of

visual impairment. My intent in this work is not to propose designs that will only work

for “ fully abled” individuals. I phrase my arguments in terms of an idealized body type

simply because I must discuss the physicality of human experience in terms of some

specific physical form. I believethedesign approach I advocate in thiswork, taking into

account thecuesused by variousindividuals in theintended user population, can also be
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applied to produce specialized designs that are better suited to the needs of differently

abled populations than those design approaches we have seen to date.
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CHAPTER II

A FRAMEWORK FOR DESCRIPTION OF HAPTIC ENVIRONMENTS

Introduction

This chapter lays out a framework for thinking about haptic environments—what

“haptic skills” might consist of, what properties might make haptic environments less

usable than physical environments, and how we might design more usable haptic envi-

ronments. The novel part of this description is its focus on virtual environments fea-

turing continuous-valued, spatially-situated cues for perception and motor control—the

cues we use every day in our interactions with our physical environment. Haptic envi-

ronments offer the possibility of incorporating more of the perceptual and motor skills

we use in our daily life into our interactions with computer systems. Spatial manip-

ulations include moving objects to a new location, reorienting them for a better view,

squeezing, stroking, and so on. While there is an established literature on non-haptic

virtual environments incorporating some of these features, the presence of haptic dis-

playschangesboth thekindsof thingswecan do and thekindsof thingswemight want

to do in such environments.

In addition to spatial manipulations, haptic environments will also sometimes re-

quire the choice of one item from a list of discrete items—a command from a menu, a

font from a family, a tool from a palette. The discrete choices offered in a haptic envi-

ronment can be implemented using current techniques, extensions to them such as 3-D

menus (e.g., Deering, 1995), or creative alternatives such as body-relative locations in

space (Mine, Brooks & Sequin, 1997). The issues in these interaction techniques are
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very different from those of spatial manipulation and so I do not consider them in this

thesis. I focus on the issues raised by spatial manipulation.

These latter issues have not been important in user interface styles to date. Al-

though the ubiquitous Windows, Icons, Menus, and Pointing (WIMP) interface style

makes extensive use of pointing, a continuous-valued perceptual / motor skill, the per-

ceptual and motor control issues for this skill are specialized and an impressive and

capablebody of scientific and engineering data isavailable for designers (e.g., Douglas,

Kirkpatrick & MacKenzie, 1999; Douglas& Mithal, 1997). Haptic environments intro-

duce a much wider range of perceptual and motor control issues. This is not surprising.

Haptic environments are defined by the introduction of a certain kind of perceptual ex-

perience, and so the relationship between haptic perception and action, each enabling

and influencing the other, as well as their relationship to the goals of the human using

theenvironment, must inevitably becentral to any theory of haptic environment design.

For adults, spatial manipulations in physical environments are highly practiced

and performed with little to no conscious thought. Haptic environments hold the tan-

talizing prospect of improving the naturalness and decreasing the cognitive burden of

our interactions with computers by incorporating more of these practiced spatial in-

teractions. These benefits can only be realized to the extent that the skills users have

acquired interacting with physical environments transfer to interactions with haptic en-

vironments.

To understand the possibility of that transfer better, I begin with an analysis of

what spatial manipulation skills are and how they are crucially related to the property

that human beings are physically situated in an environment. I then revisit two estab-

lished theories (Norman, 1988; Shneiderman, 1983) of usability for computer inter-
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faces. These theories recommend incorporating principles of spatial manipulation into

computer interfaces. I then analyze different hardware configurations for virtual envi-

ronments, determining how much they each support these manipulation skills. I con-

clude that every configuration is more limited than physical environments. We cannot

construct a haptic environment that permits complete and effortless transfer of spatial

manipulation skills from physical environments.

I then consider two approaches to incorporating some fraction of spatial manipu-

lations into virtual environments. The first approach, Graspable Environments (GrEs),

affords physical manipulations through the use of specialized input devices. These in-

terface styles succeed in incorporating a rich set of skills directly into human-computer

interaction, but themovements they support are limited by thespecialized input devices

used. Haptic environments takeadifferent approach, using general-purposedisplay de-

vicesand supporting nearly arbitrary motions, but at theexpenseof reduced affordances

and easeof orientation of objectsof interest. In this thesis I focuson thehaptic environ-

ment approach, emphasizing thoseusing thepoint forcestyleof haptic display .

A note on terminology: In this chapter, I will be drawing together results from

the mathematics of perspective projection, psychophysical experiments, and theories of

virtual environment design. Each of these fields uses a different term for the human

participant. While the differences partly stem from different historical backgrounds,

these terms also reflect different assumed levels of human involvement. In perspec-

tive projection, mathematicians speak of a “viewer” , who consists of a view vector and

nothing more. Perceptual psychologistsspeak of an “observer” , amorecompletemodel

that has the complex nonlinearities and inconsistencies of human perception but who is

unusually earnest compared to humans outside the laboratory, willing to perform com-
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plex perceptual tasksunder difficult conditionsand actively seeking to completearather

abstract task. Researchers in human-computer interaction speak of a “user” , a fidgety,

inattentive, impatient creaturewho is looking for themost efficient meansto accomplish

agoal and who will quickly shift strategiesfrom thecomputer to pencil and paper if that

will get the job donemorequickly.

To reflect thedifferent assumptionsunderlying thesefields, when reporting results

I have used the term appropriate to the field. While this gives some paragraphs an

unusual sound, switching from one term to another, I think it is important to maintain

an awareness of thedifferent assumptions upon which the result is based.

Environments—Physical, Virtual, and Haptic

The experience of interacting with a computer has often been compared to mov-

ing about and interacting with a world. The term “virtual world” dates at least back to

Ivan Sutherland’s famous 1965 paper (quoted in Brooks, 1988, p. 1). The terms “vir-

tual world” , “virtual environment” , and “virtual reality” have become so widely used

that their underlying phenomenological assumptions (how humansbecomeconsciously

awareof thepropertiesof objectsand theenvironment) and ontological assumptions(the

fundamental objectsand categoriesassumed to comprisetheworld) areunquestioned. A

simpleequivalence ispresumed between thephysical world and “virtual worlds” . Since

acorequestion in thischapter is theextent to which thisequivalenceexists, I must adopt

a vocabulary that allows me to clearly express the distinctions between the two. Only

given thosedistinctions can I begin assessing thesimilarities.

I begin with a definition of “environment” that can accommodate both physical

and virtual environments without presuming unwarranted similarities between the two.
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As a consequence, it is rather abstract. I define an environment phenomenologically, as

aset of external stimuli that change in response to human movement. Somemovements

result in global changes, as for example the change in visual and acoustic stimuli when

we walk about a room. Other movements change localized stimulus regions, as for

example the specific change in the visual field when we lift a cup. An environment

also has global state, local state, and observer state. The global state includes things

like the level of illumination in the room. Local state is associated with the localized

stimulus regions. The observer state includes the current location and point of view of

the observer. It is the observer state that places the observer within the environment. I

define manipulation as the actual physical movement required to effect a change in an

environment.

A physical environment is a space, inside a structure or outdoors, with the fur-

niture, tools, plants, and so forth contained in that space. For physical environments,

the above abstract concepts map readily to common experience. The global stimuli and

state correspond to the space in which the observer is situated, the localized regions of

stimulus and state are the objects in the space, and the observer state is the physical lo-

cation and direction of gazeof theobserver. Manipulationsconsist of moving or altering

objects or moving the observer. Human manipulation produces consistent visual, audi-

tory, and haptic responses from physical objects because the physical laws governing

thestructureof theobject determine its response in each modality.

A virtual environment is a combination of hardware and software with which a

human interacts. The mapping of the above definition of environment to virtual envi-

ronments is more problematic. First of all, there is no longer a direct link between the

observer’s movement and the change in stimuli. Instead, the observer’s movement is
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transduced by somedevice, achange in theprogram state iscomputed by an algorithm,

and the displays are updated. This is the implementation of the interaction technique.

Secondly, while the objects in the physical environment have physical existence, the

“objects” in avirtual environment are illusions. Separatealgorithmscomputethegraph-

ical and force responses to manipulation. Excess response time, coarse discretization,

discrepant graphical and force displays, or instability of control algorithms for haptic

displays can all ruin the illusion. Given the ephemeral nature of these responses, I hesi-

tate to call them “objects” in the same sense as the objects of the physical world. They

only become objects when the observer interprets the several sensations as a percept of

“object” .

Many different kindsof virtual environmentsexist, each with different definitions

of “object” and space. The most common virtual environments today are WIMP inter-

faces. In these environments, the objects are widgets such as scroll bars or buttons and

the movements are transduced by a keyboard and a two-dimensional pointing device

such as a mouse. The observer state is not clearly defined. The most useful metaphor

is to think of the user as having a completely stationary point of view and using direct

dragging and scrollbars (an indirect form of dragging) to moveobjectswithin that point

of view.

I define a haptic environment as a virtual environment that includes a program-

mable display for force or tactile cues. The range of such displays is extremely broad.

While many of my arguments in this thesis apply to all haptic environments, some are

based upon the specific structure of point force haptic displays (PFDs). As its name

implies, aPFD can display forcesat asinglemathematical point in itsworking volume.

Virtually all current commercial haptic displays are two or three dimensional PFDs,
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including theFeelit Mouse(ImmersionCorporation, 1999), thePenCAT andMouseCAT

(Haptic Technologies, 1999), thePHANToM (SensAbleTechnologies, 1999), and force

feedback joysticks. This is likely to be the dominant type of haptic display for the

near future. Its restriction to a single point of force creates significant limits on human

performance and so I focus on it to provide a careful analysis of these limits. I call any

haptic environment whose haptic display device is a point force display a point force

environment.

Virtual environments with haptic devices will obviously be different from WIMP

interfaces. In thenext section, I will describethekind of virtual environment with which

this thesis is primarily concerned.

WorkspaceEnvironments

Humans act in many different kinds of environments, and the properties of those

environmentsand theactivitiesweperform in them vary widely. For thepurposesof this

thesis, I focuson aspecific kind of environment, aworkspace. Thiskind of environment

both typifiestheform haptic environmentsare likely to takeand isamenable to study by

controlled experiment.

I define a workspace as a volume of space up to roughly two meters in height

and width and one meter deep, extending in front of the user, containing the region

of space the user can reach without leaving their chair or turning around. The space

containsobjectsof asizeand weight that can becomfortably held in thehand or hands.

Someof theobjectsaretools, othersarematerials. Thespacewill often contain surfaces

for organizing the objects and perhaps for supporting the materials as they are being

worked upon. The basic operations that the user of a work space performs are (1) to
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pick up and analyze the materials and (2) to modify them. The user may use the tools

to perform the analysis and modification. Physical examples of workspaces include a

woodworker’s bench and tool rack, an artist’s easel and palette, and a dentist’s chair

and tools. Examplesof virtual implementationsof workspacesare theWebBook (Card,

Robertson & York, 1996) and the Virtual Table (Schmalstieg, Encarnacao & Szalavari,

1999).

The restriction to a volume reachable from the user’s chair (or place where they

are standing) is a crucial simplification. While the user may move their head and upper

torso, they do not change their location. Thus they do not have to perform locomotion

and wayfinding. Wayfinding is a complex behavior and requires careful design to be

properly supported in virtual environments (see, for example, Darken & Sibert, 1996).

Asweshall see, simply supporting thebasic operationsof picking up and feeling objects

is difficult in virtual environments. For now, it seems prudent to avoid adding the extra

complicationsengendered by wayfinding.

A second consequence of my focus on workspaces is that they are task-oriented.

The user performs some operation on the material. The utility of workspaces is best

evaluated by how quickly and comfortably the intended user population can perform

the task. For this thesis, I am not considering environments used for entertainment or

communication. While there have been intriguing haptic environments designed for

social interaction (Dodge, 1997; Fogg, Cutler, Arnold & Eisbach, 1998) and games

(Ishii, Wisneski, Orbanes, Chun & Paradiso, 1999; Johnson, Wilson, Blumberg, Kline

& Bobick, 1999), theseareoutsidethescopeof thisthesisbecausethecriteriaof success

for such environments arenot efficiency, accuracy, and comfort.
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Human Situated Perceptual and Motor Skills

With the above definitions of various environments in hand, I now consider the

nature of human physical skills. Human perceptual and motor faculties in a physical

environment are diverse, flexible, and highly skilled. The sources of perceptual infor-

mation arerich, redundant, complementary, and synergistic. Human perceptual systems

combine a multiplicity of these environmental cues to form a far more precise percept

than could be inferred from any singlecue. If onecue isunavailabledueto injury or un-

usual environmental conditions, theperceptual systemscan often combineother cues to

produce a functionally equivalent percept. Human motor systems are also highly flex-

ible, permitting a far broader range of movements than the minimal number required

for a three-dimensional environment (the “degrees of freedom problem”, Rosenbaum,

1991, pp. 5–7).

A lifetime of experience with physical environments has provided adult1 humans

with important skills in those environments. They have learned a rich repertoire of

manipulations, they are very good at determining what manipulations are possible in

a given situation, and they can mutually orient objects of interest and their point of

view. Furthermore, practice is enjoyable and rewarding because learning is smooth and

continuesto produceperformanceenhancementsover extended periodsof time. Finally,

exerciseof thesephysical skills isenjoyable. I call thisextensivebasisof skills situated

skills.

Thismeansthere isabaseof sophisticated skills that designersof physical objects

can rely upon in nearly the entire human population. These skills also represent a po-

1These skills develop over time in childhood and adolescence. This developmental process is beyond
the scope of this thesis, and so I restrict myself to adults. The basic principles of this work can be applied
to environments for children and adolescents by designing for the appropriate skill level for a given group.
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tentially important resource for designers of virtual environments. However, accessing

theseskillsismoredifficult in virtual environments. Designersof physical environments

receive thesituated skills “ for free”—they areaconsequenceof physicsand theembed-

ding of objects in the same environment as the user. Designers of virtual environments,

on the other hand are not only designing an object, they are designing the systems by

which the user will perceive that object and the motor systems by which the user will

manipulate that object. This requires a far morecomprehensivedesign viewpoint.

Asabasis for thedesign of virtual environments(particularly point forceenviron-

ments), in this section I briefly describe the situated skills. Drawing on the definition

of environment in the previous section, I separate these skills into skills of movement

and skillsof perceptual processing of environmental stimuli. Thisseparation isonly for

expository purposes. Movement is a fundamental part of perception, and perception in

turn guides movement. However, separating the two is useful because it corresponds to

thehardwareof input transduction and output display I will consider in a later section.

Situated Skills of Movement

I defined an “environment” assomething that changesin responseto human move-

ment. Thereare four broad categoriesof movements, each producing achange in acor-

responding part of the environment’s state. Locomotion changes the state of observer

location. Point of view movement changes the observer’s point of view state. Manipu-

latory procedures change the position or form of an object, altering the localized state

associated with that object. Exploratory procedures, the final category of movement,

provide the human with information about localized regions of the environment. I will

consider each of thesecategories in turn.
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I will not beconsidering locomotion in this thesis. While it isof great importance

in physical environmentsand also of importance in thekind of virtual environment typ-

ically termed “virtual reality” , it also introduces great complexities into the design of

the environment. In this thesis I focus on virtual implementations of workspace envi-

ronments, whereno locomotion is performed.

Point of view movement requires the integrated use of several complex sets of

muscles. While keeping the location constant, the point of view can be modified by

moving the upper torso, the neck and head, and the eyes. Smaller muscles within the

eyes adjust the focal point of the lenses and the pupil size. Adults are highly practiced

at thecoordinated useof thesemusclesystemsto adjust their point of view to meet their

perceptual needs.

Point of view movement requires that the object of observation be located in the

same space as the observer. The observer moves their point of view from side to side

to see different sides of the object, forward to view parts of the object in greater detail,

and back to shrink the object to a smaller portion of the visual field and thereby see

the whole. All of these movements are done with little or no conscious effort. Eye

movements have been extensively categorized (Rosenbaum, 1991, Chap. 5). I do not

describe them further here, because these movements do not need to be transduced or

modeled to producean effectivevirtual environment2.

In addition to providing changing the point of view for a more efficacious view

of the object, these movements provide information about the depth of the object and

its relative depth within the environment (Goldstein, 1996, Chap. 6). Movement of the

head produceshead-motion parallax, visibledifferencein therelativeratesof movement

2While eye-tracking is not required for virtual environments, it can be used to optimize generation of
visual displays (e.g., Watson, Walker, Hodges & Worden, 1997).
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of near and far surfaces. Vergence, the motion of the two eyes onto a common point

of focus, and accommodation, the focusing of the lenses, provide further depth cues.

The direct contribution of these two cues to depth perception may be small, but there

is evidence that they contribute to the interpretation of other cues (Buckley & Frisby,

1993; Reinhardt-Rutland, 1996).

Manipulatory procedures (MPs) arean extremely broad classof hand movements,

many of which are task-specific. They can be performed either to alter the shape of an

object (bending, stretching, and so on) or to reorient an object for better perception by

thevisual or haptic systems. I am unawareof any taxonomy of themanipulatory move-

ments of the hands, but there are several taxonomies of static grasp shapes. Klatzky,

Lederman, Pellegrino, Doherty, and McClosky (1990) define four classes of shape the

handsassumewhen manipulating an object, whileBurdea(1996, p. 23) providesamore

elaborate taxonomy of grasp shapes.

Bimanual manipulation adds another layer of complexity. A key aspect of hu-

man manipulation is the asymmetric use of both hands. Guiard (1987) has proposed

the Kinematic Chain model of asymmetric bimanual action. This model emphasizes

that for many tasks, such as writing, the two hands have distinctly different roles. The

nondominant hand isused to hold and orient theobject of interest and establishesabase

coordinate system. The dominant hand works upon the object of interest with refer-

ence to the coordinate system provided by the other hand. Hinckley, Pausch, Proffitt,

Patten, and Kassell (1997) experimentally demonstrated this fundamental asymmetry in

an insertion task: Participants were 23% faster when they held the target in their non-

dominant hand and the tool in their dominant hand than when the hand positions were

reversed. Guiard’s theory hasalso informed thedesign of bimanual computer interfaces
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(e.g., Hinckley, Pausch, Proffitt & Kassell, 1998; Kurtenbach, Fitzmaurice, Baudel &

Buxton, 1997; Leganchuk, Zhai & Buxton, 1998).

The specific details of manipulatory procedures are of little concern in this the-

sis. It is sufficient to know that human manipulatory capabilities are extensive, well-

practiced, and rely on the enormous flexibility built in to the structure of the human

hand and theeven greater flexibility provided by simultaneous useof two hands.

Exploratory procedures (EPs) arethemost well-described category of hand move-

ments3. Contemporary quantitative study of the haptic system began with an object-

recognition task studied by Klatzky, Lederman, and Metzger (1985). They found that

blindfolded participants could identify common objects in just a few seconds. In a later

paper, Lederman and Klatzky (1987) identified six stereotypical hand movements, form-

ing the basic set of exploratory procedures. Each EP is visibly distinct from the others

and isassociated with theapprehension of aspecific object attribute. The lateral motion

EP is used to apprehend texture, the pressure EP is used to apprehend hardness, the

static contact EP isused to apprehend temperature, the unsupported holding EP isused

to apprehend weight, the enclosure EP is used to apprehend global shape and volume,

and the contour following EP is used to apprehend exact shape.

An EP is chosen based upon the specific intent of the perceiver. Lederman and

Klatzky (Klatzky & Lederman, 1993; 1996) have carefully identified the criteria by

which people choose EPs, and the sequence in which EPs are typically used. Several

interrelated concepts determine this: sufficiency, optimality, and compatibility. Suffi-

ciency and optimality rate the accuracy with which a given EP can apprehend a given

attribute. Each EPisoptimal for theattributeassociated with it—no other EPcan appre-

3These movement styles can be performed by other body parts as well, but virtually all research has
been done on hand movements.
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hend that attribute as accurately. However, every EP can apprehend one or more other

attributes at a reduced level of accuracy. If an EP can apprehend an attribute to some

approximate degree, it is called sufficient for that attribute. The number of different at-

tributes for which an EPissufficient is itsbreadth of sufficiency. An EPthat issufficient

for many attributes is broadly sufficient.

Some movements combine multiple EPs simultaneously. For example, holding

an object provides a rough determination of both its weight and temperature. Two EPs

that can beperformed concurrently aresaid to becompatible. When compatibleEPsare

combined in asinglemovement, each EPmay perform at reduced capacity. Participants

have found combining EPs useful in object categorization tasks (Lederman & Klatzky,

1996). Several compatible EPs are combined, performing a quick “scan” of multiple

attributesof an object. Therough attributesapprehended by thescan may sometimesbe

enough to categorize the object. If they are insufficient, participants next perform the

optimal EP for the attribute that is diagnostic for the categorization. A significant result

of this work (summarized in Lederman & Klatzky, 1996) is that participants nearly

always chose to perform this broad “scan” first, rather than immediately performing

the optimal EP for the targeted attribute. Participants apparently find broad but coarse

information on avariety of haptic attributes to be invaluable.

I extend the terminology of Lederman and Klatzky (1996) with the notion of

broadly capable EPs. Where a broadly sufficient EP apprehends multiple attributes

simultaneously (albeit at reduced accuracy), a broadly capable EP apprehends a single

attribute at multiple points on an object. On pp. 29–32, I will describe an experimental

demonstration (Klatzky et al., 1993) of the importance of broad capability. Their ex-

periment showed that apprehending geometric attributesat multiplepointson theobject
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improves object recognition time and accuracy. The notion of broad capability has not

become salient in the other work on EPs because in those studies the whole hand could

be used unrestrictedly. When considering point force displays, however, the distinction

between broad and narrow capability will becomesignificant.

Situated Skills of Perception

The rich skills of movement are one factor contributing to high rates of human

performance in situated environments. Another source of high performance is the rich

sourcesof stimuli in physical environments, which contain tremendouslawful structures

that serveasdiverseand redundant sourcesof information. Thesestimuli are invaluable

resources for thecontrol of movement, navigation, and selection of action (e.g., Gibson,

1966; Gibson, 1979).

There are a potentially unlimited number of such stimuli. In this section, I will

consider only those that prove problematic to display in virtual environments. I will

discuss display hardware in a later section. For now, I will simply make the case that

certain cues are important to task performance. Bear in mind that there are many cues

that are important to human performancethat I do not describeherebecausethey can be

readily displayed using common technology.

The only visual cue whose display is problematic is binocular disparity, the pre-

sentation of adifferent image to each eye. This has been demonstrated to beapowerful

depth cuefor varioustasksin virtual environmentswhen thedisplay technology isavail-

able (Hubona, Wheeler, Shirah & Brandt, 1999; Sollenberger & Milgram, 1993; Zhai,

Buxton & Milgram, 1996). In a later section I will consider the hardware required to

produce this effect. It is enough to say here that this effect is always present in physical
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environments and is generally consistent with the other depth cues present. Neither of

thesepropertiesnecessarily holds in virtual environments.

Humansarealso skilled at extraction of multiplekindsof haptic information from

the environment. Klatzky, Loomis, Lederman, Wake, and Fujita (1993) distinguish be-

tween thebroad categoriesof material and geometric haptic cues. Material cues include

thermal cues, compliance, mass, and texture, while geometric cues are concerned with

the global and local shape of an object. The combination of all these sources of per-

ceptual information is essential for rapid identification of objects. Klatzky et al. (1993)

found that object recognition times were increased between 44% and 95% by gloves

that substantially reduced access to material cues.

A second type of haptic information is the various counter forces experienced

in response to application of force to an object. These include inertia, friction, and

environmental forcessuch asgravity and magnetism. Whilehumansmay not befamiliar

with the mechanical theory of statics and dynamics, they are familiar with the feel of

theseforcesand will in at least somecasesexpect them. Theseforcesmay taketheform

of displacementsor torques. Displacement forcesarevectorswhiletorquesarerotations

about apoint.

Synergies of Movement and Perception

The richness of situated perception and action combine to produce even higher

levelsof performance. Many examplesarepossible. I will consider just two here. First,

I will look at the synergy between haptic perception and number of points of contact.

This will prove crucial later in the discussion of haptic rendering. Second, I will briefly

consider thecombination of multipledepth cues into asinglepercept of depth.
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Klatzky, Loomis, Lederman, Wake, and Fujita (1993) performed an important

study separating the effects of material and geometric cues from the effect of multiple

contact points in an object recognition task. Since their results have important implica-

tions later for the potential usability of point force devices, I will describe their experi-

ment in somedetail.

Klatzky et al. (1993) asked participants to haptically identify common, hand-

sized objects. The experiment had a total of ten different experimental conditions. Of

these, only seven are relevant to PFDs4. In the baseline condition, participants explored

freely with onehand. Theremaining conditionsweredivided amongst shaperecognition

and object recognition tasks. In the shape recognition tasks, participants wore gloves

covering the entire hand surface. Since material properties such as thermal cues were

inaccessible, participants identified the objects entirely from their shape. In the object

recognition tasks, the fingertips of the gloves were cut away. Since material cues were

accessible to the fingertips, these conditions were object recognition (i.e., shape plus

material cues). The gloves enforced three different kinds of hand configuration. In

one configuration, all fingers could be used and could normally flex. In the second

configuration, all fingers could be used but splints restrained the fingers from flexing.

In the third condition, only one finger could be used and it was restrained from flexing.

The fingertip / no fingertip factor was crossed with the three hand configuration for a

total of 6 different glove types. Response times and accuracies aregiven in Table1.

In the most restrictive condition, shape-1, participants took approximately seven

times longer to haptically identify common objects than in the ungloved condition.

Adding fingertip material cues enhances identification speed: The object-1 condition

4I use different terms from Klatzky et al. (1993) because I intend to use this data as an indicator of
usability of PFDs.
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TABLE 1. Mean Times and Accuracies for Object Recognition

Shape Object
recognition recognition

Time SEM Acc. Time SEM Acc.
Fingers (s) (s) (%) (s) (s) (%)
5 (ungloved) — 6a — 95
5 (flexible) 16 3 93 10 3 93
5 (inflexible) 25 2 90 18 5 90
1 (inflexible) 45 7 74 23 7 85

Note. Estimated from “Haptic identification of objectsand their
depictions” , by R. L. Klatzky, J. L. Loomis, S. J. Lederman, H.
Wake, and N. Fujita, 1993, Perception and Psychophysics, 54,
Fig. 2. Copyright 1993 by the Psychonomic Society. Adapted
with permission.
aMaterial properties available to theentirehand surface.

was only four timesworse than theungloved condition.

Increasing the number of fingers from one to five, going from the shape-1 to the

shape-5-inflexible condition, improved performance just slightly less than adding ma-

terial cues (the object-1 condition). Permitting the participants to flex their fingers (the

shape-5-flexible condition) resulted in even better performance than the object-1 con-

dition. The geometric information presented by all five fingers, particularly when they

could flex around the object, was as valuable for object identification as material cues.

Significantly better performance resulted from combining both geometry and material

cues: The object-5-flexible condition had a response time that was only 60% of the

shape-5-flexiblecondition.

It is clear from theabove resultsof Klatzky et al. (1993) that humans identify ob-

jectsusing sophisticated combinationsof cuesextractableby thehaptic system, and that
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participants adjust their identification strategies based upon the availability of various

haptic dimensions. The ability to move multiple fingers over an object and the percep-

tion of multipleobject cuesat each point of contact combine in asynergy that is crucial

for rapid object identification.

The second type of cue combination I would like to consider is the combination

of depth cues into a single depth percept. There are several contending models of this

computation (Hubonaet al., 1999, sect. 2.1; Landy, Maloney, Johnston & Young, 1995).

Some models specify a weighted linear combination of the cues, others use multiplica-

tivecombinations. For thepurposesof this thesis, it matters lesswhich specific formula

is used than that the weights and combinations vary with the task, display conditions,

and experience of the observer. Two examples of this process have important conse-

quences for haptic environments. Buckley and Frisby (1993) demonstrated that the rel-

ative weights applied to stereo and texture cues were different for physical objects and

stereoscopic graphic displays. Morerecently, Ernst, Banks, and Bülthoff (2000) demon-

strated an interaction between haptic experienceand theweightsassigned to visual depth

cues. After observers spent 30-40 minutes manipulating avirtual cube (displayed using

both graphics and forces) in a haptic environment, the weights they assigned to purely

visual cues changed—even though the forces wereno longer displayed.

These two examples demonstrate an important attribute of human situated per-

ception. The multiple stimuli presented by the environment are selectively interpreted

to form a percept. In the case of Buckley and Frisby (1993), the difference (most likely

accommodation, awareness of the focal plane of the lens of the eye) between physical

objectsand stereogramsgenerated on avideo screen caused different priority to begiven

to disparity cues. In the case of Ernst et al. (2000), cues perceived by the haptic system
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changed the interpretation of cues by the visual system.

In summary, human perception of physical environments is highly successful be-

cause the multiplicity of stimuli are generally consistent (although the human sensory

mechanisms may not veridically register those stimuli). By contrast, the stimuli present

in virtual environments are not inherently consistent, will sometimes be highly dis-

crepant, and at times will lack some stimuli altogether. The degree to which this is

problematic is hard to predict. On the one hand, human observers are demonstrably

good at downweighting cues that are apparently non veridical and compensating for

cues that are clearly absent. On the other hand, observers are at least occasionally prone

to making incorrect assumptions about which cue is veridical or even whether a cue is

present at all. The process evidently becomes still more complex when we consider

interactions between cues from both haptics and vision. I believe that it is safe to say,

however, that the sophisticated perceptual skills humans use in physical environments

will not inherently transfer to virtual environments.

Affordances: Perception for Action

The situated skills described in the previous sections were concerned with per-

ceiving cues of objects and manipulating those objects. Affordances (Gibson, 1979) are

a third situated skill functioning as the crucial link between perception and action. The

visibly discernible shape and texture of objects allows us to estimate where to grasp

them, how much force we are likely to need to lift them, and how slippery they might

be, all before we even touch the object.

An affordance is a percept used in the direct guidance of action. Affordances can

work on different levels. At the cognitive level, the affordance may simply indicate that
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an action is possible. For example, consider a button in a WIMP interface. This is a

rounded rectangle on a computer screen, shaded so as to appear raised from its back-

ground, indicating that a command will be performed if the pointing device button is

pressed while the cursor is contained within that rectangle. The percept of “button”

simply indicates “clickable” . More complex affordances also guide the motor opera-

tions required to carry out an action. Consider the physical on/off button on a monitor

displaying a WIMP interface. In addition to the richer visual cues suggesting its three-

dimensional shape(notethat theshadingof thephysical buttonchangeswith theambient

room light, while the shading of the virtual WIMP button is fixed), the physical button

provides continuous haptic feedback as the user feels it: how hard to press and a click

when the power has actually been disconnected. The haptic experience of the physical

button guides itsoperation whereas theWIMPbutton hasno intrinsic haptic experience

at all5.

Affordances can be characterized in terms of the control theory concepts of feed-

forward and feedback. Affordances that indicate the availability of actions are feed-

forward. Affordances that guide the progress of an ongoing movement are feedback.

The distinction between these two is not hard and fast, however. When our limb move-

ment bumps against an impenetrable obstacle, we receive both feedback (we have not

changed position, despite the application of force) and feedforward (further movement

in this direction is not possible, at least with thecurrent level of force).

Visual affordances tend to indicate possible actions, as for example the sight of

5The button on the pointing device, which the user presses to activate the screen button, does have
a haptic experience and haptically guides the pressing action. The visual feedback, however, is binary:
The screen button is pressed or not. In this case, the mapping from screen widget to physical control is
strong for haptics but not vision. For actions such as dragging, however, the mapping is conventional, not
derived from either aspect of familiar physical experience.
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a doorway affording the possibility of entering a room. A few visual affordances also

guide motor skills, as for example the sight of a golf ball on the tee guiding the golfer’s

swing. By contrast, haptic affordances always guide action. As the example of the

physical button shows above, even a rocker switch will offer motor-control guidance.

Haptic affordances occur when an object is contacted and may detect affordances

that were not visually apparent. Klatzky and Lederman (1999) found that blindfolded

participants who had only 200 msec of haptic contact could nonetheless recognize ob-

jects with reasonable accuracy (72%), provided they were given a cue naming the basic

category of the object. Klatzky and Lederman point out that not only was the object

recognized, but the “haptic glance” apprehended enough information that participants

were able to orient their hand for further manipulation of the object. Gaver (1991) has

described a related phenomenon, the “sequential affordance” . He uses the example of

a door handle. The visual appearance of a door handle is an affordance for grasping

but may not indicate the direction for turning the handle. Grasping the handle reveals a

haptic affordance indicating thecorrect direction to turn it.

Because they function as a link from perception to action, affordances are an im-

portant acquired component of situated skills. If the same affordances can be provided

in virtual environments, the environments will require significantly less learning to op-

erate.

Learning Situated Skills

Performanceof situated skills improveswith practice. Thepower law of practice,

which states that performance time on a task decreases in a negative exponential rela-

tionship with the trial number, is an extremely robust and well-established relationship
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for physical performance (Newell & Rosenblum, 1981). Newell and Rosenblum (1981,

pp. 6–7) cite a study by Crossman that found that performance of operators of cigar-

making machines continued to improve up to the three millionth cigar (and only began

to abate when it reached the lower limit of the machine’s cycle time). Due to the expo-

nential natureof thecurve, therateof improvement per cigar wasconsiderably less than

at thebeginning, but it wasstill measurable. Practicepaysoff in physical manipulations.

Humansappear to bewell-adapted to learning such skills, even without conscious focus

on theprocess of learning.

Individual Differences

I havedescribed situated skillsasasinglebody of knowledge, but theremay well

be wide differences across individuals. Individuals will use different perceptual cues to

accomplish thesamesituated task equally well. For example, approximately 10% of the

sighted population lacks stereopsis, the ability to infer depth from binocular disparity,

yet these individuals have equally good driving records as those possessing stereopsis

(Reinhardt-Rutland, 1996). The perceptual cues required to accomplish a given task

may vary strongly between individuals.

TheRoleof Situated Skills in Virtual Environments

The previous section describe the rich body of situated skills available to adults.

These skills have the merits of being well-practiced, having low cognitive overhead,

readily learned, and being enjoyable. Might virtual environments incorporating these

skills have reduced learning times, lower cognitive load, and bemoreenjoyable to use?

Note that physical objects are not always easy to use. Norman (1988) argues that
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objects must have certain properties to be truly usable. He emphasizes the importance

of providing good affordances6, that the physical appearance and feel of objects should

suggest themanipulationsonecan perform on thoseobjects. Herecommendsproviding

conceptual models for how complex systems operate. Good mappings place controls

in the same spatial arrangement as the items being controlled and make the direction of

movement of thecontrol match to thedirectionof movement of theitem beingcontrolled

(such as a motorized car window). Finally, proper feedback indicates the results of an

action to theuser and allowstheuser to readily determinethecurrent stateof thesystem.

The theory of direct manipulation interfaces includes some similar design prin-

ciples. Baecker and Buxton (1987, p. 432) quote Shneiderman’s (1983) definition of

direct manipulation:

1. Continuous representation of theobject of interest.

2. Physical actions (movement and selection by mouse, joystick, touch screen,

etc.) or labeled button pushes instead of complex syntax.

3. Rapid, incremental, reversibleoperationswhoseimpact on theobject of interest

is immediately visible.

Theseareclearly similar to someof Norman’s (1988) recommendations.

These recommendations are a potential approach to incorporating the features of

usable physical environments into virtual environments. Norman (1988) claims that his

design principlesapply to thevirtual environmentsof computer systemsand hiswork is

widely cited in the human-computer interaction community. However, all the examples

of good design heprovides in hisbook are in fact physical systems: the light switches in

6Norman defines affordance in terms of an information-processing model rather than the direct per-
ception model of Gibson (1979). This apparently subtle shift has significant implications, especially for
two-dimensional interfaces. Sincemy focus is on spatial interfaces, I favor Gibson’s definition.
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his laboratory, the controls on his Mercedes, stovetops, power plant controls enhanced

by beer-keg handles, and faucets. Are physical environments in some way inherently

easier to design for good affordances, conceptual models, mappings, and feedback than

virtual environments, at least the extant style of virtual environments featuring two-

dimensional Windows, Icons, Menus, and Pointing (WIMP) interfaces?

Physical environments are amenable to Norman’s (1988) recommendations be-

cause the structure of physical interactions and the embedded nature of the user within

an environment underlie those recommendations. Physical manipulations have strong

and clear affordances and the user’s extensive world knowledge provides a clear pre-

dictive conceptual model for their behavior. No mappings are necessary, because the

user isoperating directly rather than indirectly on theobject of interest. Feedback isex-

tremely clear—visual and haptic inspection provides continuous information about the

consequences of manipulations and the current state of the system. Norman (1988) can

be characterized as an argument that virtual environments should be designed to be as

much likephysical environments as possible.

The benefits of physical interaction will only occur in virtual environments if the

perceptual and reasoning skills we have learned in physical environments transfer to

virtual environments. This notion can be formalized in two criteria:

1. Do the affordances from physical environments carry over into a given virtual

environment?

2. How many of the rich repertoire of manipulatory procedures and exploratory

procedures we have learned in physical environments can we use in virtual environ-

ments?

Theability of avirtual environment to satisfy thesecriteria iscrucially dependent
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upon the display and transducer technologies of its hardware. I must describe these

technologies before I can consider thesecriteria.

TheHardwareof Transduction and Display for Virtual “Situated Spaces”

For the situated skills of physical environments to be of use in virtual environ-

ments, the properties of physical environments upon which those skills depend must

be replicated in virtual environments. At first encounter, these properties seem simple

enough. A screen can display three-dimensional scenes in perspective (after all, movies

seem to be convincing illusions), haptic devices can display forces, and various devices

are available to transduce three-dimensional motion. Upon closer inspection, however,

that simple formula does not guarantee that situated skills will apply in the resulting

environment. A monoscopic graphic display presents only rudimentary depth cues and

a single point of input motion and force display is not the same as ten fingers on two

hands.

In this section, I consider the degree to which different transduction, graphical

display, and point force display technologies recreate the circumstances in which sit-

uated skills can be used. Each transducer technology senses different types of human

movement. Each display technology can display different stimuli. To the extent that

the technology can sense and display the results of more kinds of motion, it can create

an illusion closer to physical experience and afford the use of more situated skills. A

price-performance tradeoff exists: Wecan providemorecueswith moreelaborate tech-

nology. In order to know how much hardware to buy, we need to know what cues will

be necessary for the desired level of human performance. This section prepares us for

the central argument of this thesis, that the required level of cues can only be computed
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in terms of the task and the intended user population.

The phenomenological definition of environment provides a useful structure for

thinking about virtual environments. In this definition, the environment is something

that changesin responseto human movement. In avirtual environment, theuser’smove-

ment is transduced, achange iscomputed in theprogram state, and thevariousdisplays

are updated. Each step constrains the range of stimuli that the virtual environment can

present. The transduction hardware restricts the range of movements to which the envi-

ronment responds. It cannot respond to aspectsof movement that havenot been sensed.

The processing further constrains the stimuli, as there are sometimes good reasons to

ignoresomeof thedegreesof freedom of thesensed data. For exampleonly onedimen-

sion of movement is displayed when dragging a scrollbar7. Finally, the display device

can impose further constraints, such as the lack of binocular disparity.

This section focuses on the most widely available technologies for transduction

and display (plus one research device, the rotating mirror display). The limitations

of these devices will constrain the haptic environments we can construct for the next

several years, so it is important to understand their capabilities. There are some exotic

devices for both transduction and display that offer the possibility of relaxing some of

theconstraintsdescribed below. Thesedevicesare too new to assess their feasibility, so

I do not consider them here.

7The situation is slightly more complex. When dragging a scrollbar, the mouse cursor remains dis-
played, moving in its full two dimensions. However, the user is primarily attending to the feedback
provided by the scrollbar, which has only one-dimensional motion.
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Limitations of Transducer Technologies

On pp. 23–28, I described point of view movement, manipulatory procedures, and

exploratory procedures, the threekindsof movement I will beconsidering in this thesis.

Each of thesemust be transduced before it can haveany effect in avirtual environment.

Capturing full point of view movement requires tracking the head location, the

gazeof each eye, and thefocal point of each lens. Head tracking technology isavailable

and has been used in virtual environments (e.g., Deering, 1995; Hix, Templeman &

Jacob, 1995; Ware, Arthur & Booth, 1993; Ware & Lowther, 1997). A range of eye-

trackers are available, trading off accuracy for unrestricted head movement. The styles

that leave theuser’shead sufficiently unfettered to comfortably movearecurrently only

accurate to within onedegreeof visual field (e.g., Jacob, 1995; Zhai, Morimoto & Ihde,

1999). Tracking gaze more accurately (or tracking lens focal point at all) while still

allowing theuser’shead freemovement will probably not bepossible for several years.

These transduction limitations restrict the kinds of feedback we can provide to

user movements, inhibiting the use of situated skills in virtual environments. An envi-

ronment that lackshead tracking cannot display perspectiveprojection accurately for the

user’s current head position. Instead, the environment must compute projections for a

standard viewing position, typically somefixed distancefrom dead center of thedisplay.

As the user moves further away from this position and the projection does not change,

the projection will be less accurate. Studies have shown that observers can partially

compensate for this distortion for both monoscopic (Goldstein, 1987) and stereoscopic

(Bereby-Meyer, Leiser & Meyer, 1999) display technologies, but this compensation is

incomplete. Perspective will be only an approximate representation of depth for virtu-

ally all viewing positions theuser might assume.
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Theabsenceof transducersfor lensfocal length preventsthedisplay of theaccom-

modation depth cue. While this cue is not very accurate in its own right, it may have

greater influencethrough its interaction with other cues(Reinhardt-Rutland, 1996). The

further absence of transducers for gaze prevents the display of convergence depth cues.

Onceagain, the implicationsof thisaredifficult to assess. Someauthorshavesuggested

that thecombined absenceof convergenceand accommodation in standard stereoscopic

displays is in part responsible for the fatigue experienced by teleoperators (Reinhardt-

Rutland, 1996).

Manipulatory and exploratory procedures are transduced by sensors on the hands

and fingers. Recall from pp. 29–32 that the multifinger and bimanual nature of these

movements was a crucial requirement for high levels of performance. Unfortunately,

point force displays can only transduce one point of movement. This suggests that

human performance for complex geometric tasks in point force environments will be

considerably lower than for performanceof comparable tasks in physical environments.

I will return to this point at theend of this section.

In some environments motions of the non-dominant hand are also transduced by

atwo-dimensional pointing device(e.g., FreeForm, SensAbleTechnologies, 2000), per-

mitting limited bimanual interaction techniques. Thesetechniquesareprobably far from

optimal, however. Bimanual spatial interaction techniquesfor purely visual virtual envi-

ronments are incompletely understood (Hinckley et al., 1998; Leganchuk et al., 1998),

and themoresophisticated MPsand EPsrequired for haptic environmentswill probably

requiredevelopment of new interaction techniques.
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Limitations of Display Technologies

Theavailablehaptic and graphic display hardwarealso limit thenumber of stimuli

from physical environments that can be rendered in haptic environments.

Table2 liststheenvironmental cuesavailablewithdifferent graphical display tech-

nologies. The main point of the table is that increasing the numbers of displayed visual

cues requires extra graphic hardware, and that even the most elaborate graphical dis-

play hardwarecurrently available isstill incapableof providing avisual environment as

rich as the physical one in which we exercise our situated skills. A few of the column

names require elaboration. “Pictorial” refers to the visual cues of perspective, object

motion, and texture. These can be rendered by any graphical display. “Full range of

angles” refers to the ability to look at a displayed object from any side without experi-

encing clipping of the viewed object. “Coincident display” refers to whether the point

of oculomotor focus is coincident with the point of hand movement. Displays with this

cue allow virtual environments to be constructed featuring direct pointing rather than

indirect pointing. “Large volume” describes the maximum size of the viewing volume

that can be displayed. Typical “small volume” displays have a viewing volume on the

order of 0.1 cubic meter, whereas “ large volume” displays have a volume two orders of

magnitude larger.

The rows of the table list the different graphical display technologies plus physi-

cal environments for comparison. “Head mounted stereo” refers to the typical display

used in immersive virtual environments. “Mirror” refers to a novel display constructed

from a rotating mirror (Plesniak & Pappu, 1998). The resulting image is truly three-

dimensional. While this display is still only suited for the research laboratory, I include

it here because it is the only current technology that provides accurate convergence and
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TABLE 2. Environmental Propertiesof Display Technologies

Graphical Pictorial Binocular Full range Vergence, Coinc. Large
display disparity of angles accomm. display volume
Monocular X opt.a

Stereo X X opt.a

HMSb X X X c X X
Mirrord X X X X X
PEse X X X X X X

aAvailable as an option, but distorted if no head tracking provided.

bHead Mounted Stereo.

cAvailable assuming head tracking is provided, which is the usual case for this kind of display.

dAlso provides correct perspective for any point of view, even without head tracking technology.

ePhysical Environments.

accommodation cues and because it also provides accurate perspective from any point

of view even when theuser’shead position is not sensed.

Table 2 demonstrates that selecting a graphical display technology requires judi-

cious tradeoffs. The least expensive and intrusive technology is also the least effective

at reproducing physical environments. Is it worth going to amoreexpensive technology

that displays more cues, for example? In a later section I will describe a design method

that provides someguidance for answering such questions.

The range of haptic cues that can be displayed by point force devices is more

restricted than the range of visual cues. Thermal cues cannot currently be displayed.

Thesearean important component of material cues, which in turnarean important factor

in human performance at object recognition (see pp. 29–32). Other material cues such

as compliance and at least some forms of textures (Minsky, 1995) can be displayed by

thesedevices. Whilealgorithmsfor rendering thesecueshavebeen developed, they have
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been little used because material properties convey less useful information in virtual

environments than in physical environments. I will discuss thepossibleusesof material

properties in moredetail on pp. 113–114.

Display of torque forces is also limited. Current production models of point

force displays can display displacements but not torques. A research version of the

PHANToM has been developed that displays both displacements and torques, but due

to the mechanical complexity of such systems they will always be more expensive (and

perhaps less reliable) than their displacement-only counterparts. Under some circum-

stances, torque forces can be approximated by displacements, but the effectiveness of

this varies with the application. Perceptual illusions that roughly approximate torques

using displacements have been used in the commercial FreeForm product (SensAble

Technologies, 2000) and a “virtual lathe” (Plesniak & Pappu, 1998). In these applica-

tions, the disparity between the illusion and actual torques does not significantly hinder

performance, but surgical training devicesmust render actual torques(Mor, 1998) rather

than illusions.

The most significant haptic display limitation is the restriction to displaying only

asinglepoint of force. This will beconsidered in detail in thenext subsection.

(Anti-) Synergies of Movement and Perception in Point ForceEnvironments

In physical environments, the rich diversity and multiple sources of cues are used

in combination by thehuman perceptual systemsto achieveahigh level of performance.

We have seen that by contrast haptic environments are deficient in many visual and

haptic cues, and that different transducing and display technologies will make different

sets of cues available. What might be theeffect on human performance?
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The most striking limitation occurs in the haptic sense. Ten fingers on two hands

are replaced by a single point, and important material cues are missing. Recall that this

is almost exactly the situation in the shape-1 condition in Table 1, where participants

had no access to material cuesand could only useasingleunflexed finger. Performance

was seven times slower than unrestricted exploration. One of the key factors is the lack

of broadly capable and broadly sufficient exploratory procedures. In physical environ-

ments, these are used to get an initial quick scan that is used to select the more specific

procedurethat follows. Thisstrategy wasunavailablein theshape-1 condition of Table1

and is unavailable in point forceenvironments.

Further performance limitations may result from the use of unimanual or lim-

ited bimanual techniques. While I am not aware of any study directly comparing the

performance of unimanual and bimanual object recognition8, Hinckley et al. (1997,

Experiment 2) demonstrated that when participantswereasked to place two objects rel-

ative to each other in spacewithout visual feedback, bimanual interaction allowed twice

as accurate placement as using a single hand to sequentially place the objects. If this

bimanual relative frame of reference is also used in object recognition tasks, similar

performancedifferences may benoticed in that task.

The magnitudes of the effect sizes in Klatzky et al. (1993) ) and Hinckley et al.

(1997, Experiment 2) are large (seven and two times, respectively). The single most

important research question in human performancewith point forceenvironments is the

extent to which performancesuffers from the restriction to asinglepoint of contact and

waysin which that reduction can beameliorated. Thisamelioration may taketheform of

8Comparing Klatzky et al. (1985) (where both hands were used) and the “baseline” condition of
Klatzky et al. (1993) (where only one hand was used), the one handed method appears to be slower.
However, thedata reported in the two papers is insufficient to makeaquantitativecomparison.
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bimanual interaction techniques explicitly designed to facilitate exploratory procedures

or point force interaction techniques designed to facilitate broadly capable and broadly

sufficient exploratory procedures.

A lesser limitation occurs in visual depth perception. All the graphical display

technologies are limited and do not render all the cues available in physical environ-

ments, so there is thepossibility of performancereductionshere. However, studieshave

shown thehuman visual system iscapableof compensating at least partially for missing

cues, potentially mitigating thedegreeof performance reduction.

To summarize this section, the seemingly simple concept of space and objects

within that space is surprisingly subtle and difficult to simulate with a computer sys-

tem. Physical and virtual environments are not equivalent. Different combinations of

display and transduction technologiesoffer different kindsof cues, feedback for aspects

of human movement. The possible combinations of graphical and force displays pro-

duce a huge design space. The research results on haptic perception discussed above

imply that the performance characteristics will vary widely across this design space.

Designers cannot simply assume that an arbitrary combination of display technologies

will be “close enough to physical experience” . Current technology does not allow the

complete simulation of all the properties of physical environments that afford human

situated skills. The only way to define “close enough” becomes “close enough to effec-

tively perform a certain task” . Designers of haptic environments will have to carefully

match thecues provided by their environments to theneeds of their users and the task.
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GraspableEnvironments: Specialized Devices for Situated Skills

There are two approaches to using the above technologies to incorporate situated

skills into two- and three-dimensional virtual environments. In this section, I describe

the graspable environment (GrE) approach, which constructs input devices specialized

to asingle task. Thedevices in GrEshavespecific physical formsand transduceaspects

of movement significant to their task. These devices often also deliberately constrain

the physical range of motion of the user to the optimal paths for a given task. This ap-

proach succeedswell in affording situated skills. Since thedevicesarephysical objects,

they can be designed to have full physical affordances suggesting the movements they

transduce. However, the specialized devices restrict the environments to single applica-

tions. Point force environments, described in the next section, have a broader range of

application because they usegeneral forcedisplays.

The original graspable environment (named a “graspable user interface” , GrUI,

by its creators, Fitzmaurice & Buxton, 1997; Fitzmaurice, Ishii & Buxton, 1995) used

specialized input devicesthat transduced multipledegreesof freedom and in somecases

had physical constraints on the movement of their parts. Each input device was bound

to a specific interaction technique built around the input data. For example, a “brick”

was an input device that both transduced two-dimensional location and rotation and

was used to specify an orientation at a given point in space. A “stretchable square”

was a device that specified the location of the two diagonally-opposite corners of a

rectangle. Manipulation of the square was constrained—it could be moved as a whole

and diagonally opposite corners could be slid towards or away from each other—but

the shape of the device was always constrained to be rectangular. The square was an

efficient way to specify a rectangular region using two hands.
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Graspable environments take advantage of situated skills. The shape and feel

of the objects provide clear affordances for their operation, and the devices live up to

the promise of those affordances by transducing all the manipulations their affordances

suggest. For example, the constraints on the shape of the stretchable square are readily

apprehended by the haptic sense and interpreted as affordances suggesting precisely

the limited kind of manipulation which the associated interaction technique requires as

input—thespecification of a rectangular region.

Graspableenvironmentsalso takeadvantageof human proficiency at situated two-

handed interaction by providing spatial multiplexing of input devices (Fitzmaurice &

Buxton, 1997). Rather than the temporal multiplexing of current WIMP interfaces,

where a single pointing device is connected to different virtual objects serially over

time, GrEs have multiple input devices each connected to a single virtual object for an

extended time. Thispermits themanipulation of aseparateobject by each hand and also

the use of two-handed manipulation of the same object, such as the use of two hands to

stretch thestretchablesquare.

Similar work9 has been done on Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs) (Ishii & Ullmer,

1997; Ullmer, Ishii & Glas, 1998), Manipulable User Interfaces (MUIs) (Harrison,

Fishkin, Gujar, Mochon & Want, 1998), and Props (or Proxy) User Interfaces (PrUIs)

(Hinckley, Pausch, Goble & Kassell, 1994; Schmalstieg et al., 1999) In each of these

cases, since the input device is a physical device embedded in the same physical space

as the user, Norman’s (1988) principles of affordances, constraints, and visibility can

be directly applied. The user’s tremendous skills at situated manipulations are directly

9I group these interface styles together based upon the styles of movement each supports. They were
each designed with different aims, and hence they are quite distinct, but the differences appear on the
level of semantics, not their movements.
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accessed.

These interface styles have an inherent limitation: The input devices used are all

specialized. The great strength of these devices, their physicality, also restricts them to

being used with a single interaction technique. Fitzmaurice (1997) argues that this is

in fact desirable because more specialized input devices afford higher performance for

their single task. He proposes that users acquire input devices specialized to each of

their different computer applications just as they currently acquire specialized tools for

different physical tasks.

I think thiswill only cover a fraction of theapplications for which wemight wish

to use computers. While the work on GrEs has produced some compelling fits of in-

teraction technique to task, each of these techniques has been limited in its range of

applications. Much of thepower of computerscomes from their general purposenature

as abstract symbol systems. Specialized devices have their specialized place—and that

place includes applications of great social and commercial value—but they can never

keep up with the tremendous range of a general-purpose computer. This generality is

not only across applications but also influences the structure of a single application.

Software can stretch in ways that physical objects cannot. For example, the biblio-

graphic software I use began with 100 references and currently handles 1000 with ease

and with some reduction in performance has handled a database of 30,000 references.

It is hard to imagine a physical analog that could go from 100 to 500 without a major

redesign, let alone to 30,000.

Graspable environments meet the first but not the second criteria proposed on

pp. 38–39: Theaffordances learned in physical environmentsapply in GrEsbecausethe

input devices are themselves physical objects. However, each device only supports a
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singlestyleof movement and so only asmall fraction of situated skillscan beapplied in

theseenvironments.

Point ForceEnvironments: General-PurposeDevices for Situated Skills

Graspable environments are designed around task-specific devices. There is an-

other class of input devices, point force devices (PFDs). Point force devices represent

a different trade-off from graspable devices, weaker in visual affordances but featuring

programmable force display and the capability to transduce general movements. Point

force devices enable a different style of virtual environment, which I call point force

environments (PFEs)10. The greater generality of these devices permits a wider range

of interaction techniques to be used with a given hardware configuration as well as the

development of moreflexible interaction techniques.

For a graspable device, the visual affordances result from a combination of the

physical structure of the device and the graphical feedback provided by the interaction

technique. However, the haptic affordances result strictly from the physical structure

of the device—lacking programmable force display, the interaction technique cannot

dynamically change thehaptic feedback.

Consider the specification of control points on a spline curve using two “bricks”

(Figure1). Thevisual appearanceof thephysical structureof thebricks isan affordance

suggesting grasping. The interaction technique provides feedback about the current

state of the spline curve based upon the locations and rotations of the two bricks, a

visual affordance. However, there is no haptic resistance to the rotation of the bricks,

so the haptic affordance of bending forces is not provided. This form of motor control,

10In contradistinction to graspableenvironments, thesemight becalled “pokableenvironments” .
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Brick 1 (physical)

Brick 2 (physical)

Spline curve (virtual—displayed on screen underneath bricks)

FIGURE 1. Using Two “Bricks” to Bend a Virtual Spline Curve. Adapted from Fitz-
mauriceet al., Fig. 6

where a visual representation at one location guides the use of the hands at another, is

more highly mediated than in physical environments, where the haptic experience (in

this case, resistance to bending) guides hand use.

By contrast with graspable devices, the force display of a point force device is

under program control and the interaction techniquecan affect thehaptic affordancesof

the device as well as the visual affordances. Consider once again the task of specifying

two control points on a spline curve, only this time using two point force devices with

torque display. With this display hardware, the interaction technique can dynamically

render the resistance to bending and twisting of a physical drafter’s spline, providing

haptic feedback for themotor task.
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This difference has significant implications for the two kinds of environments.

Graspable devices have strong visual affordances that suggest the kind of movements

they transduce. Furthermore, the devices permit spatial multiplexing (the interaction

technique is initiated by reaching and grasping the device) whereas the point force de-

vices are temporally multiplexed (the interaction technique is initiated by moving the

device to a region of space and then binding the device to the virtual widget). For

these reasons, graspableenvironmentswill probably support higher ratesof human per-

formance for their specialized tasks than are possible with point force environments

applied to thesame tasks.

However, these advantages may be small. Since the transduced movements and

force displays of PFEs are general rather than specific, they can be used with many

interaction techniques. Once a given interaction technique has begun, the force display

can constrain theuser’smovement. Thuswhile theappearanceof thepoint forcedevice,

its visual affordances, does not suggest its possible movements as clearly as does the

appearanceof agraspabledevice, during theactual execution of an interaction technique

point forceand graspabledevices are roughly equivalent.

This suggests that while point force environments may have lower performance

than graspable environments for a few specialized tasks, point force environments may

have overall satisfactory rates of performance for a much broader range of tasks than

the specialized graspable environments. By the criteria on pp. 38–39, PFEs have the

opposite strengths and weakness of GrEs. The affordances from physical environments

do not carry over so well into PFEs, but a far larger proportion of the rich repertoire

of movement skills is available (although still not the full repertoire). The general-

ity of point force devices may prove a better match to the computational generality of
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computer systems than the specialized devices used in graspable interfaces. For the

remainder of this thesis I focuson thepossibilitiesoffered by point forceenvironments.

Point force environments are inevitably compromises between the complexity of

the hardware and software and the perceptual cues presented to the user. To be us-

able they must be designed with careful attention to the task and perceptual cues. The

research results on human performance in theseenvironments is limited.

Prior Research on Point ForceHaptic Environments

Thefollowing sectionssummarize theresearch to dateon point forcehaptic inter-

faces.

Sandpaper

The Sandpaper system (Minsky, 1995) explored a novel application of an active

force-feedback joystick. The joystick’s bandwidth range from 100–1000Hz and was

controlled by an algorithm creating variations of lateral force on the joystick. One of

the major research results of this project was that it is possible to generate a tactile

sensation using a kinesthetic stimulus. This blurs the boundaries between tactile and

force displays. Kaczmarek and Bach-y-Rita (1995) point out that the high bandwidth

of the joystick was essential to the success of the simulation. The system was most

effectiveat displaying grating textures—surfaceswith small, periodic ridges—and least

effectiveat displaying smooth and randomly-varying textures. These latter textureswill

probably requiregenuine tactiledisplays for effectivesimulation.
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Nanomanipulator

The Nanomanipulator (Taylor et al., 1993) integrated force output with stereo-

scopic visual output for the control of a Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM). The

STM measures the height of a microsurface at about the level of accuracy of an atomic

radius. The Nanomanipulator allows the operator to both see the microsurface and feel

it.

Thedescription of thesystem in (Taylor et al., 1993) emphasizesthevisual display

and only tersely describes the force output system. In fact, there isn’t a single example

given of the haptic display contributing to a scientific discovery. One of the difficulties

may be that the perceptual cues given by this system differ significantly from those we

receive in daily life. The force output technology used in the Nanomanipulator does

not have the high bandwidth of the Sandpaper system and so cannot represent textures

with any degree of verisimilitude. Furthermore, the system is operated by a handgrip,

creating thekinesthetic stimuli in thearm and shoulder rather than thefingersand wrist

stimuli presented by Sandpaper’s joystick. Finally, there is no visual representation of

theuser’s arm, simply adisembodied cursor at thecurrent scan point.

While theuseof force feedback in thiscontext is interesting, the technology does

not seem to havecontributed much to thisapplication. A newer version of theNanoma-

nipulator (Taylor, 1997) usesthePHANToM forcedisplay whosehigher bandwidth per-

mits more accurate rendition of textures. However, no performance results have been

reported with thisnewer version.
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GROPE-III

GROPE-III (Brooks, Ming, Batter & Kilpatrick, 1990) is the latest in a thirty-

year seriesof projectsexploring theuseof forceoutput in analyzing molecular docking

problems. The system attempts to provide a simulation environment for chemists to

discover low-energy docking configurationsmorequickly and to develop a“ feeling” for

the dynamics of molecular docking. The system displays three dimensional models of

two molecules, typically aprotein and adrug. Theuser maneuversthesmaller molecule,

usually thedrug, into a low-energy configuration with the larger molecule.

In addition to thevisual display of themolecules, GROPE-III providesboth visual

output and active forceoutput of theenergy configuration of themolecular system. The

visual output takes the form of a thermometer displaying thecurrent energy level, while

theforceoutput providesresistanceor attraction proportional to theatomic forcesacting

on thedocking molecule.

In asimplified version of thedocking task, biochemistsusing theforceoutput ver-

sion without any visual display were2.2 timesas fast aswhen they used avisual-output

only version. This simplified task was unrealistic, as there was only a single minimum-

energy solution. In the force output version, if the handgrip were simply allowed to run

free it would find the minimum-energy point automatically. The main purpose of this

initial experiment was to demonstrate that force output was an adequate modality for

conveying theenergy level of amolecular system. It isencouraging that thebiochemists

wereable to locate theconfiguration morequickly using only thekinesthetic sense than

when using only thevisual sense.

A second experiment measured performance with actual drugs and proteins, sys-

temswhich havemultiple locally minimal configurations. For this task, thebiochemists
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used both visual-only and visual plus force versions. The total docking times were not

significantly different between the two versions. When the docking was broken down

into suboperations, differenceswerefound. Thetimeto do thesix-dimensional phaseof

thedocking required 25% less time in theversion with haptic output.

Both GROPE and the Nanomanipulator are in production use by biochemists and

physicists. They aretheonly examplesof production haptic interfaceswhich I am aware

of. Brooks et al. (1990) report some interesting observations:

1. There appears to be a twofold maximum performance improvement from sup-

plementing visual output with haptic output.

2. The participants had no problem accommodating the haptic output. In fact,

they often didn’t even notice it was thereuntil it was turned off.

3. Theauthorsclaim that themost significant outcomeof the technology may not

be reduced task time, but enhanced understanding, leading to new approaches to drug

design.

Multi-Modal Mouse

Akamatsu (Akamatsu, MacKenzie & Hasbroucq, 1995; Akamatsu & Sato, 1994)

developed a mouse enhanced to provide limited tactile and force feedback. They con-

ducted two performanceexperimentswith thedeviceon atarget-selection task. Thefirst

(Akamatsu & Sato, 1994) used both tactile and force feedback to distinguish the target.

In this experiment the haptic feedback provided a significant improvement to pointing,

increasing the Index of Performance (IP), the measure of pointing task throughput of

the device, from 2.96 to 3.23. In the second experiment (Akamatsu et al., 1995), tactile

(only), sound, color, and combined feedback were compared with the normal condition
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of no feedback. No significant difference was found overall, but there was a significant

difference between the feedback modes for the time spent after positioning the cursor

over the target. No multiple comparison results are given, but their Figure 3 suggests

that the means clustered into three groups: tactile and combined, sound and color, and

normal (no feedback). Tactile feedback increased the effective width of the target, de-

creasing thedifficulty of the task.

Akamatsu et al. (1995) claim that positional feedback could only reduce the time

of movement over the target since the feedback was only engaged when the cursor

crossed the boundary of the target. Hill and Salisbury (1978) reported a similar re-

sult in a teleoperation docking task, finding that force output did not decrease time to

initially position the manipulator but did speed up the actual docking operation. On

the other hand, these results seem to be contradicted by some microstructure models of

rapid aimed movement. Several experiments (MacKenzie, Marteniuk, Dugas, Liske &

Eckmeier, 1987; Meyer, Abrams, Kornblum, Wright & Smith, 1988) havedemonstrated

that the entire course of movement, and not merely the portion of movement over the

actual target, is affected by thewidth of the target.

While the results of Akamatsu et al. (1995) do not indicate performance gains of

any size, they note that thebenefitsof extrasensory modalitiesof feedback will bemost

apparent in conditions where the visual system is already overloaded. The tasks used

in both studies were too simple to demonstrate the benefits of haptic feedback. Perhaps

the differences predicted by the microstructure models will produce more discernible

differences in performanceunder moredemanding task conditions.
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Palm-Sized Display with Haptics

There is only one study exploring the use of continuous-valued haptic output in

circumstances where the user is primarily attending to another task. Noma, Miyasato

and Kishino (1996) describe a palm-sized display attached to an active force feedback

arm. The display has two modes of use. In the observing mode, the display acts as a

virtual camera, showing a view of the virtual world as seen by an observer whose line

of sight is perpendicular to thedisplay.

Pressing a button shifts the display into handling mode. In this mode, the virtual

object currently in the center of the display is “grasped” . Moving the display causes

the object to move. In this mode, the kinesthetic output provides feedback for grasping

objects and collisions between objects. This feedback is designed for the specialized

purposeof making it easier to placeobjects relative to oneanother.

The authors report a pilot study which suggests that the kinesthetic feedback was

useful. Four engineers from their lab each performed aseriesof 240 trials, picking up a

virtual box and placing it next to avirtual wall. Threewall distanceswereused, ranging

from a short reach of 25 cm (10 inches) to an extended reach of 65 cm (26 inches).

Using theforcefeedback and visual display, theengineerswereableto placetheobjects

in 70% of the timeand with far less error than using only thevisual display.

There is a subtle difficulty with this device. In handling mode, it does not cor-

respond to any physical part of our body—it is a combination of a hand and an eye.

As such, the authors devoted considerable time to considering various interaction tech-

niques: Should it be more like an eye or a hand? Furthermore, the display is located at

some distance from the object being manipulated. It is as though the user is moving an

object glued to the end of a pole rather than grabbing the object itself and manipulating
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it.

The differences between working with the palm-sized display and our hands and

eyesaresubtleyet significant. It is impossibleto completely capturetherelationship be-

tween thebackground and theobject being moved. Rotationsof theobject areespecially

problematic. When the display is rotated, is the center of the rotation the object or the

display? Doestheobject rotatewithin thedisplay whilethebackground remainsfixed or

does the object stay fixed while the background moves? The authors compared several

methodsand determined that thebest method may vary with thetask. Their resultswere

not conclusive enough to come up with recommendations of which relationship works

best with which task.

Tremor-Resistant WIMP

RosenbergandBrave(1996) investigated theuseof passiveandactiveforceoutput

to make WIMP interface widgets resistant to hand tremor. The system was intended to

make it easier for users with high degrees of tremor (due to neuromotor disabilities) to

use scrollbars, buttons, and menus. The authors programmed a force output joystick

to “snap” to the center of the target. In a pilot study, the authors found that users with

tremor could activate the controls in less time using the force output system than using

a conventional graphics-only system. Active force output increased performance more

than passive force.

Other Pointing Studies

Several recent studieshavemeasured theeffect of haptically enhanced buttonson

pointing tasks (Arsenault & Ware, 2000; Eberhardt, Neverov, West & Sanders, 1997;
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Oakley, McGee, Brewster & Gray, 2000) and steering tasks(Dennerlein, Martin & Has-

ser, 2000). As with the previous work, pointing performance was found to improve

within the range of 10-15%. The benefits for the steering task were larger: 52% for

a pure steering task and 25% for a combined steering and targeting task. While these

latter results are encouraging, they are applicable only to a small set of practical tasks

where the direction of the user’s motion is known in advance and can be assisted by

haptic constraints.

Summary of Previous Work

The diverse work to date on point force haptic environments has not produced

many examples of improved human performance for the overall task. The respective

authors have typically argued that the benefits of these technologies lie in the realms

of improved understanding of scientific data or greater affective value. While these

latter benefitsaresurely of value(albeit hard to experimentally verify dueto thetremen-

dous difficulty of operationalizing such concepts), the lack of response time benefits is

nonetheless puzzling. The haptic system is crucial for the effective performance of a

variety of tasks in daily life. Why doesn’t it produce similar benefits in virtual environ-

ments?

These results suggest that our approach to introducing haptics into a computer

interface does not take all the requisite factors into account. The next two chapters

explore the mechanics of haptic interaction techniques in detail. In the final chapter, I

will reconsider the issueof implementing haptic environments in the light of the results

of theseexperiments.
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CHAPTER III

EXPERIMENT 1—CURVATURE ESTIMATION

Introduction

Thedescriptiveframework presented inChapter II emphasizesthat hapticenviron-

ments function as perceptual resources for accomplishing a task. Haptic environment

designers must strive to provide perceptual resources that will be of use to the broad-

est possible range of users for the tasks for which the environment is designed. The

“ intuition” of the designer, often merely a euphemism for the results of the designer’s

introspectiveanalysisof how sheor heperformsthetask, will probably not beareliable

guide to the perceptual resources required by actual users. These users will typically

have far less experience with both the specific environment and with haptic environ-

ments in general. Indirect three-dimensional pointing and the unnatural combination of

depth cues will make theseenvironments unfamiliar to theusers.

Empirical dataisamoresturdy foundation for design than introspection, and gath-

ering such data is the purpose of this chapter and the next. In these chapters, I describe

experiments exploring the causal factors influencing human performance of two tasks

in haptic environments. These experiments are primarily exploratory. That is, they are

intended moreto generatehypothesesthan to provethem. While therearesometestable

hypotheses of causal effects involving experimentally manipulated variables, a broader

goal of the experiments is to define the factors that may be significant determinants of

human performance in haptic environments. In particular, themost important thing is to

develop some experimental tasks, see what they measure, what factors might impinge
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upon them, and even how long typical trials take. Developing initial tasksand protocols

is itself an essential contribution in this early stage of understanding of haptic environ-

ments, for it is thetask that will definethespaceof possible factorswecan explore. The

task also definestheoperationalization of thecausal factors. Finally, theexperiment pro-

vides an initial estimate of the effect sizes of these factors, how much each one affects

human performance. As preliminary studies, the effect sizes reported will of necessity

be rough, perhaps only reliablewithin ahalf order of magnitude.

The discussion of haptic environments in Chapter II influences the design of this

experiment in several ways. First, theexperimental task isderived from aperceptual task

that is likely to occur in applications of haptic environments. Second, the experimental

task examines the mechanics of perception, and in particular the interaction between

vision and hapticsand thechanges in their respectivecontributionswhen working in an

environment where theperceptual resourcesaresignificantly reduced from physical en-

vironments. Third, the experiment compares the performance of alternative interaction

techniques, vision aloneversusvision and haptics, on thesameperceptual task. Finally,

I examine the influence of individual cognitive differences as measured by a mental

rotations test, on performanceof the task.

I think it isequally important to emphasizethat theseexperimentswill not address

thecrucial issuesof reliability and validity of themeasures. At thisearly stage, I believe

the first task is to propose tasks and causal factors and get initial estimates of their

importance. Only after thisgroundwork hasbeen laid will it beappropriateto rigorously

test theconstructs.
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Evaluating the Interaction of Perceptual Systems

One task that may well arise in haptic environments is theestimation of curvature

of an object. This task occurs in solid modeling applications, where the user models

a three-dimensional object using mathematical surfaces such as Non-Uniform Rational

B-Splines (NURBS). Users of solid modeling programs are often directly concerned

with the curvature of the objects they create. For example, in a model, the user may

have specified control points for a curved surface and want to see just how curved the

resulting surface is. This is an application where precise determination of curvature is

fundamental. There are currently a plethora of commercial non-haptic solid modeling

applications as well as the FreeForm (SensAble Technologies, 2000) haptic modeling

program. All of these programs are predominantly used with monoscopic displays, al-

though some can accommodate stereoscopic display hardware if available. While most

of theseapplicationsdo not currently support forcedisplay, they would readily incorpo-

ratesuch displays if thedisplayscan beshown to improveperformance.

Klatzky, Lederman, and Matula (1993) found that when vision and haptics were

both available, vision was used almost exclusively for geometric judgments (size and

shape), while haptics were important for material judgments (roughness, compliance,

temperature, and weight). However, haptic perception of geometry is also reasonably

good in physical environments. Observersusing hapticsalonecan discriminatebetween

three types of simple unfamiliar shapes in one to two seconds (Klatzky, Lederman &

Reed, 1987; Lederman, Klatzky & Reed, 1993). In the study described on pp. 29–32

(Klatzky et al., 1993) where observers identified common physical objects (which are

morecomplex) using only shape, recognition timeswereapproximately 17 secondswith

94% accuracy (see “shape-5-flexible” row of Table1).
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In Chapter II, I proposed that human perceptual systemsmight perform differently

in a point force environment than in physical environments. In physical environments,

multipleredundant cuescombineto giveeach individual perceptual system great power.

However, in haptic environments thereare fewer cuesfor both thevisual and haptic sys-

tems. Depth information is typically far less completely specified for the visual system

and the haptic system has been reduced to a single point of force. In such circum-

stances, the individual systems might be reduced to much lower performance than in

physical environments.

Themost widely availabledesktop hardwareconfiguration featuresamonoscopic

display. It would be advantageous if haptic environments could achieve satisfactory

performance with such a display, as the only remaining hardware expense would be a

haptic display. Unfortunately, this configuration also gives the least number of depth

cues. I term such a configuration a Low Cue Visual Environment (LCVE). How might

this lack of cues affect human performance of curvature estimation? Vision may not

be as effective at apprehending shape in an LCVE as in physical environments. How-

ever, two perceptual systems combined might apprehend the kind of rich, redundant

set of cues that give the individual systems such power in physical environments. The

supplementary cuesprovided by haptics might enhanceperformance.

The haptic system clearly apprehends shape cues. Are these cues available to

be integrated with corresponding visual cues? When blindfolded observers are asked

to sort objects that “would look like one another” they almost exclusively use object

shape as the sorting criterion (Klatzky et al., 1987), ignoring material properties. This

suggests that some common representation exists between haptic and visual perception

and therefore thehaptic system could supplement thevisual cues.
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On the other hand, performance of the haptic system is also likely to be reduced

in point force environments because of the reduction from multiple to single points

of contact with the object. In particular, shape cues are far less readily available in

point force environments than full-hand environments (see Table 1). Thus we have

two contending influences. Haptic perception provides an additional source of cues,

supplementing the impoverished cues received from an LCVE by thevisual system, but

the cues apprehended by the haptic system are themselves impoverished. It is not clear,

then, how much the addition of haptic cues will improve the perception of shape in

LCVEs. Theexperiment described in thischapter examines therelativecontributionsof

vision and haptics to curvatureestimation in aLCVE with apoint forcehaptic display.

Operationalizing Estimation of Curvature

To operationalize the above research question, I need a precise definition of cur-

vature. Several different definitions of curvature have been used, and several different

experimental protocolshavebeen used for curvatureestimation. Most previousresearch

on perception of the curvature of physical objects (Goodwin & Wheat, 1992; Gordon

& Morison, 1982) has used spherical stimuli, as has the only study to date of haptic

curvatureperception in point forceenvironments (Tan, 1997). For spherical stimuli, the

curvature is measured in units of m−1 and is defined as the inverseof the radius.

A disadvantageof spherical stimuli is that they only haveasingleparameter, their

curvature. It is impossible to consider families of related shapes. Koenderink and van

Doorn (Koenderink & van Doorn, 1992) addressed this problem by defining a class of

curveswhoseshapeand curvaturecan both bevaried. They consider surfacesdescribed

by thequadric equation
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z(x, y) =
(k1x
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wherek1 and k2 define the two principal curvatures. For such asurface, they define the

haptic dimensions of shape and curvedness as follows:

S = − 2

π
arctan(
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), k1 ≥ k2 (3.2)
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√
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2

2
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The shape index, S, varies from−1, a concave spherical paraboloid, to 1, a con-

vex spherical paraboloid (see Figure 2). This value represents the overall contours of

the form and is scale-independent. The curvedness index, C, represents the degree of

curvature. It ismeasured in unitsof m−1 and varies from zero, denoting aflat surface, to

infinity, denoting an infinitely curved surface. Note that curvedness is scale-dependent.

Although curvedness is measured in the same units as curvature for spheres, it repre-

sents a different quantity and the two cannot be directly compared. For the paraboloids

used in thischapter, I usearuleof thumb that thecurvednessvalueistwicethecurvature

valueof acomparablesphere1.

For this experiment, I used only the surfaces with S = 1 (k1 = k2 < 0). These

are convex paraboloids of revolution. Each stimulus consisted of two such paraboloids

back to back. For thesesurfaces, thecurvedness is simply equal to−k1.

This experiment compares the performance of vision with vision and haptics by

1Therule isderived by fitting aparabola through the0, 90, and−90 degreepointsof aunit circle. The
curvedness of the resulting parabola is twice thecurvatureof thecircle.
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(a) Cup: S = −1

(b) Groove: S = −0.5

(c) Saddle: S = 0

(d) Ridge: S = 0.5

(e) Top: S = 1

FIGURE 2. The Five Shapes at the Critical Points of the Shape Scale.
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comparing the psychophysical functions for the estimated curvedness of these parabol-

oids. For prothetic (magnitude) continua, the intensity of a stimulus, φ, and the per-

ceived value according to a subjective scale of the observer, ψ, are related by Stevens’

power law, (Gescheider, 1997, p. 298):

ψ = kφa (3.4)

The exponent of the function, a, varies with the stimulus dimension. For tactual

dimensions, the exponents range from .42 for viscosity of silicon fluids to 1.7 for dis-

comfort duetocold, withanoutlier at 3.5 for electric shock through thefingers(Geschei-

der, 1997, p. 303). The exponent is typically computed as the slope of the regression

line performed on the log of the intensity and log of the estimated magnitude. A larger

slope indicates that a given increment in stimulus intensity produces a larger perceived

difference. Lederman and Klatzky (1999) argue that steeper slopes therefore indicate

greater discriminability. This experiment compares the discriminability of vision and

vision together with haptics.

Spatial Abilitiesand Mental Rotations

I made the case in Chapter II that adults have tremendous skill at manipulating

objectsinphysical environments. Whilesomeof thesearemotor skills, it isalsopossible

that some significant portion of the skill is knowledge about the world, independent of

dexterity of performing physical manipulation. In this section I consider what such a

skill might be and how we might measure it. I derive a version of a mental rotations

test that I will use in Experiments 1 and 2 to assess how well skill at mental rotations

predicts individual performance in theseexperiments.
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The construct of spatial abilities is an operationalization of the notion of abstract

knowledgeof orienting objectsand one’sown point of view in three-dimensional space.

Spatial abilities is a broad construct and some have argued that it is too loosely defined

to have any explanatory value (Caplan, MacPherson & Tobin, 1985). Furthermore, it

has become so closely associated with the arguments for and against the existence of

gender-related cognitivedifferences that most articleson spatial ability focuson gender

to the exclusion of other considerations. The issue of gender-related cognitive differ-

ences is well outside the scope of this work. My concern is whether some subset of

what is known as “spatial abilities” can predict performance of users on tasks in hap-

tic environments. Nonetheless, I will discuss some of the results on gender differences

simply becauseso much of thespatial abilitieswork is couched in those terms.

Themost extensivemeta-analysisof research on spatial abilitiesfocused on differ-

encesrelated to gender. Voyer, Voyer, and Bryden (1995) analyzed 286 studiesof spatial

abilities and divided spatial abilities tests into the categories of mental rotations, spatial

perception, and spatial visualization. They found that mental rotations tests produced

the most consistent and strongest measure of such differences. However, the mental

rotations category was itself not sufficiently homogenous to be considered a measure

of a single effect. Voyer et al. (1995) divided it further into studies using the Cards

Rotation Test, studies using the test of Vandenberg and Kuse (1978), and an aggregate

category titled Generic Mental Rotations. The Cards Rotation Test uses rotations of

two-dimensional stimuli, while the other two tests use rotations of three-dimensional

stimuli. The Vandenberg and Kuse (1978) is a paper and pencil test yielding only ac-

curacy data, while tests in theGeneric Mental Rotationscategory arecomputerized and

produce both response time and accuracy. Voyer et al. (1995) found that studies us-
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ing the specific Vandenberg and Kuse (1978) test were themselves heterogeneous, with

different effect sizes depending upon thescoring method used.

My interest in this data is not in putative cognitive differences in gender but in

what this meta-analysis indicates about various spatial ability tests. The Voyer et al.

(1995) meta-analysis indicates that mental rotation tests are reliable overall, although

individual tests and scoring methods differ in the strength of their outcomes. Because

of this result I chose to useamental rotations test asameasureof spatial abilities in this

experiment. In particular, I chose the PsychExperiments (1999) mental rotations test,

a computerized test using three-dimensional stimuli, which would fall in the Voyer et

al. (1995) Generic Mental Rotations category. The test uses stimuli similar to those of

Vandenberg and Kuse (1978).

A mental rotations test has been used in at least one prior study of three-dimen-

sional interaction techniques. Grissom and Perlman (1995) used results of the Vanden-

berg and Kuse(1978) test asacovariate in their standardized evaluation plan, StEP(3D).

Thetest resultsdid not haveasufficient correlation with performanceto provideauseful

covariate. However, this lack of predictive power of the test may have been due to the

limited dataprovided by that particular test. Asapaper and pencil test, it only measures

accuracy and provides no response time data. The computerized test used in this exper-

iment providesboth accuracy and times, and hence its resultsmay havemorepredictive

power.

Development of Mental Rotations Scale

By itself, the PsychExperiments (1999) mental rotations test only provides a pair

of results, mean trial time and total accuracy. There is currently no standardized scale
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for relating performance of an individual to the broader population. The University

of Mississippi database was used to construct a preliminary scale of mental rotations

ability. This database contains tens of thousands test results, collected via the World

WideWeb over aspan of several years.

All test results from the period Nov. 30, 1999 to April 20, 2000 were down-

loaded. Theresulting filehad responses for 18,663 trialsperformed by 515 participants.

Screening the data revealed six participants who appeared to be answering randomly:

Their performance was at chance level and their mean response times were well under

asecond. Thesesix weredeleted, leaving a referencedataset of 509 individuals.

The reference set consisted of 328 females and 181 males, 453 right-hand domi-

nant individuals, 37 left hand dominant, and 19 “mixed” , with agesranging from 5 to 63,

and mean (median) age of 21 (20) years. Seven-number summaries2of the distributions

of age, mean log response time, and percent correct are given in Table 3, Table 4, and

Table 5, respectively. The age and gender proportions are obviously different from the

overall population—the seven-number summary indicates that 75% of the participants

are between 18 and 23—and the group is self-selected, but it is not clear at this time

whether thedistributionsof response timeand accuracy for thisgroup differ from those

of the overall population. For the purposes of this study, I assumed that this reference

set was representative of the overall population of adult, college-educated, computer-

literate individuals, apopulation that clearly includes theparticipants in my study.

Response times for the reference set were distributed lognormally. For each indi-

vidual in the set, the mean of the log response time was calculated. Figure 3 shows a

normal-quartileplot of theresulting distribution. There isasingleoutlier on thepositive

2See Appendix A for a description of seven-number summaries.
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TABLE 3. Distribution of Participant Ages in Mental Rotations Reference Set

n = 509, mean = 21.2
20.0

19.0 (20.0) 21.0
18.0 (20.5) 23.0
5.0 (34.0) 63.0

TABLE 4. Distribution of Response Times in Mental Rotations Reference Set

n = 509, mean = 1.027
1.033

0.813 (1.032) 1.252
0.647 (1.039) 1.431
0.022 (1.231) 2.441

TABLE 5. Distribution of Accuracy Rates in Mental Rotations Reference Set

n = 509, mean = 0.821
0.844

0.750 (0.844) 0.938
0.635 (0.802) 0.969
0.344 (0.672) 1.000
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FIGURE 3. Mean Log Response Time for 509 Participants from Reference Set.

end, and the distribution is slightly heavy-tailed, but overall it is very close to normal.

Figure 4 shows a normal-quantile plot of the distribution of percentage correct for the

reference set. Within the constraints of the discrete nature of this measure, and a ceiling

effect (seven per cent of the participants had perfect accuracy), the resulting distribution

is reasonably close to normal.

The time and accuracy measures are effectively uncorrelated (Pearson product-

moment correlation r = .072, see Figure 5), so they potentially measure two different
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aspects of spatial skills. Scales were constructed for both measures in the following

way. The percentile for each participant for the time score in this study was computed

as the percentage of individuals in the reference set with scores greater than or equal to

that of the participant. Note that the resulting time percentile must be interpreted with

care: A higher percentilemeansa lower (faster) time. An accuracy percentilescalewas

constructed similarly, except the percentile represents the percent of scores less than or

equal to that of the participant. I will use these two scales as covariates in Experiments

1 and 2, examining how well mental rotationsskill predicts individual performance.

Experimental Design

The experiment was a 2 x 2 within-subjects design with display modality and

block as the factors. Display modality had two levels, vision alone and vision plus hap-

tics. There were two blocks. Participants performed an absolute magnitude estimation

protocol (Gescheider, 1997, pp. 248–255) to estimate curvature. Magnitude estimation

has been successfully applied to haptic curvature perception in previous studies with

physical stimuli (Gordon & Morison, 1982, Exp.5). Within each block, participantsper-

formed 28 trials using one display modality, followed by an equal number of trials in

theother modality. Order of first modality within theblock wascounterbalanced across

participants. Each stimulus was presented twice in each block, in random order, and

randomly assigned one of 14 possible orientations according to an algorithm described

below.

Thedependent variableswereresponsetimeand estimated magnitudeof curvature

for each trial.
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Experimental Hypotheses

This experiment tests the claim that the extra cues provided by haptics will in-

crease discriminability over vision alone. Using the argument of Lederman and Klatzky

(1999), this claim becomes operationalized as

Hypothesis 3.1

The mean slope of the psychophysical functions for observers in the haptics

plus vision category will be greater than the mean slope for observers in the

vision alone category.

In addition to greater discriminability, the increased cues provided by haptics may

help observers make more consistent estimates. This would result in the estimates lying

more closely together, decreasing the variance. This becomes operationalized in terms

of regression as

Hypothesis 3.2

The r2 for the regressions of the psychophysical functions for observers in

the haptics plus vision category will be lower than those for observers in the

vision alone category.

While in general, it seems reasonable to expect that better skill in mental rotations

will lead to better performance, this is impossible to precisely operationalize given the

limited nature of the current data. The scale derived above has never been used, there

are two values (time and accuracy) for each participant, and two dependent variables

(discriminability and r2). Since there is no strong theory on which to base a priori

hypotheses, I only do a post hoc analysis on the mental rotations data.
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Method

Participants

Participants were 12 unpaid volunteer computer science graduate students from

theUniversity of Oregon. Agesranged from 24 to 48 with amedian of 30.5. All reported

themselves as right-handed, and 9 out of 12 scored in or above the 6th decile of right-

handedness in the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971), with a median

decile value of R-7 (i.e., as right-handed as 70% of the right-handed population). Eight

participants weremaleand four female.

Stimuli

Stimuli weredisplayed without any environmental cuessuch asaground and hori-

zon. While environmental cues are invaluable for determining the distance of an object

from the observer and the relative distance between objects (Gibson, 1979), they are

not useful for determining the shape of a single unknown object. Only one light source

was used. Hubona, Wheeler, Shirah, and Brandt (1999) found that two light sources

decreased performance in several spatial tasks, and results of my pilot studies also in-

dicated that multiple light sources made the shapes more difficult to interpret. Table 6

lists theOpenGL parameters used to graphically display thestimuli.

Texture is an important visual shape cue. Wanger, Ferwerda, and Greenberg

(1992) found that texture increased accuracy a small (3.3%) but significant amount in a

task matching the size of spheres. Texture is also used in estimation of degree of planar

slant (e.g., Ernst et al., 2000). Its influenceon perception of curved shapewill probably

be somewhat larger. Nonetheless, I chose to display these stimuli without graphic (or
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TABLE 6. OpenGL Parameters for Display of Stimuli

Parameter Value
Ambient light

GL LIGHT MODEL AMBIENT .4, .4, .4, 1
Directional light

GL POSITION −35, 0, 35
GL SPECULAR .6, .6, .6, 1
GL DIFFUSE .6, .6, .6, 1

Surface reflectance
GL AMBIENT AND DIFFUSE 0, 1, 0, 1
GL SPECULAR 1, 1, 1, 1
GL SHININESS 100

Projection matrix
gluPerspectiveparameters 45, 1.46, 5, 65

Model view
Viewer distance -35

force) texture. Adding texturemight havecreated aceiling effect, whereobserverscould

visually estimate thecurvatureso accurately that no further cueswereuseful. Given the

early nature of this work and the lack of data on human performance in point force en-

vironments, for thisfirst work I choseto usesimplestimuli without texturecues. Future

work can examine interactions between morecomplex shapes and different shapecues.

The stimuli for the magnitude estimation task ranged from 60 m−1 to 255 m−1 in

curvednessin stepsof 15 m−1, for atotal of 14 values. Whilethesecurvednessvaluesare

useful for relative comparisons, they may not have validity as physical measurements.

The value of curvedness is scale-dependent. Given an object, changing the scale of

the coordinate system by which the object is measured will change the value of its

curvedness. For thehaptic display of astimulus, theuser’skinesthetic experienceof the

stimulus anchors it to a specific coordinate system and hence a measurable curvedness.

Thisisnot thecase, however, for thevisual display. Asdescribed above, thestimuli were
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TABLE 7. Parameters for SurfacePolygonizer

Parameter Value
function z - 0.5 * (k*x*x + k*y*y)/300
size 1
zLimita −5
starting x, y, x 0, 0, 0
mode TET

aSee text for description of this parameter.

not displayed with any indication of a specific depth and the display hardware provides

no vergence and accommodation cues. Consequently, the user was free to define an

idiosyncratic visual coordinate system, and hence an idiosyncratic visual curvedness.

Given that haptic curvednessand visual curvednessaremost likely discrepant, it ishard

to say what thecurvedness of thesestimuli is in absolute terms.

Different representations were used for the graphical and force displays of the

stimuli. Thegraphical representation wasapolygonal mesh computed using theimplicit

surface polygonization routine of Bloomenthal (1994). Table 7 lists the parameters for

the routine. The routine was slightly modified to use a different termination criterion

for the polygonization. Instead of computing a fixed number of cubes from the starting

cube, the algorithm created polygons up to the z value specified by zLimit. While

this criterion will not terminate the algorithm for an arbitrary shape, it is guaranteed

to terminate for the stimuli in Experiment 1. The variable k was set to the stimulus

curvedness, while the constant 300 was used to produce an appropriate stimulus size

for the display. The haptic stimuli were rendered using a custom-written subclass of

gstShape in theGHOST 2.1 toolkit (SensAbleTechnologies, 1998).

Each stimulus was presented in one of 14 possible orientations. An orientation
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was specified as a rotation around the x and y axes. Orientations were randomly as-

signed to stimuli. All of theorientationsprovided somesideview of theobject. Noneof

the orientations showed a stimulus head-on, which would have made curvature difficult

to visually estimate. Every orientation was used exactly four times in a block. Thus a

stimulus would nearly always be shown at four different orientations in the same block

(although therewassomesmall possibility of thesameorientation getting assigned two

or more times for thesamestimulus) and most of theeight total presentationsof astim-

ulus in thesession werewith different orientations(although theexact proportion varied

between participants). Figure6 showsasamplestimuli at two different orientations.

Stimuli were displayed with a white curve along one of the parabolas passing

through the origin. The rotation of the curve varied, but was always clearly visible

(i.e., the curve was not placed on the silhouette of the object). This curve provided a

reference for the curvature estimation task (described below). The rotation of the curve

was specified aspart of oneof the14 stimulus orientations.

Equipment

The experimental program ran on a 300-Mhz Pentium II with Windows NT 4.0.

The graphic display device was a monoscopic color screen and the force display device

was a PHANToM model 1.5. The haptic rendering loop ran at 1000 Hz and consumed

approximately 22% of the processor time. The graphics loop ran with a mean cycle

time between 55 and 95 msec, depending upon the curvedness (and hence the number

of polygons) of the stimulus. Note that the only part of the graphic display that moved

was the PHANToM cursor—the stimulus never moved. For each trial, the program

recorded the timefrom initial display of thestimulusuntil theparticipant ended the trial
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FIGURE 6. A Stimulus, Curvedness = 5, at Two Different Orientations.
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FIGURE 7. Setup for Experiment 1.

by pressing thePHANToM stylus.

Participants sat at a computer table holding the PHANToM stylus in their domi-

nant hand and entered numeric magnitudeestimateswith their non dominant hand. Fig-

ure7 isaphotograph of theexperimental setup. At thebeginning of theexperiment, par-

ticipants adjusted the chair height to a level where the keyboard and PHANToM could

be comfortably held. The elbow of the arm holding the PHANToM was supported by

thearm of thechair.

Task

For the experiment, participants were asked to “estimate the curvature of the ob-

ject along thiswhite line” . The task wasorganized asan absolutemagnitudeestimation

protocol (Gescheider, 1997, pp. 248–255) and used a slightly modified wording from

the sample on p. 254 of Gescheider (1997). In this protocol, participants are asked to

make a separate judgment of each stimulus magnitude, without regard to any set scale
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FIGURE 8. ExampleStimulus of “High” Curvature.

and independently of any previous estimations they have made. Participants are free

to choose any scale they deem appropriate. Studies have shown that different partici-

pantswill makerelatively similar estimates for thesamestimulus, within about an order

of magnitude of each other (Zwislocki & Goodman, 1980). The absolute magnitude

protocol has theparadoxical effect of reducing thevariability of estimates between par-

ticipants by allowing them to choose their own scale.

To anchor the scales of all participants in a common direction, during instruction

the participants were shown printouts of Figure 8 and Figure 9 and told that a higher

number should be assigned to Figure 83. To avoid biasing their judgments, participants

werenever told any examplemagnitudevalues.

3Overall, this instruction worked well, as eleven out of the twelve participants used the requested
direction for their scales. One participant, P10, used the opposite scale (where Figure 9 received a higher
value). I transformed P10’s data so that the slopes of the psychophysical lines (in log-log space) for
each block were negated and then used the transformed data for P10 in all subsequent analyses. The
transformation appears benign, as the slopes of this participant’s lines are close to the medians for the
entire participant group.
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FIGURE 9. ExampleStimulus of “Low” Curvature.

Depending upon thecurrent experimental condition, theparticipant could explore

the stimulus using either vision alone or both vision and haptics. In the vision-only

trials, participants simply estimated curvature by looking at the object. In the vision

plus haptics trials, they were asked to run the PHANToM cursor over the white line at

least once, moving at whatever speed felt comfortable. Participantsweretold they could

move over the trail several times and also over other regions of the surface. They were

reminded, however, not to spend a long timeon any given estimate. Appendix A hasthe

exact experimental instructions.
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FIGURE 10. Sample “Same” Trial in Mental Rotations Test.

Procedure

Participants began the session with a slightly modified4 version of the PsychEx-

periments (1999) mental rotations test. The test consisted of pairs of three-dimensional

stimuli. Participants were asked whether the two stimuli were the same (although per-

hapsat different rotations) or different. Figure10 and Figure11 show trialswith “same”

and “different” stimuli pairs, respectively. Participants responded by clicking on theap-

propriate screen button. The software recorded the correctness of the answer and the

response time. Each block consisted of “same” and “different” pairs for each of the

eight rotations from 0 to 315 degrees in incrementsof 45 degrees, for a total of 16 trials

per block. Presentation order was randomized for all participants. This test consisted of

two blocks.

Participants were then instructed in the absolute magnitude estimation task. Par-

ticipants performed several practice trials in the vision and vision plus haptics condi-

tions. After two or threepractice trials in each condition, the testing phaseof theexper-

4Theoriginal wasdesigned to beastandalone test and so had asequenceof preliminary demographic
questions and a consent form. Since the version used in this experiment was simply a pretest, these were
removed. Second, to protect the confidentiality of my participants, their responses were never sent to the
central databaseat theUniversity of Mississippi.
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FIGURE 11. Sample “Different” Trial in Mental Rotations Test.

iment began.

The testing session consisted of two blocks of 56 trials each, alternating between

28 vision only trials and 28 vision plus haptics trials. The starting mode (vision only or

vision plus haptics) was counterbalanced across participants.

Participantsbegan a trial by clicking thestylusof thePHANToM, causing astim-

ulus to be displayed both visually and (in the haptics trials only) haptically. Once they

had estimated thecurvaturemagnitude, they clicked thestylusbutton again. Thestimu-

lus was turned off and a dialog box appeared requesting an estimate of curvature. Any

positive number was accepted as an estimate. After the dialog box closed, the screen

remained blank until the stylus was clicked again, starting the next trial. The task en-

vironment included a display at the bottom of the window indicating the trial number,

block number, and current mode (“VISION” or “VISION PLUS TOUCH”). See Fig-

ure 12. The sphere above the stimulus is the cursor indicating the current PHANToM

position.

After all trials were completed, participants were interviewed about their experi-

ences during theexperiment.
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FIGURE 12. Screen Layout for Experiment 1.
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(unit=.1)
Vision only Vision plus haptics

9 2 9
5 3
4 4 36
8 5 3379

168 6 05
0 7
5 8 4

9
13 10 8

11
1 12 0

FIGURE 13. Psychophysical Slopes for All Participants for theTwo Conditions.

Results

Psychophysical Functions of Curvedness

Magnitudeestimateswereanalyzed using themethod described in Lederman and

Klatzky (1999, Sect. 4.2). The arithmetic means of the raw curvature estimates were

computed for each participant in each block. The grand mean for all participants and

blockswasthen calculated. Theraw scorefor each estimatewasnormalized by dividing

by thespecific mean for that observer and condition and multiplying by thegrand mean.

Linear regressions of the natural log of the normalized scores against the natural log of

the stimulus curvature were computed for each participant for each block. The slopes

for each participant aredisplayed in aback-to-back stem plot5 in Figure13.

A repeated-measures analysis of variance was conducted on the slopes of the re-

gression lines, with block and mode as within-subjects factors. In all analyses done on

5See Appendix A for a description of stem plots.
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this data, significance was set at 5%. Block was highly significant (F1,11 = 14.804, p =

.003), with mean slopes of .725 for the first block and .625 for the second block.

Mode approached significance (F1,11 = 3.428, p = .091), with mean slopes of .700

and .649 for vision and vision plus haptics, respectively. Note that this is the opposite

from the direction predicted by Hypothesis 3.1—performance was better with vision

alone. The block by mode interaction effect was non-significant and its size insubstan-

tial (F1,11 = .266, p = .616). This indicates that rates of learning for the two modes

wereessentially identical.

Ther2 values for theregressions indicate thedegree to which the log of the inten-

sity predicted the log of theparticipants’ estimates. The r2 values for theeach modality

represents the consistency of the modality. For this case, each data point in the regres-

sion was themean of four estimatesmadeby theparticipant for thesame intensity (two

estimates in each block for each modality). The resulting r2 values for each participant

in each modearedisplayed in aback to back stem plot in Figure14. Themean r2 values

were .78 and .75 for the vision and vision plus haptics modes, respectively. No signifi-

cant difference was found between the distributions of the r2 values for the two modes

(Wilcoxon signed-rank test, n = 12, V = 52, p = .339). Thus Hypothesis 3.2 was not

supported.

Asarobust check on theregression analysis, Figure15 isaplot of thenormalized

responses for all participants together with a nonparametric loess fit (Cleveland, 1993,

Sect. 3.2) to the points. The plot supports the conclusion that the slope for vision

is slightly higher than vision plus haptics. Both the spread of the data points and the

slopesof thefits for thetwo conditionsarevery similar. Theloesscurvesarealso nearly

linear, indicating that a linear fit is appropriate for this data, although there is a slight
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(unit=.1)
Vision only Vision plus haptics

3 7
4
5 8

355 6
04 7 1346

224679 8 01458
0 9 1

FIGURE 14. Regression r2 values for All Participants for theTwo Conditions.

tapering of theslopes at curvedness values above150 m−1.

Trial Times

The times required to perform each estimate were distributed log-normally. A

repeated-measures analysis of variance was performed on the log of the times, with

block and mode as within-subjects factors. Again, block was significant (F1,11 =

6.918, p = .023), with geometric means of 5.71 and 4.90 seconds for the first and sec-

ond block, respectively. Mode was highly significant (F1,11 = 65.969, p < .0001),

with geometric means of 2.805 and 9.977 seconds for the vision only and vision plus

haptics modes, respectively. The block by mode interaction effect was non-significant

(F1,11 = 1.83, p = .203), although larger than the block by mode interaction for psy-

chophysical slope.

In interviewsafter theexperiment, someparticipantsreported that they found hap-

tics of greater use when the stimulus was rotated in such a way that it was seen more

head-on than from theside. Statistically, thiswould beexpressed asan interaction effect

between the two factors of rotation and mode. This reported effect would be small at

best, becausetherotationsfor thestimuli had been selected in such away that they were
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FIGURE 15. Normalized Estimates and Loess Fit.
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alwaysseen at least somewhat from theside. Computing separatepsychophysical func-

tions for each rotation for each mode did not reveal any effects for rotation. However,

slopes for two of the fourteen rotations were consistently apart from the others. The

rotation x=45, y=-45 had a slope consistently higher than the others, while the rotation

x=-45, y=90 had aconsistently lower slope. Theseresultssuggest that view of theobject

may have a small effect on participants’ ability to estimate curvature, but they must be

taken with caution, since they are both post-hoc and currently lacking any theoretical

foundation.

Mental Rotations Covariate

The participants in this study represent a clear subpopulation of the mental rota-

tions reference set. Figure 16 shows boxplots of the scores for all 26 participants for

Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 (described in Chapter IV). Both scoresareclustered far

from the 50th percentile, with the participants in these experiments being slower and

more accurate than the individuals in the reference set. As with the reference set, data

for the participants in Experiments 1 and 2 showed no correlation between correctness

and time (Pearson’sproduct-moment correlation r = −.035).

The influence of mental rotation skill on magnitude estimation of surface cur-

vature was investigated using linear regression. Fitting mean response time to mental

rotation percentile scores did not produce a useful model; only 3.6% of the variance

wasexplained. Fitting mental rotationspercentilesdirectly to thepsychophysical slopes

produced a nonlinear fit, but taking the log of the slopes normalized the residuals and

produced abetter-fitting result:
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FIGURE 16. Percentiles on Mental Rotations Test for all 26 Participants in Experi-
ment 1 and Experiment 2.
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log(slope) = −.514 + .958mrt− .227mrc (3.5)

wheremrt andmrc are the mental rotation response time percentile and accuracy per-

centile, respectively. The resulting formula has an R2 of .195. Of the two coefficients,

only the response time is significant (t(45) = 3.156, p = .003). The implication of

this result is that participants who performed faster on the mental rotations test (recall

that higher percentiles indicate faster speeds) discriminated curvature values more than

thosewhosemental rotation times wereslower.

Discussion

I will discusstheresultsof thisexperiment in termsof theapparent lack of synergy

between haptics and visual cues for this task, the possible role of individual differences

in strategies and spatial skills, and theusefulness of this task for evaluating haptic envi-

ronments.

Lack of Synergy Between Perceptual Systems

Theaddition of forcedisplay did not improve theability to discriminatecurvature

and may even have reduced that ability. Even though the reduced depth cues of the

monoscopic display make the stimuli somewhat ambiguous, the visual display appar-

ently provided enough cues that participants could perform curvature estimation. In the

experimental debriefings many participants commented that they made an initial esti-

mate from the first visual glance. While four said that their initial estimates were later

revised based upon the haptic experience, the other eight said haptics provided no new

information and two even referred to hapticsasa“nuisance” or “distraction” . Thestrong
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effect of haptics on time—a threefold increase—indicates that participants were in fact

using the PHANToM to explore the stimulus for a considerable time, but this increased

time did not improve their ability to discriminate curvatures. Evidently, curvature es-

timation can be performed rapidly and accurately enough from visual cues that further

timeobserving thestimulus doesnot improvediscriminability.

Participants may even have experienced a slight decrease in their ability to dis-

criminate curvature when using the PHANToM. While the result only approached sig-

nificance, it is based upon enough data points to warrant some analysis. Converting

the respective slopes back to the original scales with an exponential transformation, the

rangesof theestimatesare4.63 and 3.83 for thevision-only and vision plushaptic con-

ditions, respectively. The range of estimated curvatures is therefore 17% higher for the

vision-only condition versus thevision plushaptics condition.

What factors might underlie this? Perceived curvature magnitude is a fundamen-

tally subjective quantity. There is no “correct” value against which to measure partici-

pants’ responses. Furthermore, the r2 values indicate there was a fair amount (roughly

22%) of remaining within-subject variability to the magnitude estimates of the vision-

only condition. In principle, at least, participants could have visually discriminated

curvaturesmoreclearly than they did. Theresultsof thisexperiment suggest that haptic

experiencedid not provideenough extra information for that improvement to occur.

The analysis of perception of virtual environments in Chapter II suggests dis-

cussing this outcome in terms of the perceptual cues available as resources to support

the task. From this point of view, we need to understand what cues might have been

available from visual experience and what cues might have been available from haptic

experience.
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I consider thevisual cuesfirst. Comparing thesamplestimuli in Figure9 and Fig-

ure 8 more closely, we see that there are multiple redundant pictorial cues suggesting

the curvedness. The curvedness affects all aspects of the stimulus’ appearance: its size,

itssilhouette, even thesizeand sharpnessof thespecular reflection on its tip. Thevisual

display providesprecisely thekind of rich, redundant cues that havebeen demonstrated

to support accurate perception. It is possible that participants could accurately esti-

mate the “curvedness” of these stimuli simply by considering them as two-dimensional

shapes, without accounting for depth cuesat all. Indeed, thevergence, accommodation,

and binocular disparity cues from the monoscopic display would all support such an

interpretation. Given such a rich set of visual cues, haptic cues would have to provide

a radically enriched experience before there would be a significant improvement in dis-

criminability. However, point forcedevices instead provideavery small number of new

cues.

Philips and Todd (1996) found a similar effect for a visual shape discrimina-

tion task using five shapes from the Koenderink (1990) family (including the S = 1

paraboloid used in this experiment). Observers had much greater difficulty distinguish-

ing theshapeswhen their field of view was restricted to 2 ˚ than when it was3 ˚ or 4 ˚ .

Philips and Todd concluded that observers in the 2 ˚ condition had insufficient access

to the global structure of the shape and had to discriminate based upon estimates of the

principal curvatures. Observers with the wider fields of view could use estimates of the

overall shape and performed far better. This is analogous to the results in my experi-

ment, where observers appear to have found global structural cues far more useful than

estimatesof local curvature.

Theresultsof thisexperiment indicate that thehaptic experiencewasnot that rich
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and may even have detracted from performance. I suggest that performance was in fact

reduced and this reduction wascaused by the temporal integration imposed by thepoint

force display. In haptic trials, participants reported that they typically made initial esti-

matesfrom visual assessment, then traced thewhite linewith thePHANToM. Asshown

in the Klatzky, Loomis, Lederman, Wake, and Fujita (1993) study, identifying a shape

with a point force requires far longer than identifying the same shape with the whole

hand, and presumably requires far more cognitive resources because the representation

of the shape must be constructed by temporal integration. Consequently, participants

in this experiment may have gone through a three-step process. First, they quickly

formulated a visual estimate, then they performed the cognitively demanding task of

temporally integrating theshape, potentially disrupting theexperienceof their initial es-

timate, and finally had to reformulate their estimate, theoriginal having been lost in the

disruption. As one participant put it, “after fiddling with all that [the PHANToM], then

I would say, ‘OK, now look at it and estimate.’ ”

There are currently no studies examining the consequences of protracted practice

on temporal integration, so it is currently not possible to say whether the cognitive load

reduces or whether the speed increases with practice. Within the limited number of

trials in this experiment, some learning did occur (Figure 17). The geometric mean

haptic trial time in the second block was 82% of that for the first block. This greater

speed was accompanied by a reduction in discriminability, however, as the arithmetic

mean slopewent from .725 in thefirst block to .625 in thesecond. Thus it is impossible

to say how much of the time improvement wasdue to simply increased motor skill with

thePHANToM and how much due to increased skill of temporal integration.

Overall, the difference in mean slopes of the psychophysical functions for the
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vision and vision plus haptics conditions is large enough to warrant further study to see

if the effect is robust and, if robust, what factors might be causing it. In particular, the

effects of temporal integration should beexamined moreclosely.

Individual Strategies and Individual Differences

Individualsmight usedifferent perceptual cues for agiven task. Despite theover-

all poor showing of haptics in this experiment, perhaps certain classes of individuals

found the cues useful. Performance of individual participants might have varied de-

pending upon theconscious strategy they used or different cognitiveabilities.

To assess the role of individual strategy, participants were asked after the exper-

iment whether they thought the haptic experience was useful. Five stated they thought

it had helped to some degree and had some strategy for using it, while four thought it

had reduced their performance and had paid little attention. Note that while the par-

ticipants were naive to the specific hypotheses of this experiment, as members of the

Department they most likely assumed that the experimenter was hoping to find positive

results for the haptic condition. Thus, their responses are likely to be biased. Because

of this, and because of the potentially biased coding of these responses (the questions

werefreeform and theexperimenter coded theresponseshimself), I evaluated theaccu-

racy of these responses using an informal rule of thumb rather than a formal inference

technique.

I defined an absolute difference of greater than .05 between the visual and visual

plus haptic slope to be “substantial” . Using this definition, only three of those who

thought they had done better with haptics in fact had psychophysical slopes that were

substantially greater in thevision plushaptic case, whilenoneof thosewho thought they
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had done better with vision actually had psychophysical slopes that were substantially

greater in the vision case. In fact, three of those who claimed to have done better with

vision in fact had substantially greater slopes in thevision plus haptics case.

In short, participant reports were not reliable predictors of the condition in which

they were able to more clearly discriminate curvatures. This suggests that whatever

differencesexistedbetweenparticipants, it wasnot duetoconsciously selectedstrategies

for curvature estimation. At this time, I am not sure if there is any value in collecting

participants’ reports of their personal strategies, since the responses areso unreliable.

Spatial abilities, as measured by a simple computerized test of mental rotations

of three-dimensional objects, arean objectivemeansof characterizing individual differ-

ences. For this participant group, the mental rotations test predicted a useful fraction

of individual performance. While explaining 20% of the variance is not huge, it is still

substantial, given themany factorsunderlying human performanceon atask ascomplex

asthis. However, given themultivariatenatureof therelationship, and thesomewhat un-

usual nature of the discovered relationship, there is a real possibility it is only a chance

effect. The results in thisexperiment must be replicated in different contextsbeforeany

firm conclusions be drawn. Nonetheless, the test is simple and quick, and I recommend

it be included in futurestudies of haptic environments.

Comparison with ComparablePhysical Tasks

Comparing the resultsof thisexperiment with the literatureof quantitative results

on haptic curvature perception suggests some reasons why the haptic cues did not pro-

videmuch supplementary information in this task. All thehaptic studiesbefore thisone

used haptics without vision.
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The slope of the psychophysical function in this experiment can be compared

with one derived for physical stimuli. Gordon and Morison (1982) computed the psy-

chophysical function for estimating spherical curvature over a 6-cm distance using the

middle finger. For curvatures ranging from 1.44 to 5.73 m−1, the slope was 1.2, while

for curvatures ranging from 1.91 to 19.12 m−1 the slope was 0.9. The stimuli used in

theexperiment described in thischapter wereparaboloids rather than spherical, so their

curvedness values cannot be immediately compared to the curvature values of the older

experiment. Using therough curvednessto curvatureconversion function described ear-

lier, the range of “curvatures” in this experiment was from 30 to 127.5. The slopes of

thepsychophysical functions for thesecurvatureswere0.70 (vision alone) and 0.65 (vi-

sion plus haptics). These results are consistent with the earlier work, given that Gordon

and Morison (1982) found that larger ranges of curvature produced a lower slope and

extrapolating their results to the curvature range used in this experiment. The above

comparison is of course extremely rough, as Gordon and Morison used a haptics only

protocol while the estimates in this experiment appear to have been predominantly vi-

sual.

The prior curvature estimation studies provide further suggestions to why point

force haptics was not a useful addition to vision for the task of curvature estimation.

Table 8 lists selected discrimination thresholds from five studies on haptic perception

of spherical curvature. The first four used physical stimuli while the fifth used a point

force environment. The results from the physical stimuli demonstrate the tremendous

role that thestructureof thehuman hand plays in curvatureperception. Thediscrimina-

tion thresholds cover two orders of magnitude, depending upon which part of the hand

contacts thestimulusand how far it ismoved. Thefirst two studies(Goodwin & Wheat,
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1992; Gordon & Morison, 1982) show astriking shift—thethreshold isan order of mag-

nitude lower when the finger is moved than when it is passive. The third study (Pont,

Kappers & Koenderink, 1999, Exp. 3) shows that moving the finger even longer dis-

tances results in better discrimination. The fourth study (Pont, Kappers & Koenderink,

1997) shows discrimination thresholds are comparable to those of the third when larger

areas of thehand areplaced in static contact with acurved region.

At first, two mechanisms might appear to be involved. More refined discrimina-

tionscan beachieved either by placing alarger hand region in contact with thesurfaceor

by moving the fingertip further. However, Pont, Kappers, and Koenderink (1999) argue

that these results are due to a single underlying mechanism. Pont et al. found that the

most accurate model for the data assumed that the observers used an extremely simple

algorithm for computing curvature: Observers compared the attitudes (i.e., the angle of

the surface against the finger) at the two most extreme available points on the object.

The benefit of larger hand surface and longer distance was that both provided more ex-

treme points at which to compare the attitudes, making the attitudes more different and

hence increasing discriminability (seeFigure18). While theattitudecomparison model

was not a complete predictor of performance on these tasks, it was by far the largest

factor.

This elegant explanation has important consequences for curvature estimation

with point force devices. If the Pont et al. (1999) model is correct, then little to no

temporal integration was observed in the four studies in Table 8. Indeed, in the stud-

ies where participants actively moved their index finger (a situation similar to that with

point forcedevices) and where temporal integration was apossibleapproach, observers

found it far more effective to exploit the distributed nature of cutaneous finger tip per-
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TABLE 8. Reported CurvatureDiscrimination Thresholds

Curvature Disc. % for
Contact Distance Limb range thresh. disc.

Study area (cm) moved (m−1) (m−1) thresholda

1 Index 0 None 286–397 37 75
finger (static) 154–211 28 75
pad

2 Middle 2 Middle 0–5.7 1.8 75
finger finger
pad

3 Index 5 Finger (−4)–4 1.25–1.75 84
finger tip plus possibly

forearm

Index 15 Finger (−4)–4 0.5 84
finger tip plus forearm

4 Palmar 0 None (−1.8)–1.8 0.5 84
hand, (static)
along
fingers

Palmar 0 None (−1.8)–1.8 0.9 84
hand, (static)
across
fingers

Dorsal 0 None (−1.8)–1.8 > 2 84
hand (static)

5 PFD 2–16 Hand 12.5–100 30b See text
plus forearm

Note. Results from: 1. (Goodwin & Wheat, 1992) 2. (Gordon & Morison,
1982) 3. (Pont et al., 1999, Exp. 3) 4. (Pont et al., 1997) 5. (Tan, 1997)
a Different studies reported the thresholds for slightly different accuracy
values.
b This is not adiscrimination threshold. See text for details.
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Left attitude Right attitude

(a) Close attitudes

(b) Distant attitudes

Left attitude Right attitude

FIGURE 18. Comparison of Local Attitudes at Different Spacings. For a given sphere,
attitudes that are further apart on the sphere differ more than closely-spaced attitudes.
The more separated attitudes permit more accurate identification of the sphere’s curva-
ture.
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ception and do asinglecomparison of sensation at thetwo most widely-separated points

available. In other words, when observershad any alternative, they avoided temporal in-

tegration.

Unfortunately, they have no alternatives with a point force device, at least with

current interaction techniques. Due to itspoint nature, there isno way to assessattitude

of the stimulus with respect to the contact point. The only way to assess curvature

is to compute position changes over time (or a derivative indicator such as velocity or

acceleration)—temporal integration. Thefifth study (Tan, 1997) in Table8 suggeststhat

thecost of thiswill bequitehigh. Using an absolute identification paradigm, Tan (1997)

found that observers could reliably identify 3 to 4 different sphere sizes over the 12.5

to 100 m−1 range. Since this is an identification paradigm, it can only provide a rough

comparison with theother studies, which used discrimination paradigms. Nonetheless, a

coarsecomparativefigurecan becomputed by linearly interpolating across the rangeof

curvatures, giving a “ threshold” of 30 m−1. This is two ordersof magnitudeworse than

the best thresholds in the other studies, suggesting once again that temporal integration

dramatically reducesperformance. Notein particular that therangeof stimuli curvatures

used by Tan (1997) was 1 to 1.5 orders of magnitude larger than those used in the

three other studies using hand-sized stimuli. That the performance should be so low

despiteusingmuchmorehighly curved (and thusmorediscriminable) stimuli isafurther

indicator of thecost of temporal integration.

Some authors have argued that many tasks are most effectively supported (or can

only besupported) by haptic devices that display spatially distributed forces (Lederman

& Klatzky, 1999). Theresultsof Experiment 1 providefurther support for thisargument.
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Conclusions

This experiment did not find support for either of its explicit hypotheses. Haptics

did not significantly improve either discriminability or consistency of curvature esti-

mation for these stimuli, and may even have detracted from performance. While the

experiment failed to demonstrate that adding haptics to a virtual environment improves

performance, it nonetheless has useful implications for future research in haptic envi-

ronments.

I believethat curvatureisan essential percept in haptic environments. Whileedges

are an important indicator of shape, many objects have large regions that consist of

smoothly curving surfaces. Many of theobjectsof interest in haptic environments, such

asthecomputed isosurfacesof avolumetric dataset, will consist entirely of such curved

surfaces. If haptics is to provide any useful contribution to the perception of these ob-

jects, haptic environments will have to provide sufficient perceptual resources for rapid

and accurate curvature perception. Curvature estimation is consequently a useful task

for evaluating human performance in haptic environments.

I conceived this experiment as the simplest possible instantiation of such an eval-

uation task. The stimuli were concisely specified, the task readily described, and the

protocol well established. However, the experimental results demonstrate that this sim-

plicity was only apparent, that in fact performance on this task is influenced by an ex-

tremely rich set of underlying factors. While the paraboloid stimuli are mathematically

simple, they are graphically rich, and my participants used this richness as a resource

for extracting multiple visual cues for curvature estimation. In contrast, the point force

display provided exactly one haptic cue, curvature. Thus the experiment effectively

compared visual perception of many cues, including curvature, with that same multi-
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cue visual perception supplemented by the single cue of haptic curvature perception.

Given the rich cues already existing in the visual environment, it is not surprising that

adding one more cue did not significantly improve performance. In fact, the temporal

integration required by haptics appeared to reduceperformance.

From the perspective of ecological validity, the above comparison is fair. Ulti-

mately, force displays will only be justified if they provide measurable performance

benefitsin graphically rich environments. However, I suggest that applying thiscriterion

ispremature, given our limited knowledgeabout human performance in haptic environ-

ments. This experiment looked at aggregate metrics of performance—discriminability,

consistency, and response time—without an underlying model of visual and haptic cur-

vature perception. I implicitly assumed that the effects of haptics would be so strong

that they would be readily demonstrated using such aggregate metrics. In retrospect,

this was naive.

I propose that near-term research on curvature perception in haptic environments

should set asidesuch aggregatemetricsand focus instead on constructing moredetailed

models of point force perception of curvature. The two orders of magnitude difference

between theresultsof Pont et al. (Pont et al., 1999, Exp. 3) and Tan (1997) demonstrate

that experimentsusing asingle index finger on physical stimuli do not predict resultsus-

ing a point force device for a somewhat comparable task. While prior work on physical

stimuli can serve as a guide, an effective theory of point force perception will require

a body of basic research results directly obtained from observers using point force de-

vices. The studies on physical stimuli summarized in Table 8 can be a guide to the data

required for point forcedevices.

I specifically suggest the following:
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1. Estimation of absolute threshold and difference threshold for curvaturepercep-

tion using apoint forcedevice. Thethreshold may well differ depending upon therange

of movement of the hand, so different stimuli sizes should be used and their thresholds

compared.

2. Repeat this experiment using a narrower visual field of view. Philips and Todd

(1996) found that restricting thevisual field to 2 ˚ prevented observersfrom using global

shape cues and forced them to rely on visual perception of curvature. In addition to the

vision and vision plushapticsconditionsused in thisexperiment, I recommend adding a

haptics-only condition. The revised experiment isan attempt to compare theperception

of curvature in the three display modalities in the absence of any supplementary visual

cues.

3. Explore alternative interaction techniques for curvature estimation. Pont, Kap-

pers, and Koenderink (1999) argue that observers use stimulus attitude as the primary

cuefor curvatureperception with their hands, circumventing the limitationsof temporal

integration. Is there an interaction technique that might allow point force users to sim-

ilarly circumvent temporal integration? For example, high frequency force variations

might be used to provide a “ texture” for the displayed surface (Minsky, 1995) that in-

dicates how much the angle of the tangent plane at the current point differs from that

of some reference point. Point force devices that can display torque forces might also

permit richer displays of curvature information.

4. The recently developed constrained scaling technique (West, Ward & Khosla,

2000) might be a useful technique for reducing intersubject scale variability in experi-

ments on psychophysical scaling. By providing a standardized scale for the observer’s

magnitude estimates (the very opposite approach to absolute magnitude estimation), it
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is possible to directly compare the accuracy of observer’s judgements under two condi-

tions, a comparison that is not possible in absolute magnitude estimation.

5. Explore whether performance of curvature estimation with a point force device

improves with learning. Can the effects of temporal integration be mitigated by practice?

The above experiments represent a good start at constructing a basic theory of

point force curvature perception. With that in hand, we can return to the more com-

plex question of how haptic displays might improve human performance at curvature

estimation in more ecologically valid tasks.

This chapter has explored the interaction of vision and haptics in curvature estima-

tion, a subcomponent of shape recognition. The next chapter explores the mechanisms

of haptic shape recognition in the absence of vision.
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CHAPTER IV

EXPERIMENT 2—SHAPE RECOGNITION

Introduction

The task used in Experiment 1 measured aggregateperformance for two different

interaction techniques for curvature estimation. The emphasis was upon the perfor-

mance effects of intersensory integration. In this chapter, I describe an experiment that

looksat thedetailed mechanicsof asingleperceptual system, point forcehaptic percep-

tion. As I described in Chapter II, geometric properties must be induced through point

force haptics by performing temporal integration. These results from experiments with

physical objects suggest that temporal integration is a slow, effortful, and error-prone

process. For complex shapes, such as common household objects, the tip of the finger

provides insufficient cuesto infer shapefrom oneor two pointsof contact, and temporal

integration results in considerably reduced performance (see Klatzky et al., 1993, and

theshape-1 condition in Table1). Unfortunately, temporal integration is theonly means

by which users of point force displays can perceive shape using currently known inter-

action techniques. Since temporal integration is so central to shape perception in point

force environments, it is the focus of this chapter. The chapter begins with a model

of the mechanisms of temporal integration. The bulk of the chapter describes an ex-

periment evaluating the human performance of haptic (only) shape recognition in point

forceenvironments. Even though thisexperiment focuseson haptics, however, possible

interactions with vision must still be taken into account.

This chapter contributes to the following elements of the ecological theory of
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design presented in Chapter II:

1. Demonstration of asecond evaluation task for haptic interfaces.

2. Isolation of determining factors of human performance. This chapter is con-

cerned in particular with theinfluenceof visual proprioception and object sizeon human

performanceof temporal integration with point forcedevices.

3. Psychometric assessments of performance. This experiment provides a second

exampleof using amental rotations test to predict performanceon ahaptic task.

4. Evaluation of a proposed interaction technique for shape recognition in point

forceenvironments.

5. Empirical data on changes in performance over an extended period of practice

with a point force environment. Where Experiment 1 explored the use of point force

haptics for magnitudeestimation of curvature, oneaspect of object shape, Experiment 2

explores theoverall task of haptic shape recognition.

Haptic Perception of Shape

What is the likely role of haptic perception in point force environments? When

hapticsand vision areboth present in physical environments, thereisastrong division of

labor: vision isthepreferred Exploratory Procedure(EP) for geometric properties, while

haptics is used for material properties (Klatzky et al., 1993). As shown in Chapter II,

theeffectivenessof both perceptual systems is reduced in such environments. However,

while vision is likely to continue to be extremely useful for apprehending geometric

properties (and Experiment 1 provides an initial demonstration of that), the role of the

haptic system islikely to bedisrupted, asseveral factorswill reducetheneed for material

judgments:
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1. Some important material properties cannot be displayed at all using current

technologies, and other material properties areonly partially displayed.

2. Material properties are arbitrary in haptic environments. Whereas for physical

objects the material properties are a valid guide to its mechanical structure, objects in

haptic environments have no inherent structure. Material properties provide less useful

information about their associated objects.

3. Material properties are unnecessary for accurate manipulation. In physical

environments, material properties are essential guides to how much force is required to

lift an object, how tightly to grip it, and whether it is slipping out of the hand. These

are all important for grasping an object, which is the prerequisite for manipulation in

physical environments. In point forceenvironments, grasping isnot possibleand so this

information is unimportant.

Given these limitations, if the haptic system is to be useful at all in point force

environments, it will be used to apprehend object geometry. There are several kinds

of haptic tasks that involve perception of geometric properties. At the highest level, I

distinguish between object recognition and shape recognition tasks. An object recog-

nition task requires that the participant identify an object from some set of well-known

objects. Theparticipant isfreeto useany combination of material and geometric proper-

ties. Material propertiesafford substantial performanceenhancementsbecause they can

often restrict the range of possible items to a very small range, facilitating rapid identi-

fication. For example, the distinctive material properties of styrofoam—its texture, its

unusual combination of rigid local structure and compliant global structure, its lack of

thermal flow—make it rapidly identifiable. Once the material of an object is identified

asstyrofoam, therangeof possible identificationsbecomesquitesmall. Unrestricted bi-
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manual haptic perception can achieveextremely rapid and accurateobject identification

(Klatzky et al., 1985). However, since material cues will not be useful in point force

environments, object recognition tasksareunlikely to beused in them.

Shape recognition tasks require that the participant identify the geometric struc-

ture of an object without reference to its material cues. One application of haptic shape

recognition is in theanalysisof scientific datasetssuch asseismic data (McLaughlin &

Orenstein, 1997). In these applications, the user would be presented with a large, com-

plex, unfamiliar shape and asked to produce a list of features characterizing the shape,

such as a list of synclines and anticlines. The likely approach to making such a char-

acterization would be to explore the entire surface, identifying local features, and then

assemble these local features into a coherent spatial arrangement describing the overall

shape. Biederman (1987) has proposed a similar model for visual shape recognition,

recognition-by-components. Lakatos and Marks (1999) present evidence that this pro-

cess occurs in haptic shape recognition as well. They found that observers exploring

unfamiliar shapes gave local features more salience in the early stages, while global

shape became more salient later. In this kind of shape recognition, the local features

would themselves be familiar shapes, identified by fairly simple procedures. Thus the

approach would consist of a combination of local EPs specialized for discriminating

amongst a small set of local features, interspersed with larger-scale EPs intended to

discern theoverall arrangement of the local features.

Local feature recognition is a fundamental component of shape recognition, and

any performance limitson this task are limitson shaperecognition asawhole. Thus lo-

cal feature recognition is an excellent task for evaluation of performance of point force

environments. Thetask in Experiment 2 (thischapter) isan abstraction of theprocessof
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local feature identification. In this experiment, participants are first trained to identify

fivebasic shapes. Theshapescan bediscriminated on thebasisof the signs of their two

principal curvatures. Unlike Experiment 1, in Experiment 2 participants did not have

to estimate the magnitude of curvature, only determine whether a curve was concave,

flat, or convex. If the curvature is large enough, this can be done with the simple EP

of moving the point of contact along the curve. Two such EPs, performed orthogonally

along thesurface, are thereforesufficient to discriminate thestimulusshapes. In theex-

perimental task, participants haptically identified those shapes when they are presented

at various orientations in space. The shapes represent the familiar local features in the

above approach to shape recognition. The task represents the process of recognizing a

local feature at some point on the larger shape. Once this process is understood, the

integration of these local experiences into a single global arrangement can be studied

with different tasks.

Underlying Mechanisms of Reduced Performance in Point ForceShapeRecognition

Knowledge of the properties of a single point in space is rarely useful. That

knowledge only becomes useful when its spatial relationship to other points of inter-

est is known. For normal haptic experience of physical environments, many of those

relationships are sensed at any given moment through kinesthetic awareness of the lo-

cation of multiple contact points with the object using broadly capable EPs. However,

point forcehapticsonly provideskinestheticawarenessof thelocationof asinglecontact

point. This process has been shown to be slow and unreliable in physical environments

(Table1) and is likely to beso in haptic environments as well.

Both processes are based upon kinesthetic experience. Why is the process using
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both handsrapid and effortless, while theoneusing asinglefinger isslow and effortful?

I propose two possiblesourcesof thisdifference. First, theconstruction of a representa-

tion of shape is based upon simultaneous sensations for broadly capable EPs, a process

of spatial integration, while for point force haptics the spatial relationships between

points must be computed by comparing sequential kinesthetic sensations over time, a

processof temporal integration. Second, theactual form of thekinesthetic experience is

in fact different, since different limb systems are used. Each of these is likely responsi-

ble for someof the reduction in in performanceof point forcehaptics, and their relative

contributions may depend upon the task.

I first consider temporal integration. At thegrosslevel thecomputation isthesame

whether the observer is using spatial or temporal integration: A representation of space

isconstructed from kinesthetic experience. Thedifferenceisthat oneprocessconsistsof

direct comparisonsof two immediatesensationswhile theother consistsof thecompar-

ison of an immediate sensation with the memory of a prior sensation. The poor perfor-

mance of temporal integration probably results from limitations of kinesthetic memory.

Current cognitive architectures (Card, Moran & Newell, 1983, pp. 28–31; Kieras &

Meyer, 1997) suggest two possible points where these limits might arise. They model

memory of perceptual experience as a two-stage process. Sensations are first stored in

perceptual memories, which record exact physical parametersof experiencefor brief pe-

riods of time. These experiences are then encoded in a higher, symbolic representation.

These symbolic representations are often, although not always (see Kieras & Meyer,

1997, pp. 404–405), presumed to be stored in a different type of memory with longer

decay times than the perceptual memories. If the perceptual memory for kinesthetic

experience has a very short time decay, a temporally extended kinesthetic experience
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might be lost before it can be completely encoded in symbolic form. Alternatively, the

encoding of kinesthetic experience into symbolic form may behighly approximate. The

form of such encoding (if any) isnot currently known, but at thevery least, theencoding

of kinesthetic experience accessible to conscious experience is demonstrably rough, as

people find it very difficult to provide precise verbal descriptions of kinesthetic experi-

ences. Either or both of thesepossible limitationsof kinesthetic memory, rapid decay or

coarseencoding, may account for the limitations in temporal integration of kinesthetics.

Theother possiblemechanism underlying poor performancein point forcehaptics

isnot thememory of kinesthetic experiences, but theexperiencesthemselves. Thephys-

ical arrangement of the limbs in point force haptics may result in less accurate kines-

thetic perception than the arrangement of the limbs in the broadly capable EPs used in

haptic perception of physical objects. When multiple fingers from the same hand con-

tact an object, their relative locations can be computed by comparing the positions of

each finger. The distances between finger positions are small and constrained by the

structure of the hand. This permits the recovery of highly accurate relative locations.

By contrast, thecurrent position of thetip of apoint forcedevice isonly known in terms

of theposition of theentirearm holding it. Thedifferencecan beshown by considering

the task of determining the relative locations of two points on opposite sides of a one

cm sphere. The crucial factor in accurate kinesthetic measurement is not the Euclidean

distance between the points (one cm), but the distance along the lengths of the limbs

that must be compared to infer the Euclidean distance. For the case of the index finger

and thumb of a typical hand, that distance is the combined length of the two fingers,

on the order of 15–20 cm. For the case of comparing those same two points using two

successive positions of a point force device, the distance is twice the length of the arm,
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on theorder of 120 cm. Asaconsequence, even if thememory of kinesthetic experience

is completely veridical, the original kinesthetic experience may be so approximate for

point forcedevices that therelativepositionsof points in spacecannot ever beknown to

any accuracy using kinesthesiaalone.

Whileconceptually distinct, theeffectsof coarsekinesthetic sensation and coarse

encoding of kinesthetic experience in perceptual memory are difficult to separate in

practice. For most tasks, they will be indistinguishable in terms of dependent variables.

However, it might be possible to tease apart their effects by asking participants to per-

form broadly capable EPs over time rather than simultaneously. In the case of point

force displays, inaccuracies due to the length of the limb would be reduced by only

moving thewrist whileoperating thePFD, while inaccuraciesdue to memory encoding

would be unaffected. This distinction is left for future work. The experiment described

in this chapter is intended only to provide initial estimates of theoverall effect sizes.

TheEffect of Visual Proprioception on Haptic ShapePerception of Shape

When a point force haptic system is apprehending geometric properties, the vi-

sual system still has a potentially valuable role, providing proprioceptive feedback for

movements. Visual proprioception could potentially amelioratetheeffectsof either non-

veridical kinesthetic memory or inaccurate kinesthetic experience. First, the visual sys-

tem seems better adapted to recording and comparing the motion of a point through

space. The oculomotor system is known to have smooth pursuit mechanisms for visual

tracking of moving objects (Rosenbaum, 1991, pp. 178–180) and it is likely there are

cognitive mechanisms supporting such a task as well. Therefore, there are probably

less limitations in the memory of visual locations than kinesthetic locations. Second,
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the visual system provides considerably more accurate perception of spatial locations

in haptic environments because the graphical display more nearly matches the visual

field of the physical environment, although as noted in Chapter II the depth cues are

often considerably reduced compared to their physical counterparts. The visual and

haptic systems could thus provide complementary data that is combined into a single

percept. The haptic system would provide sensation of local forces, while the visual

system would provide the sensation of relative location that would be used to place the

haptic sensations in context with each other.

Experiment 2 compares the performance of the shape recognition task with and

without a graphical cursor. If the above synergy exists, displaying a graphical cursor

should improveperformanceof haptic shape recognition.

TheEffect of ShapeSizeon Haptic ShapePerception

Shape size is another factor that might affect performance of haptic point force

shape recognition. The discussion on pp. 116–119 of the mechanisms of shape recog-

nition suggests several possible outcomes. If the performance of point force haptics is

limited by the short term of kinesthetic memory, the effect of shape size will depend

upon thespeed which observersmovealong smaller shapes. Presuming aconstant sam-

pling rate, if they movethecontact point at thesameor greater speed for smaller shapes,

shaperecognition should improvebecausea larger fraction of theshapewould beavail-

able in perceptual memory for computing thechange in curvature. On theother hand, if

they move the contact point more slowly, the short term of perceptual memory will be

an equal problem for all shapesizes.

If point force haptics is limited by the reduced accuracy of kinesthetic awareness
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resulting from the use of the whole arm rather than only the fingers, it is likely that

this inaccuracy will have a more pronounced effect at the smaller distances used for

smaller shapes. Performance with small shapes will consequently be poorer than for

larger shapes.

There is also a potential interaction effect between shape size and the presence or

absence of visual proprioception. If visual proprioception and point force shape recog-

nition have a synergistic effect producing higher performance, then any deleterious ef-

fects of small shape size will be mitigated by the availability of visual proprioception.

In point force environments, the interaction technique can be specifically designed to

enhance this effect. If the cursor movement is displayed with a larger control-display

gain, say one mm of haptic movement moves the cursor three mm on the screen, the

effect of visual proprioception should beeven morepowerful.

Predictions of Effect Direction

On pp. 116–119 I described three possible underlying mechanisms of the poor

performance of point force haptics. The mechanisms are not mutually exclusive and it

is likely they all contributeto somedegree. On pp. 119–121 I discussed theperformance

effects of the presence of a graphical cursor and the size of the shape. Table 9 lists the

predicted direction of effect for each combination of factor and the three possible lim-

itations of point force shape recognition, depending upon the underlying mechanisms.

Experiment 2 is not designed to determine the size of each these effects. Rather, the

experiment is an exploratory study aimed at determining thedirection of theseeffects.
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TABLE 9. PossibleFactors Affecting Performanceof Point ForceShapeRecognition

Factor
Kinesthetic Vision- Shapesize
mechanism Vision small shape Small Velocity

present interaction distance if same if slower
Perception ↑ ↑ ↓ — ↓
Memory encoding ↑ ↑ ↓ — —
Memory span ↑ or — ↑ — — ↓

Note. Arrows indicate the predicted change in human performance when the factor
named in the column heading is added. Horizontal bars indicate a prediction of no
change.

Experimental Design and Specific Hypotheses

Experiment 2 was a 2 x 2 within-subjects design with factors of interaction tech-

nique and shape size. The levels of the interaction technique factor were (visual) cur-

sor present or absent. The levels of the shape size were small and large. Participants

performed a shape recognition task using a point force device. The shape was never

displayed graphically, although ared dot wasdisplayed at thecenter of theshape. Addi-

tionally, in the cursor present conditions a graphic cursor indicated the current position

of thePHANToM tip. Thedependent variables were response timeand thenameof the

shape.

The presence of the cursor should allow more rapid and accurate identification of

theshapes. This is operationalized as:

Hypothesis 4.1

The mean trial time for the cursor-present condition will be less than the

mean trial time for thecursor-absent condition.
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Hypothesis 4.2

The mean accuracy by participant for the cursor-present condition will be

less than for thecursor-absent condition.

Since there are multiple models of the effect of shape size, with opposing out-

comes, there are no operationalized hypotheses for the effect of that factor. However,

the interaction effect between the cursor condition and shape size can be operational-

ized:

Hypothesis 4.3

There will be a significant interaction effect between cursor condition and

shapesize for trial time.

Hypothesis 4.4

There will be a significant interaction effect between cursor condition and

shapesize for accuracy.

As with Experiment 1, the mental rotations data were analyzed in an exploratory,

post-hoc, manner dueto thelack of atheory fromwhich to formulateapriori hypotheses.

Method

The experiment was divided into two phases. In the training phase, participants

learned to identify five shapes. After they had reached a criterion level of performance,

the testing phasebegan. Thestimuli and task wereslightly different in the two phases.
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Participants

Participants were 12 unpaid volunteer computer science graduate students from

theUniversity of Oregon. Nonehad participated in Experiment 1. Agesranged from 22

to 42 with a median of 30.6. Nine were male and three were female. All had normal or

corrected to normal vision. Ten reported themselves as right handed. Their scores on

the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971) were somewhat lower than those

of the participants in Experiment 1, with a median decile of R4.5. Two participants

reported themselves as left handed. Their deciles on the L (left-handed) scale were L4

and L8.

Stimuli

Theexperimental stimuli werethefiveshapeslocated at thetransition pointsof the

Koenderink and van Doorn (1992) shapescaledescribed in Chapter II. Thenamesof the

five shapes and their indices on the shape scale were cup (-1), groove (-0.5), saddle (0),

ridge (0.5), and top (1)1. Three sizes of shapes were used. The “small” and “ large”

shapes were used in the testing phase of the experiment, while the “ training” shapes

wereused in thetraining phase. Table10 liststheshapestogether with their shapeindex,

curvedness, and principal curvatures (k1 and k2). These shapes can be discriminated

using only the directions of the two principal curvatures. No magnitude estimation was

required. Theprincipal curvaturesweresufficiently large that participantscould readily

distinguish their signs.

In thetraining phase, theshapesweredisplayed “head-on” : with their z axispoint-

1Koenderink and van Doorn (1992) name them cup, rut, saddle, ridge, and cap. I changed the names
of “ rut” and “cap” to “groove” and “ top” , respectively, to produce names that were more phonetically
distinct from oneanother and reduce the likelihood of responseslips by participants.
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TABLE 10. Parameters of Stimuli in Experiment 2

Size Shape Shape Curvedness k1 (m−1) k2 (m−1)
name index (m−1)

small cup -1.0 50.0 50.0 50.0
groove -0.5 50.0 70.7 0.0
saddle 0.0 50.0 50.0 -50.0
ridge 0.5 50.0 0.0 -70.7
top 1.0 50.0 -50.0 -50.0

training cup -1.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
groove -0.5 100.0 141.4 0.0
saddle 0.0 100.0 100.0 -100.0
ridge 0.5 100.0 0.0 -141.4
top 1.0 100.0 -100.0 -100.0

large cup -1.0 187.5 187.5 187.5
groove -0.5 187.5 265.2 0.0
saddle 0.0 187.5 187.5 -187.5
ridge 0.5 187.5 0.0 -265.2
top 1.0 187.5 -187.5 -187.5
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TABLE 11. Orientations of Stimuli in Experiment 2

Identifier z y x
head-on 0 0 0

A 0 30 -30
B 45 0 0
C 90 -30 30

Note. Thez axisextendsout of thescreen, they axisextendsup, and thex axisextends
to the right. The z rotation was performed first, then y, then x.

ing out of thescreen at theuser. In the testing phase, theshapesweredisplayed in three

orientations. Theseorientationsare listed in Table11 and examplesshown in Figure19,

Figure 20, and Figure 21. Note that these graphic displays are only for the purposes of

thisdocument—they werenever displayed to theparticipants. In the testing phasenone

of the shapes was displayed “head-on” . Every shape was displayed in every orientation

for each cursor condition. Only haptic displaysof theshapeswereprovided—no graphic

display of theshapeswasever provided to participants, although ared dot wasdisplayed

at the location of theexact center of theshape. Thered dot and cursor (if present) where

displayed using theOpenGL viewpoint and perspectiveparameters listed in Table6.

Theshapeswererendered floating in space, without any haptic background. When

participants moved off the surface they stopped feeling any forces. This made it very

clear when they had left thestimulus, whereaswhen abackground ispresent participants

can have difficulty distinguishing experience of the background from experience of the

stimulus (Tan, 1997, p. 201).
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FIGURE 19. Saddle Displayed in Orientation A.

FIGURE 20. Saddle Displayed in Orientation B.
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FIGURE 21. SaddleDisplayed in Orientation C.

Equipment

The computer hardware and software was the same as Experiment 1. Unlike Ex-

periment 1, the shapes were represented as a triangular mesh and rendered using the

GHOST 2.1 (SensAble Technologies, 1998) gstTriPolyMeshHaptic class. Us-

ing this class, the haptic rendering loop consumed approximately 30% of the processor

time. The graphics loop, which only displayed a red dot and (when present) the cursor,

ran every 10–30 msec.

A photograph of the experimental setup is given in Figure 22. The setup was

similar to that of Experiment 1, except that the PHANToM was moved back from the

edge of the desk and the participant’s forearm rested on the desk supported by several

softcover books. In pilot studies, I found that the shape recognition task was more
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FIGURE 22. Setup for Experiment 2.

physically demanding than the curvature estimation task, and I attempted to alleviate

that by providing more extensive arm support and enforcing a two to five minute break

between cursor conditions. With this arrangement, no participants reported discomfort

during thesession.

In Experiment 1, the participant was working with full visual access. However,

Experiment 2 includesacondition wheretheparticipant isdeliberately denied any visual

feedback as they explore theshape. To ensure that no visual cueswereavailable, during

the testing phase, a curtain was placed so that participants could not see the location

of the hand holding the PHANToM. The curtain was absent during the training phase,

allowing participants to see their hands.

The experimental software recorded the location of the PHANToM tip for every
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iteration of the graphics loop. It also recorded summary data for each trial, including

the total trial timeand the time from first contact with theobject to theend of the trial.

Task

The cursor-present trials, whatever the phase of the experiment, had the same ba-

sic structure. Initially the only object displayed on the screen was the cursor, a yellow

ball. This corresponded to the location of the PHANToM tip in the graphical space.

The cursor provided limited depth cues through changes in size as it moved along the z

axis. Theparticipant began atrial by holding thePHANToM in their dominant hand and

pressing the Enter key with their non-dominant hand. A red dot appeared, denoting the

center of the shape. The dot provided no depth information in and of itself, but would

obscure view of the cursor when the cursor was behind it. The participant could deter-

minetherelative location of thePHANToM tip and theshape’scenter by comparing the

relative locations of thecursor and thedot.

The screen layout is shown in Figure 23 . The status line at the bottom of the

screen gave the trial and block numbers. The notation “TOUCH ONLY” in the status

line was fixed. The only onscreen indication of the two conditions (cursor-present and

cursor-absent) was given by the cursor itself. Participants had no difficulty distinguish-

ing the two conditionsafter they had completed the training phase.

The participant moved the PHANToM over the surface of the shape until they

believed they had identified the displayed shape, at which time they pressed the Enter

key once again with their non-dominant hand. The red dot vanished and a dialog box

appeared (Figure 24). The participant would select the radio button corresponding to

the shape they had identified, or could press “Don’t know”. Participants were told the
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FIGURE 23. Layout of Screen.
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FIGURE 24. Dialog Box for Entry of Shape.

radio buttonscould beselected either with themouseor by entering thefirst letter of the

shapename. They werealso told that thetimer stopped when they pressed theEnter key

the second time, so there was no requirement that they enter the shape name quickly.

Closing thedialog box ended the trial.

Trials in the cursor absent condition did in fact display the cursor during portions

of the trial. In pilot studies, participants found it extremely difficult to even find the

shape, let alone identify it, when the screen cursor was never displayed. Therefore I

configured the experimental application to display the cursor whenever it was outside

the minimal bounding box of the shape. During a cursor-absent trial, the presence of
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the cursor indicated to participants that they were far away from the shape. By compar-

ing the relative locations of the center dot and the cursor, participants could bring the

PHANToM closeenough to thestimulusto restorecontact, but oncethey werein contact

they no longer had graphical representation of their location on the surface. With this

modification, none of the participants had any apparent trouble making initial contact

with theshapeor regaining contact when they had slipped off.

Procedure

In the training phase participants learned the five shapes and the recognition pro-

tocol. Once they had passed acriterion test of performance, the testing phasebegan.

Training Phase: Learning theFiveShapes

Theparticipantswerefirst told thenamesof thefiveshapes. They werethen asked

to feel “cup” , thefirst shape. They wereasked to move thecursor so that it obscured (in

other words, it was in front of) the red dot and then push the PHANToM stylus away

from themselves. This brought them into contact with the shape. When a participant

went behind the shape (and everyone did at some point), the experimenter pointed out

that the red dot was in front of the cursor and that this indicated they were behind

the shape. Note that the shapes were one-sided: The participant would feel resistance

pressing into theshapefrom thefront but would encounter no resistancepassing through

theshape from back to front.

While learning the five shapes, the cursor location was displayed, the participant

could see their hand, and the name of the current shape was displayed in the status

line at the bottom of the screen. Once the participant indicated that they had sufficient
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experience with the cup shape, they pressed the Enter key and selected “cup” in the

shape name dialog box. Once the dialog box was gone, they pressed Enter again to

initiate the next shape, groove. The process repeated through the other three shapes,

whereupon the participants cycled through all five shapes one more time. All shapes

weredisplayed in the training sizeand in thehead-on orientation.

During this process, the experimenter told them several important points about

the shapes. First, henoted that all theshapes weresmooth curves without any localized

regions that were radically different from themain part. Second, hepointed out that the

task the participants were going to perform in the actual experiment was to distinguish

the five shapes. He encouraged the participants to learn the features of the five shapes

that distinguished them from each other.

Training Phase: Learning theRecognition Task

After participants had experienced every shape twice, they began to learn the

recognition task. Every participant was eager to move on; all were quite comfortable

with thefiveshapesafter experiencing each onetwice. They werealso quitecomfortable

with the structure of a trial. Now they began to learn the actual task they were going to

perform in the experiment. In these trials, no indication was given of the current shape

name.

In the recognition task, the five shapes were presented in random order. Partici-

pants felt a shape, then chose the appropriate name in the dialog box. If they correctly

named the shape, they immediately went on to the next trial. If they gave an incorrect

name, asecond dialog box informed them that they had chosen incorrectly and gave the

correct name of the shape. Once they had completed a practice block of all five shapes,

adialog box informed them of thenumber of correct choices they had madeduring that
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block and they went on to thenext practiceblock.

The cursor conditions in the recognition practice task were presented in the same

order that the participants would experience in the testing phase: Those whose first

testing block was cursor present began the recognition practice task with cursor present

trials, and vice versa. The first time participants began a cursor-absent block, they were

told the cursor was only going to be displayed when it was far from the object. Once

they had done the first cursor-absent trial, all participants appeared quite comfortable

with theprocedure.

Participants continued doing recognition practice blocks until they had fulfilled

one of two criteria: Either two consecutive perfect blocks or three consecutive blocks

with only a single error in total. Nine of the twelve participants performed ten correct

practice recognitions in a row—astrong indication that they had learned theshapesand

understood the task. The other three participants had slightly more difficulty learning

the task, but generally picked it up quickly.

The training phase took about 30 minutes for both learning the shapes and the

recognition task.

Testing Phase: Performing theExperimental Task

Once participants had met the criterion for performance, they began the testing

phase. These trials differed in several important ways from the training trials. In these

trials, no feedback was given of the correctness of their answers. Furthermore, shapes

were now displayed in orientations A, B, and C, rather than head-on. Shapes were

displayed in thesmall and largesizes rather than the training size.

Most importantly, during the actual experimental trials a curtain was set up be-

tween the participant and their dominant arm so that the participant could not see their
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hand. This ensured that their performance during the cursor-absent trials was purely

based upon kinesthetic experience and that their performance during the cursor-present

trials was purely based upon the combination of kinesthetic experience and the visual

cursor.

Shape type, size, and orientation were fully crossed within a block for a total of

30 trials per block. Participants performed two blocks, one in each cursor condition.

Theorder of starting conditions for the testing phasewascounterbalanced, with half the

participants performing blocks in cursor-present, cursor-absent sequence and the other

half in cursor-absent, cursor-present sequence.

Participantsweretold they could takeabreak at any timebetween trials, and were

reminded that thered dot wasdisplayed during atrial. They wererequired to takeat least

a two to five minute break between blocks, to allow their arms time to rest. The experi-

menter remained in the room while they performed thecompleteexperiment, observing

performance, answering questions, and monitoring thesystem for any problems.

The experimental trials took between 45–60 minutes to complete. After the ex-

periment participants answered a series of six open-ended questions. If they expressed

interest, at this time they were told theexperimental hypothesesof thestudy. Total time

for asession wasabout 90 minutes.

Results

Five trials were dropped from the data set because the participants pressed the

“Enter” key immediately after starting thetrial and never had any contact with theshape.

One trial of p3 was dropped because the participant never actually made contact with

theshape, despitespending 44 seconds. All other trials were retained for theanalysis.
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Recognition Times and Accuracy

Participants took quite a while to recognize the shapes. Since the task of interest

is recognizing the shape, not finding it in the first place, I use the time from first con-

tact with the shape until the end of trial, the contact time, as my measure of response

time (rather than the total time, including time to find the shape). Seven-number sum-

maries2 of the distributions of time until first contact and contact time are provided in

Table12 and Table13, respectively. Participantsgenerally had very little troublefinding

the shape: Over 87% of all trials had time to contact of 2.14 seconds or less, although

one trial took 12.5 seconds before the shape was contacted. Once contact was made,

participants spent a considerable time exploring the shape, with a geometric mean, me-

dian, and arithmetic mean, timeof 22.5, 23.8, and 28.6 seconds, respectively, with 50%

of thevalues between 13.7 and 37.7 seconds.

Themidsummary column of theresponsetimes, together with thelargedifference

between thearithmeticmeanand themedianandgeometricmeanresponsetimes, clearly

indicatesthat thedistribution of timesisskewed. Quantile-quantileplotsshowed thedis-

tribution of time from contact to be log-normal; a logarithmic transformation produced

adistribution extremely closeto normal, and theresulting transformed scoreswereused

in the inference procedures described below. Consequently, when the means and con-

fidence interval bounds of the effect sizes computed in these procedures are inversely

transformed to the original scale, the effects are ratios of the geometric means rather

than differencesof thearithmetic means. I report all such ratiosaspercent changes, and

giveboth theestimated valueand theboundsof its95% confidenceinterval, abbreviated

CI. Thus, for example, I report theeffect of block as-14%, CI=[-23%, -3%]. Thismeans

2See Appendix A for a description of seven-number summaries.
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TABLE 12. Time to First Contact (s) in Experiment 2

n = 714, mean = 1.251
1.011

0.651 (1.122) 1.593
0.431 (1.286) 2.142
0.000 (6.274) 12.548

TABLE 13. Contact Time (s) in Experiment 2

n = 714, mean = 28.6
23.759

13.732 (25.695) 37.657
9.612 (30.388) 51.164
2.944 (95.858) 188.772

the geometric mean of the time for the second block was 14% less than the geometric

mean of thefirst block, with a95% confidence interval from -23% to -3%.

There is a surprisingly large number of trials that took a very long time: 12.5%

of all contact times were between 51.2 and 188.8 seconds. The longest trials were

distributed fairly evenly acrossparticipants: Six participantshad oneor two trials longer

than 90 seconds.

Breaking down the distribution by participant and block shows large individual

differences. Figure25 isabox plot of thecontact timesgrouped by block by participant

for participants whose first block was cursor-present. This group is quite consistent.

Every participant had lower median timesin thesecond, cursor-absent, block than in the

cursor present block, although for p13 and p7 the reductions were small. Three of the

participants, p2, p3, and p9, had substantial decreasesin thevarianceof their trials in the

second block, although p10 shows a modest increase. Overall, this group did better in
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the second block, although it is impossible to say whether this was because they found

thecursor- absent condition easier or they had improved with practice.

The cursor-absent-first group was less consistent (Figure 26). Four of these par-

ticipants had smaller median times in their cursor-present (second) blocks, although

only p14 and p4 had substantial decreases. Changes in variance were mixed for these

four participants, with one having greater variance and three having less in the second

block. For these four, as with the six who began with the cursor present condition, it

is impossible to separate improvements due to the change in interaction technique from

improvements due to learning. The remaining two participants had worse performance

in their second block. P1 had a substantial increase in median time and variance, while

P5 also had a slight increase in time while variance remained constant. In the free-

form questions after the experiment, p1 reported that the cursor was distracting and p5

reported that the cursor was “not very helpful” . For these two, the evidence is much

stronger that the second interaction technique, the cursor-present condition, was harder

to use than thecursor-absent condition.

The mean score for participant accuracy was 84.5% (s.d. 12%). Figure 27 is a

stem plot3 of themean accuracies for all participants. Performancewasgenerally good,

although threeparticipants only performed about two-thirds of their trials correctly.

A two-way within-subjects ANOVA was computed for natural log of time. Hy-

pothesis4.1 wasnot supported: theeffect of cursor condition wasboth small (CI=[-14%,

16%]) and unreliablein direction (F1,11 = .098, p = .760). Notethat whilethedatadoes

not permit inference of a direction of the cursor effect, it does permit inference that the

effect size was small. The effect of shape size was significant (F1,11 = 6.986, p = .023)

3See Appendix A for a description of stem plots.
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FIGURE 25. Contact Times (s) for Participants Whose First Block Was Cursor-Present.
One trial of 189 seconds was not plotted.
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FIGURE 26. Contact Times (s) for Participants Whose First Block was Cursor-Absent.
Two trials of 123 and 130 seconds were not plotted.
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Depths (unit=10%)
2 6 77
4 7 08
6 8 13
6 9 015588

FIGURE 27. Mean Accuracy for Participants (n = 12) in Experiment 2.

Depths (unit=10%)
2 0 23

(5) 0 67789
4 1 1244

High: 63%

FIGURE 28. Mental Rotation Time Percentiles for Participants (n = 12) in Experi-
ment 2.

but small (12%, CI=[2%, 22%]). Thecursor had no reliably different effect on largeob-

jects than small objects (Hypothesis 4.3): the cursor condition x shape size interaction

effect was nonsignificant (F1,11 = 2.790, p = .123)

Thetwo-way within-subjectsANOVA of accuracy produced no significant effects.

Theprovision of thecursor did not reliably improvetheaccuracy (Hypothesis4.2) over-

all nor for small shapes in particular (Hypothesis 4.4).

Unlike the participants in Experiment 1, the mental rotations percentiles for both

time and accuracy for the participants in this experiment were tightly clustered. Fig-

ure 28 and Figure 29 give stem plots for time and accuracy percentiles, respectively.

Due to this close clustering, linear regressions of the percentiles produced no useful

models.
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Depths (unit=10%)
2 7 22
5 8 444

(5) 9 22222
2 10 00

FIGURE 29. Mental Rotation Accuracy Percentiles for Participants (n = 12) in Exper-
iment 2.

Learning

Participants showed evidence of learning throughout the course of the 60 testing

trials. The second block was was reliably faster (paired t(11) = −2.760, p = .002)

although the effect was moderate (-14%,CI=[-23%, -3%]). There is no evidence of

asymmetric transfer of skill: The effect of order of cursor mode presentation was small

(10%) and unreliable (F1,10 = .211, p = .656). Figure 30 shows all trial times less than

60 seconds4, together with loess and loglinear regression fits of the points. The regres-

sion produced the line time = 3.45 ln(sec)− .107 ln(sec)/ ln(trial) with r2 = .018. For

such nonhomogenous data, the r2 value is not a good diagnostic of the appropriateness

of a linear model. Comparing the linear fit with a robust loess nonparametric fit is a

better test. The loessfit hasvery similar shapeand slope, supporting theconclusion that

the trend was loglinear, although the loess is about seven seconds higher because it was

taken over the raw times rather than their logarithms.

The slope of the curve indicates the rate of learning. Over the course of the 60

trials in an experimental session, execution time on the regression line falls from 32

to 20 seconds. Overall, participants appeared to have been nearing a practiced level of

4Eight per cent (58) of thetrialswerelonger than 60 seconds. They wereevenly distributed throughout
thesession. Note that the two curves werefitted to all thepoints, not just those less than 60 seconds.
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performance, asthisaggregatelearning curveonly dropsfrom 22 to 20 secondsbetween

trials30 and 60, and extrapolating to trial 120 givesatimeof 19 seconds. Unfortunately,

this implies that learning clearly occurred throughout the first block, and probably over

the second as well, so comparisons of individual performance between the two modes

are confounded with learning. The counterbalancing (and lack of order effects) allows

theoverall performanceof all 12 participants to becompared, however.

Effects of Extended Practice

To test the effects of extended practice I invited two participants, p8 and p9, to

each return for two further experimental sessions. Thestructureof each session was the

same as the original, except the participants did not go through the training phase. At

thestart of theextrasessions, they performed afew practice trials to refamiliarize them-

selves with the procedure, then did two blocks of testing trials. The counterbalancing

order of the original session was maintained. P8 performed blocks in the order cursor-

absent, cursor-present, while p9 performed blocks in the order cursor-present, cursor-

absent. The extra sessions lasted 30–45 minutes each. The blocks from the second

session were numbered three and four, while those of the third session were numbered

fiveand six.

Two trials from p8 were removed from the raw data set. Trial 14 of block 3 was

deleted because the experimenter observed the participant had confused the back wall

of the haptic bounding box for the stimulus. Trial 4 of block 1 was deleted because it

was not representative of any other trial by that participant (50% higher than the next

highest timeand 10 timestheinterquartilerangefrom the75th percentile) and regression

diagnostics indicated it was an overwhelmingly influential point.
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FIGURE 30. Trial Times for All Participants in Experiment 2. Fifty-eight trials longer
than 60 seconds are not displayed, although they were used in the regressions.
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Figure31 isaplot of all trials lessthan 60 seconds5 for the358 trialsperformed by

theseparticipants. Theloglinear regression linesfor their combined6 pointswas time =

3.71 ln(sec)− .242 ln(sec)/ ln(trial), with r2 = 0.14. Transformed back to secondsand

trials, the resulting curve goes from 40.9 seconds in trial 1, to 15.2 seconds for trial

60, ending with 11.6 seconds for trial 180. The accuracy of these two participants was

consistently good. Over all 180 trials they achieved a combined accuracy of 96% for

both cursor conditions and for the last block they achieved 97% and 100% for cursor-

absent and cursor-present, respectively. Compared to the other ten participants, these

two were more accurate, faster, learned more with each trial, and continued learning

well into the third session. The loess plot shows a similar curve, although it suggests

that learning may haveabated in thesecond session and resumed during the third.

Figure 32 shows boxplots of the trial times for these two participants for all six

blocks. The most striking feature is the difference between the cursor-absent block (5)

and cursor-present block (6) in the final session of p8. The effect was substantial (46%,

CI=[22%, 75%]) and significant (paired t(29) = 4.28, p = .0002). However, the effect

for the two conditions in thefinal session of p9 could not be reliably determined.

5Only 6 trials (3%) were longer than 60 seconds. Four occurred in the first block, one in the second,
and one in the third.

6Separate loglinear regressions on the two participants produced similar results, with p8 having a
lower intercept and slope than p9. By trial 180 the two lines were identical. In the interest of clarity, I
display and discuss only the regression of their combined points.
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FIGURE 31. Trial Times for P8 and P9, Blocks 1–6. Six trials longer than 60 seconds
areomitted.
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FIGURE 32. Trial Times(s) for P8 and P9, Blocks1–6. Six trialslonger than 60 seconds
areomitted. ca=“cursor absent” , cp=“cursor present” .
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TABLE 14. ResponseTimes for Recognition of Shapes of Various Complexities

Vision
None

Haptics Shape rec. Object rec. Full
None — —
PFD 23 (L) —
1 Finger 47 (H) 24 (H)
5 Unflexed 26 (H) 18 (H)
Full hand 17 (H) 10 (H)
Two hands 2 (L) 5–6 (H) 1 (L), 1 (L)

Discussion

Temporal Integration

The most striking result of this study is the difficulty of the task. Despite the

simplicity of the stimuli and task, participants still had a mean time of 22.5 seconds

with a15% error rate. How doesperformance in thisenvironment comparewith human

performance at recognizing physical objects? While no exact counterpart exists using

physical instances of our shapes, several previous studies have used similar tasks (Ta-

ble 14). Lederman, Klatzky, and Reed (1993) devised stimuli simpler than ours, three

ellipsoidsof revolution that differed only in their height to width ratio, not their material.

Using both hands, observers could distinguish these objects in 1.0 seconds. In another

study using common household objects, whoseshapesaremorecomplex than thosewe

used, observers were able to haptically recognize the objects in under 5 seconds with a

4% error rate (Klatzky et al., 1985). With a slightly different set of objects and under

the restriction that they could not lift objects, themean timewas 6.2 seconds with a5%

error rate (Klatzky et al., 1993).

These times are far faster than the performance in the haptic environment of this
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experiment, but comparisons must be made cautiously. The two latter studies used ob-

ject recognition tasks, whereparticipantshad accessto material properties, so identifica-

tion wasbased upon morecues than simply shape. When Klatzky et al. (1993) changed

the task to shape recognition by requiring their participants to wear gloves, the mean

response time rose to about 16 seconds. When they further restricted their participants

to using a single gloved index finger, mean response time leapt 2.7 times to 42 seconds

with an error rate of 25%. Restricting the haptic flow to a single point, requiring the

observer to induce object shape over time, dramatically limits performance in physical

environments.

The same limitation, both in kind and degree, appears to apply in point force en-

vironments. The response times of this experiment fall comfortably in the ranges of the

other shaperecognition tasks. Theexperimental stimuli in Experiment 2 fall at themid-

point of complexity, requiring more complex discriminations than the width to height

ratio required by Lederman et al. (1993) and less complex discriminations than the

household objects used by Klatzky et al. (1993), and the times in Experiment 2 fall

between thetimesof thosestudies. Temporal integration isat least ashard to do in point

force environments as in physical environments, and the lack of spatially-distributed

cues from contact of thefingertip with aphysical object may well make thehaptic envi-

ronment worse.

These comparisons also provide a useful validation of the evaluation task itself.

The response times in this task are well within the range that would be predicted from

data on a task with physical objects of comparable complexity. The shape recognition

protocol of this experiment appears to measure the determining factors in performance

of shape recognition.
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Mechanisms of Temporal Integration

On pp. 116–121 I proposed a partial model of temporal integration, summarized

in Table 9. Table 15 is the same table emphasizing (with double lines) the entries that

were supported by the results. As Experiment 2 is an exploratory study, this table is

intended to suggest future research directions, not definitively establish amodel.

Visual proprioception produced arather small effect and no significant interaction

with shapesize. While theremay well havebeen factorsconfounding thisresult (further

discussed below), to theextent that thisgeneralizes to practiced useof thePHANToM it

suggests that the visual memory of recent cursor positions is as short term as the kines-

thetic memory. This is similar to a result of Loomis, Klatzky, and Lederman (1991),

who found that the visual system performs shape recognition poorly when restricted to

a limited field of view. If this result is generally true, it implies that humans have as

much difficulty temporally integrating visual data as they do with haptic data. This has

unfortunate implications for point force environments since it indicates that whatever

greater spatial acuity ispossessed by thevisual system will beof littleuse in mitigating

the effects of haptic temporal integration. This is a potentially crucial implication and

should clearly bestudied in moredetail.

The predicted effects of small shapes were found. However, at the present level

of data analysis I cannot separate the effects of distance from the effects of velocity.

Either smaller distanceor lower velocity could haveproduced theshapesizeeffect. The

tracedatarecorded from thisexperiment issufficiently detailed to compute thevelocity,

but for now I cannot say to what extent the users moved more slowly on small objects.

The shape size effect indicates that such a trace analysis is worth performing and will

providevaluabledataon theroleof distanceand velocity in haptic temporal integration.
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TABLE 15. Temporal Integration Model and theResults of Experiment 2

Factor
Kinesthetic Vision- Shapesize
mechanism Vision small shape Small Velocity

present interaction distance same(?) slower (?)
Perception ↑ ↑ ⇓ — ⇓ (?)
Memory encoding ↑ ↑ ⇓ — —
Memory span ↑ or = ↑ — — ⇓ (?)

Note. Double-lined entries in themodel weresupported by thedata.

Visual Proprioception

The effect of the cursor condition was small, between -14% and 16%. As noted

above, thismay bean accuratereflection of fundamental limitson human temporal inte-

gration of spatial locations. However, it may also havebeen dueto apossibleconfound-

ing factor, the unfamiliarity of the participants with the PHANToM and the interaction

technique. If participants spent most of the session learning such prerequisite skills as

moving the PHANToM through space and learning to interpret the visual cursor posi-

tion, with its incomplete representation of the depth dimension, then they would not

have been able to take advantage of the cursor when it was present. Participants do not

appear to have reached skilled performance during the course of the experiment. Some

participants reported that they found the visual cursor condition distracting. Many had

their hands full merely attending to the haptic sensations. I speculate that the sensory

overload may have reduced with practice. The visual cursor might have proved signifi-

cant when participants had achieved practiced performance.

The results of the two participants who returned for extended sessions are mixed:

In the last session, p8 performed significantly faster with the cursor than without, while

p9 had essentially equivalent performance. However, this probably still does not rep-
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resent practiced performance, as they appeared to continue learning right through the

sixth block. It is not clear how many more trials would have been required before their

learning became negligible. This result differs from the aggregate practice curve for

all twelveparticipants, which appeared to beapproaching practiced performanceduring

the second block. The current data cannot resolve this question. Longitudinal studies

arerequired to determinechanges in performancewith practiceand how many trialsare

required to reach a practiced level of performance. This is also a prerequisite to de-

termining the influence of cursor condition. Only when we have reliable experimental

protocols for testing practiced performancewill webeable to definitively determine the

contribution of visual proprioception to point forceshape recognition.

Individual Differences

There were large individual differences in performance. Figure 25 and Figure 26

show great diversity of both median timesand variancesbetween individuals. Figure27

showsa1.46 to 1 range in accuracy for theparticipants. The learning dataon p8 and p9

indicates that they learned morequickly than theoverall group.

There is also evidence that a potentially substantial proportion of the population

find this task extremely difficult. Fourteen participantswereoriginally recruited for this

study, but despite extensive practice two could not perform the training test sufficiently

accurately and did not proceed to the testing phaseof theexperiment. These two partic-

ipants understood the task completely—they could recognize some shapes. In informal

followups, both could reliably recognize plaster models of the shapes when they used

their fivefingertips. However, when performing thetask with thePHANToM, they were

both extremely slow and unreliable. That one seventh of participants, recruited from
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a technically sophisticated group, should have such difficulty with a simple task using

a point force device suggests that a large subgroup of the general population will find

point force environments extremely difficult to use. I speculate that the proportion of

such individuals may beeven higher in non-technical populations.

The mental rotations test was not a useful predictor of individual performance in

this experiment, despite the large individual differences in various measures of perfor-

mance. The individual factors accounting for this wide range of performance do not

appear to bemeasured by the test.

Conclusions

Shaperecognition isan important task in point forceenvironments, used in awide

variety of potential applications. Yet in this experiment, twelve participants required

approximately 23 seconds to recognize a class of simple shapes. For this task, a point

force environment proved anything but natural. The temporal integration imposed by a

point forcedisplay appearsto havesignificantly limited performanceon this task, just as

it has on similar tasks with physical objects. Furthermore, it is unlikely the participants

could have attended to any other tasks while performing this one. In fact, they reported

difficulty evenattending to thevisual cursor indicating their current position. Thiswould

seem to precludetheuseof hapticsto display shapeinformation when thevisual channel

is overloaded.

If this result generalizes, it suggests that crucial improvements must be made to

the usability of point force environments before they can be applied to a wide range of

tasks. Given the mechanical difficulty of improving the hardware displays, the main

areas of potential improvement are the interaction techniques and user training. The in-
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teraction techniqueexplored in thisexperiment, avisual cursor display providing visual

proprioception, did not reliably improve performance. Further study is required to see

if this result is due to the inexperience of the participants or some inherent aspect of

human temporal integration. Whatever theoutcomeof this interaction technique, devel-

opment of further techniques that substantially improve performance over the level of

participants in this study is essential to thesuccess of point forceenvironments.

Training isacomplementary approach to improving performance. It matters little

that wecan improveperformanceto, say 5 seconds, if thisthiscan only beachieved after

usersengagein daysof practice. Most practical applicationsof point forceenvironments

will require that users can achieve adequate performance with only little practice. It

may be possible to increase the rate of learning with specialized practice environments

that assist the user in learning to use the novel perceptual resources presented by these

environments.

All of this requires further empirical work. Perhaps the most important contri-

bution of this chapter is the demonstration of an evaluation protocol for shape tasks in

haptic environments. Given the existence of this protocol, the next step is to explore

these initial results in greater detail. Thisexperiment clearly should bereplicated with a

longitudinal design, investigating the degree to which these limitations persist as users

become skilled in the use of point force haptics. While visual proprioception did not

enhance performance in this experiment, perhaps greater practice will permit users to

benefit. Finally, amorediversesampleof participants should be recruited, to determine

the range of individual differences in this task. We cannot begin to apply point force

environmentsto thesolution of real-world shaperecognition tasksuntil they arecapable

of supporting far higher rates of performance than were found in this experiment.
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CHAPTER V

SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURES FOR HAPTIC ENVIRONMENTS

The previous three chapters have presented a description of human interaction

with haptic environmentsand two experimentson human performance in theseenviron-

ments. These chapters have emphasized the integrated nature of human perception in

theseenvironmentsand advocated aview of theseenvironmentsasperceptual resources

for accomplishing the intended task.

This chapter surveys the current state of the art for haptic environment user in-

terface software architectures (abbreviated “architecture” for the rest of this chapter)

and how they might evolve in the near future. It concludes with speculations on how

the perceptual theories of Chapter II might influence the future development of these

architectures.

There are several fundamental problems confronting the application programmer

for a haptic environment. First, as I have argued throughout this dissertation, usable

interaction techniques for haptic environments must be designed with careful attention

to perceptual issues. Application programmers typically have neither the time nor the

training to do this well. Second, haptic environments place extreme demands upon the

available processing power. Third, haptic environments have several crucial loops that

each must be executed sufficiently rapidly to maintain effective response time. Orga-

nizing the software so that all these loops are serviced at the correct rate is a challenge,

especially under conditions of limited processing power, conditions that are likely to

prevail for the forseeable future. The haptics rendering loop must run at least a half
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order of magnitude higher than current graphics loops require and the complexities of

the virtual environments supported by current hardware are much lower than the ones

wewould liketo create. Finally, aswith any complex software, thesystem codemust be

organized in a manner that places related functionality together. This chapter considers

possiblesolutions to theaboveproblems, and most importantly methods to package the

solutions so that application programmers can readily use them. None of the currently

availablearchitectures provides asatisfactory solution to all theseproblems.

Myers (1995, pp. 81–82) characterizes user interface tools in terms of whether

they assist in thedesign phase, the runtime-phase, or theevaluation phase. Thischapter

is concerned exclusively with the runtime phase, the architecture of the running haptic

application. The software architecture packages two kinds of solutions for the applica-

tion programmer. It includes libraries of routines that can be invoked by theapplication

and theoverall structure imposed on theapplication by those libraries. A good architec-

ture benefits the programmer in several related ways (Myers, 1995, pp. 66–68; Olsen,

1992, pp. 8–11):

1. Common bookkeeping functions, which typically require mundane but tedious

programming, arealready written for theapplication programmer.

2. Complex algorithms can be written and optimized by experts and then used

by the application programmer. These algorithms may be complex due to their math-

ematical nature or due to the complex performance requirements imposed by human

perception.

3. A predefined architecture provides a framework grouping related code. The

code could be related by a common data structure, a common execution thread, or a

common performancestratum (high ratevs low rate).
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4. An architecture can specify interfaces corresponding to the division of labor

between members of the development team, as for example an interface between the

graphical representation of aworld and its procedural implementation.

5. Development is faster because the programmer is modifying a running system

rather than writing asystem from scratch, with theattendant wait to haveeven an initial

working prototype.

Current Architectures for WIMP Applications

Theinitial starting point for an architecturefor haptic environmentsisthecommon

architecturefor 2-D WIMPinterfaces. While thesecan be(and havebeen) implemented

in a myriad of ways, the toolkit and application framework architecture is one of the

most common and so I select that for my example in this chapter. In this architecture,

a window is divided into two regions, the control region and the content region. The

control region consists of standard widgets such as scrollbars, the window title bar, and

the menu1. A widget is simply a subroutine that implements a standard interaction

technique for the system. When users execute an interaction technique with a widget,

thewidget managesall interaction and only passeson asingleevent to theapplication at

theconclusion of the interaction. Toolkitsare librariesof predefined widgets, and hence

predefined interaction techniques.

Toolkits not only improve productivity by providing pre-written code, they im-

prove the quality of applications by providing a library of pre-written interaction tech-

niques whose perceptual properties have been carefully designed. Programmers using

1In the MacOS implementation, the menu bar is detached from the window and placed at the top of
the screen, but logically it is linked to the window.
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a toolkit are not only reusing code, they are reusing designs that successfully support

human perceptual needs. The need for the specialized skills of designing perceptually

adequate WIMP interfaces is mitigated through encapsulation of pre-coded interaction

techniques into widget libraries. Repeated exposure to the same widget set also gives

users familiarity with the widgets, allowing them to develop accommodation skills for

any deficiencies in thewidgets.

The collection of interaction techniques provided by widget libraries is incom-

plete: Virtually all interaction techniques in the content region of the window must be

programmed from scratch by theprogrammer using low-level calls to the input and dis-

play devices. Where toolkits provide an implementation of the control region of the

window, application frameworks provide an implementation of the content region. The

framework implements the basic event loop and provides limited functionality for the

core features of an application, such as opening and saving files and an “About” dialog.

The programmer overrides specific behaviors of the framework by creating subclasses

that override methods called at specific points in the event loop, such as when a dialog

box isclosed. Moreglobal application-specific behavior can becoded by modifying the

event loop itself. In the application framework approach, the framework code is a start-

ing point. While application programmers are not encouraged to modify deep internals

such as theevent loop, they areperfectly free to do so if their application requires it.

Extant WIMP software architectures are in fact rather thin—they are focused on

interpreting asinglestream of input events, handling them entirely within self-contained

widgets, and displaying changes on the screen. The deeper aspects of the application

semantics, the content region of the window, are unsupported. While there are many

reasons for this, one important reason is that the semantics differ so much between ap-
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plications that no standard architecture or library of components can be constructed for

them. A lesser causeisthat creating thealgorithmsand datastructures, whilepotentially

time-consuming, is well within theabilitiesof a typical programmer.

Applying theseArchitectures to Haptic Environments

Thesereasonsfor not supporting thecontent region do not apply in haptic environ-

ments, and so the architectures in these environments will differ from those for WIMP

environments. Since haptic environments are inherently spatial, the perceptual issues

involved in haptic interaction techniques are extremely challenging. It is unlikely that a

typical application programmer will havesufficient knowledgeto implement interaction

techniquesproviding adequateperceptual resourcesfor usersto efficiently perform their

tasks, so wewill need somemeansof packaging and distributing solutions. On themore

positiveside, the interaction techniquesof interest in haptic environmentsareconcerned

with thecontent region, so there isareal possibility of coming up with packagesthat are

useful for the content regions of many different programs. As discussed in Chapter II,

oneof thegoalsof haptic environments is to make interaction moredirect by exploiting

the existing situated skills of the users. This implies shifting the interaction techniques

out of the control region, where a virtual object is manipulated indirectly by manipu-

lating a control, and into the content region, where virtual objects are manipulated by

directly locating the graphic and haptic cursors within the spatial region of the object.

Asdiscussed in Chapter II and empirically explored in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2,

theperceptual issues involved in such interaction techniquesareprofound and challeng-

ing. Haptic environments therefore pose a challenge to existing styles of runtime user

interface tools, since the interaction techniques of greatest importance in these environ-
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ments are the most difficult to create, and are located in a portion of the application

software that hasproven difficult to servewith conventional runtime tool designs.

While the spatial nature of haptic environments poses problems, it also offers a

potential solution. All applications in these environments have a common requirement

for code to create, display, and manipulate a simulated world. Furthermore, the spatial

interaction techniques will tend to be homogenous across applications, because these

techniques are designed to support the common set of human situated skills described

in Chapter II. Thus unlike WIMP environments, there is potentially a uniform set of

interaction techniques for the content region of the window. Runtime tools that support

simulation of three-dimensional worldsand interaction techniques for manipulating ob-

jectsin thoseworldsmay bethepath to both improving theproductivity with which such

applications can be created, as well as providing a high quality of perceptual resources

for accomplishment of spatial tasks.

Common Algorithms and DataStructures in Haptic Environments

Thereisavariety of key algorithmsin point forceenvironments. Thesealgorithms

are challenging to write because they are essential to high performance of both the ma-

chine and (through the provision of adequate perceptual resources) the user. As such,

they represent potentially important functionality for the architecture to provide. Three

of the algorithms are loops that update some portion of the simulation on the graphical

or force display, two other loops update the central world model, and one loop updates

the global application data. The characteristics of these six loops are summarized in

Table 16. Human perceptual requirements differ for the various objects maintained by

these loops, and so the preferred execution rate of these loops varies. The loops can
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TABLE 16. UpdateLoops in aPoint ForceEnvironment

Item updated Typical rate (Hz) Type QoS dimension
Haptics loop 1000+ Synch. Global geometry
Interaction technique 80-100 Synch. Local geometry
Graphical scene 24–40 Synch. Local geometry
World model 1–1000 Synch. Physical fidelity
Collision detection 1–1000 Synch. Physical fidelity
Input event 1–2 Asynch. User attention

also becharacterized by whether they aresynchronous, executing regularly at fixed time

intervals, or are asynchronous, scheduled by irregularly occurring external events. The

fourth column details thestandard techniquesby which Quality of Service(QoS) isbest

maintained during periods of processor overload. The column lists the dimension that

can bedegraded, freeing up processor cycles with least perceptual impact.

The rate of the haptics loop2 depends upon the haptic display technology. The

PHANToM point forcedisplay isdesigned to beupdated at least athousand timesasec-

ond. The motivation for this requirement is partly the temporal resolution of the human

tactilesystem, asthePand NPII channelscan sensechangesup to 500 Hz (Bolanowski,

1996), giving a Nyquist frequency of 1000 Hz. The requirement is also motivated by

the stability of control algorithms, as the PHANToM algorithms can become unstable

at lower update rates. Because instability poses a physical threat to the user, this forces

a minimum update rate for the PHANToM—the device driver will shut down the appli-

cation if theupdate rate fallsbelow 1000 Hz. Given afixed display rate, theapplication

programmer can only respond to insufficient processing resources by reducing fidelity

2To be in accord with my nomenclature of Chapter II, I should call this the “ force display loop” .
However, the term “haptics loop” is so deeply established in discussions of architectures for haptic envi-
ronments that I retain themorewidely-used terminology in this chapter.
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of displaying global geometry while keeping fidelity of rendering local geometry high

to ensurestability.

The current interaction technique—the cursor, anything dragged by the cursor,

and any background elements that change beneath the cursor—should all be updated

60–100 timesasecond. Lower ratesproduceperceptibleflicker and jumping of thecur-

sor for many observers (Foley, van Dam, Feiner & Hughes, 1990, p. 157). The exact

performance deficits, if any, caused by this have not to my knowledge been measured,

but usersdo report annoyancewith flicker. Given limited processing resources, thetypi-

cal approach is to display the local geometry of theobject of interest in reduced fidelity,

as for example the display of the outline of a window being dragged in a windowing

system.

Theoverall graphical scenecan berendered at a lower ratewithout producing no-

ticeable jerkiness. Cinematic displays operate at 24 Hz, while videotapes display at 30

Hz (Foley et al., 1990, p. 1058). The24–40 Hz range iscommonly cited in thegraphics

literature. Card, Robertson, and Mackinlay (1991) suggest a lower minimum of 10 Hz.

While the required rate is lower than for the current object of interest, the complexity

of the rendering task is far higher for an entire scene, so performance limitations can

easily occur. Graphical rendering is degraded in the opposite manner from haptic ren-

dering: Fidelity ispreserved to theglobal geometry while local geometry is represented

inaccurately.3

The world model is conceptually separate from both the graphical and force ren-

dering loops and can be updated at a different rate, although many current systems

3Some real-time graphic systems reduce resolution the reverse way, presenting degraded images out-
side the foveal region (e.g., Watson, Walker, Hodges & Worden, 1997). However, if an adequate resolution
cannot be represented within the foveal region, global geometry will take precedence over local features.
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update the world model as part of one of the rendering loops (see next section). Slower

update rates reduce the model’s fidelity to an actual physical system; the consequences

of thisreduced fidelity arehighly application-specific. A special caseof theworld model

loop is thecollision detection loop. Thiscan bean extremely computationally intensive

process, as it potentially requires comparing the relative positions of every pair of ob-

jects in theworld. Due to its intensity, it may bedoneat a lower rate than the rest of the

world update loop, or may bedoneby aseparate thread.

The final loop processes completed discrete input events from the user, such as

menu choices or picking an object in the simulated world. These should produce some

acknowledgment within about a second (Card et al., 1991) to match the expectations of

standard human dialogs. If processing resources do not permit this level of responsive-

ness, there is no algorithmic solution. Users will simply lose attention and interest in

working with theapplication.

The key issues in the update loops vary differ for synchronous and asynchronous

loops. For synchronousloops, theprimary challengeisto maintain an updateratewithin

theperceptually preferred range. For theasynchronousinput event loop, thechallengeis

to dispatch events to the appropriate software component for handling them. This often

requires identifying aspecific sceneobject that isassociated with theevent.

The last algorithm isnot an update loop and is in fact not asinglealgorithm. This

is the family of algorithms that implement Quality of Service (QoS) policies. When

processing resources are insufficient to produce a simulation completely at the highest

level of fidelity, the QoS algorithms determine which properties will be displayed at

lower fidelity. Thegoal is to reducedisplay fidelity of thoseproperties that will havethe

least perceivableimpact on thequality of theservice. Thesealgorithmswill bediscussed
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at length in a later section.

The central data structure of these applications is the world model, the represen-

tation of the simulated world: what objects are present, where they are located, and

any hierarchical relationships between them. Routines for constructing and traversing

this data structure are amongst the most frequently executed in the whole system, so

they must be efficient. The code for traversing the structure is also nontrivial to write.

Thus an architecture that provides a good set of world model routines truly enhances

the application programmer productivity. The world model is often implemented as a

hierarchical scene graph. In this chapter, I will use world model to describe the general

data structure and scene graph only for those architectures that explicitly use a scene

graph.

Algorithms Implemented in Current Architectures

While no tool exists that provides implementations of all the above algorithms,

every onehasbeen provided in oneor moresystems. Table17 lists several systemsand

the algorithms implemented by each. There are two broad categories of such systems.

The first six on the list provide implementations of the algorithms, often with methods

for overriding specific functionality. The last system (Jacob, Deligiannidis& Morrison,

1999) provides a high-level declarative language for writing interaction techniques and

managing the input event loop.
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TABLE 17. Algorithms Implemented by Various Runtime Tools

System Haptics Interaction Scene World Collision Input
loop technique loop model detection event

loopa loop loop
OpenGL — — — — — —

MFC/ — — — — — override
OpenGL

Cognitive — override override — — (?) override
Coprocessor

GHOST/ override — — override PHANToM —
OpenGL only

GHOST/MFC/ override — — override PHANToM override
OpenGL only

Java3D — override fixed staticb override override
3-D pick

Jacob et al. (NA) constraint (NA) (NA) (NA) state
declarations transitions

aAll systems can take advantage of the multiplicity of WIMP 2-D widgets available.

bThe package maintains a world model data structure, but all updates to it must be programmed by the
application programmer using overrides.
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Architectures Providing Implementations of theAlgorithms

Thesimplest implementation of ahaptic application usesonly athree-dimensional

graphicspackagesuch asOpenGL4. In thisconfiguration, theprogrammer isresponsible

for writing all the central algorithms of the application. This trades off efficient use

of the machine for inefficient use of the programmer. While many current research

systemsarebuilt thisway, it doesnot scaleupwell to thedemandsof writingcommercial

applications.

Haptic applications invariably require more than just spatial interactions. The

typical bookkeeping operations, such as creating windows, opening or saving files, or

setting options, can behandled well enough by traditional WIMPmethods. These tech-

nologies can be readily incorporated by an application framework such as Microsoft

Foundation Classes(MFC) or MacApp, which provideastandard event loop implemen-

tation whose behavior can be overridden at various points. This improves programmer

productivity for the bookkeeping code, but provides no assistance for the heart of the

haptic application.

One of the central algorithms of a haptic application is animated graphical ren-

dering of the simulated world. Robertson, Card, and Mackinlay (1989) developed the

Cognitive Coprocessor architecture to support graphical animation of abstract three-

dimensional worlds. Thearchitecture implementsacentral scheduling loop for both the

input and the output rendering tasks. The Cognitive Coprocessor presumes that each

application is running in oneor more threadsand itself servesasamoderator for access

4There are many packages implementing various forms of three-dimensional rendering. Haptic envi-
ronments require real-time rendering, which currently can only be satisfactorily performed by polygonal
renderers. OpenGL is by far the most widely used polygonal rendering package and so I use it as an
exemplar of the whole class.
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to the shared resources of input devices and display screen. The Cognitive Coprocessor

isuniqueamongst all thesystemsdescribed in that it wasexplicitly designed to provide

performance that matches human perceptual rates (Card et al., 1991). The system fea-

tures an innovative Governor mechanism that monitors the response rate of the visual

display and ensures an acceptable QoS. The rendering tasks query the Governor and

reduce their rendering quality when the processor becomes overloaded. Note that the

Governor simply acts as a central repository of performance information. Unlike the

governor of amechanical engine, which actually restricts therateof rotation, theCogni-

tive Coprocessor Governor relies upon the cooperation of the rendering tasks to reduce

their performancedemands.

None of the systems described so far provides any explicit support for a haptics

loop. The GHOST Software Development Kit (SensAble Technologies, 1998) for the

PHANToM organizes theapplication around ahaptics loop. Graphicsare typically ren-

dered using OpenGL, although GHOST doesnot presumeany particular graphicspack-

age. The application programmer specifies objects in the simulated world as a scene

graph. The GHOST haptic loop provides default point force rendering for simple geo-

metric objects and polygonal meshes plus the ability to render custom shapes through

overriding. The haptics loop not only implements haptic rendering, it also updates the

world model, computing the trajectory of every moving object in each time interval.

The haptics loop also detects collisions between the PHANToM and any objects. This

is a simpler case than the general collision detection algorithm. If the application re-

quires the more general algorithm, the programmer must explicitly code it. GHOST

usesa two-threaded implementation, with one thread devoted to thehaptic loop and the

second thread used for all other application code. GHOST provides routines for syn-
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chronizing access by each thread to the world model. It is relatively straightforward to

implement 2-D WIMP interaction techniques in a GHOST application by embedding

GHOST into theMFC framework, providing an overridableevent loop.

Java3D

The most ambitious commercial-grade 3-D graphics package to date is Java3D5.

Java3D implements a superset of all the features in the packages described so far, ex-

cept ahaptics loop. Java3D isorganized around ascenegraph. Unlikeany other system

described here, Java3D provides a single, fixed graphical rendering algorithm for that

scene graph, without overrides. While the application programmer can provide hints to

thealgorithm by specifying capabilities for each object, such aswhether theobject will

moveor not, theprogrammer cannot insert code into any point of therendering process.

Even the polygonal shading algorithms are fixed (and unspecified—presumably an im-

plementation can use either Gouraud or Phong shading (Foley et al., 1990, Sect. 16.2)).

Java3D also implements a collision detection algorithm, a significant productivity gain

for the application programmer. In the default behavior objects simply pass through

each other—theprogrammer must providetheroutinesthat defineobject behavior when

collisions occur. Java3D supports multiple graphical Levels of Detail (LoD), a form

of QoS. However the choice amongst LoD is based entirely on distance from the user;

there is no mechanism such as the Cognitive Coprocessor’s Governor by which the ap-

plication can determine that theLoD must beadjusted to meet processor demands.

The input architecture of Java3D is also more sophisticated than earlier systems.

It is organized around an Event and Behavior architecture. The application specifies

5Some, but not all, of the features of Java3D are also provided by OpenInventor.
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behavior for an input Event, such asamouseclick, by registering oneor moreBehaviors

for that event. The Behavior code is called by the framework whenever that Event

occurs. While most interaction techniques must be coded from scratch by providing

Behaviors for basic events, routines are provided to select items from the scene graph

according to geometric criteria. These routines can be used to implement Pick input

tasks, where the user selects an item by pointing to it. The Java3D input model also

providesexplicit support for head-tracked displays, automatically coordinating changes

in the displayed view with changes in the user’s head position. It also supports input

from 6-degreeof freedom (DOF) devices such as thePolhemus or PHANToM.

TheJava3D Application Programming Interface(API) isentirely designed to per-

mit multithreaded implementation. Application-defined subclasses of Behavior, which

implement the world loop and input event loops, are executed in nondeterministic or-

der, perhaps even in parallel. While increasing the possibility of improved performance

in multiprocessor systems, this also increases the complexity for the application pro-

grammer, who now may have to perform synchronization between the Behaviors in the

application.

The Java3D architecture derives considerable benefit from maintaining a central

scene graph. The scene traversal and object rendering algorithms can be combined

for greater efficiency. Nodes that do not have the capability to move can have their

transformation matrices partially precomputed. Collisions with these nodes can also be

detected more efficiently. The Pick routines also use the scene graph (and some of the

same data structures used for collision detection) to select objects by spatial location.

Storage efficiencies ensue from only having a single copy of these data structures that

is used by multiple algorithms. While Java3D supports a world model (in the form of
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a scene graph), it does not implement a world update loop. Unlike the GHOST haptic

rendering loop, theJava3D graphic rendering algorithmsdo not computeobject motion.

This must beprogrammed for theapplication using Behavior nodes.

At this time, Java3D provides the most complete support of any commercially-

availablesystem for theconstruction and graphical rendering of simulated 3-D worlds.

Architectures for Improving Programmer Productivity

Where the six previous systems all provided implementations of common algo-

rithms, Jacob, Deligiannidis, and Morrison (1999) instead proposed a system that sup-

ports more rapid implementation of algorithms. Jacob et al. defined a state transi-

tion network notation to program the input event loop and a constraint notation to pro-

gram the continuous-valued relationships of the interaction techniques. The constraint

language used for interaction techniques is declarative and nonprocedural. The con-

straints can be solved by one of several constraint solving algorithms, either backward-

or forward-chaining. In this way, the nonprocedural program specified by the applica-

tion programmer can be implemented by one of several pluggable algorithms. Jacob et

al. focused on thespecification of graphical interaction techniquesand their links to the

underlying model of theprogram. In a later section I will discusshow thisnonprocedu-

ral approach may becomeeven more important in haptic applications.

Architectures Providing All theCommon Algorithms

The GHOST architecture is the current state of the art for construction of haptic

environments. The Java3D architecture shows promise as a basis for graphically ren-

dering 3-D worlds and might be extended to include haptics. In this section I compare
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these two approaches, showing thestrengths and weaknesses of each.

I will first consider thearchitectureof theGHOST system in detail. Systemsbuilt

under this architecture are the only current systems that implement all the algorithms

described in the previous sections. Figure 33 represents the major components of the

GHOST architecture when used without MFC. The architecture features two threads,

one called the “haptics thread” and one called the “graphics thread” , although each

thread implements several of the loops described in Table16.

The haptic thread is extremely high performance, executing at 1000 Hz. This
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thread maintains the world model, in the form of a scene graph. The haptics render-

ing loop, the world update loop, collision detection for the PHANToM, and any user-

provided generalized collision detection execute in this thread.

The graphics thread runs at lower priority and executes at a far lower rate. The

primary function of thegraphics thread isgraphical rendering of thescene, and it is this

that consumes most of its time. The graphics thread generally implements interaction

techniques6 and the input event loop. A central aspect of thisarchitecture is theway the

two threads manage access to the world model. The master world model is maintained

by thehaptics thread. Thegraphics thread never directly accesses thisdatastructurebut

instead keeps a shadow copy of the world model. The GHOST API provides a function

called by thegraphicsthread to transfer any changed valuesfrom thehaptic thread world

model to the graphics thread copy. This design minimizes memory contention between

the two threads for theshared datastructure, allowing thehaptics thread to run at ahigh

rate, at theexpenseof maintaining two copies of theworld model.

This design fulfills many of the goals for a user interface architecture outlined

at the beginning of this chapter. It provides the bookkeeping code associated with

constructing a scene graph and accessing it from two threads. It provides a high-

performance implementation of the essential (and complex) haptic rendering and world

simulation loops and part of collision detection.

However, it doesnot fulfill someother important goals. The important interaction

technique loop is updated at whatever rate the graphical loop runs, typically well under

80 Hz. While GHOST provides the bookkeeping code for the world model, it provides

no support for maintaining thecopy in thegraphicsthread. Most importantly, thegroup-

6However, the gstDynamic class can be used to implement interaction techniques in the haptics thread.
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ing is rough: Far too much unrelated functionality is thrown together in the graphics

thread. This code belongs to different performance strata (the higher performance of the

interaction technique loop, the asynchronous performance of the input event loop) and

performs logically distinct functions. The duplication of data structures also suggests a

problematic organization. As the size of the application grows, the grab-bag nature of

the graphics thread is likely to become more troublesome.

Adding Haptics to Java3D

Figure 34 illustrates the architecture of Java3D without haptics. The entire archi-

tecture is organized around the world model. The central box, which I term the ren-

dering box features the key algorithms for traversing and maintaining the world model

and graphically rendering it. All the rest of the application is linked to the central box

through instances of Behavior. Note that the rendering box will typically be imple-

mented as several distinct threads. The box notation does not indicate a single thread in

this case, but a collection of threads programmed to appear as consistent as if they were

a single thread.

Figure 34 suggests that the duplication problems of the GHOST architecture have

been resolved, but this is misleading. The GHOST system required explicit synchroniza-

tion between the haptics and graphics thread because the haptics thread implemented the

world update loop and actively changed the world model. Java3D does not implement

the world update loop in the rendering box, but instead requires the application to im-

plement the loop through instances of class Behavior. These instances are likely to

contain localized state information apart from the scene graph, constituting extensions

to or duplicate contents of the world model.
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Figure 34 also illustrates the reverse phenomenon of Figure 33: Where the archi-

tecture of GHOST groups many unrelated functions together, the Java3D architecture

spreads each function thinly across many threads. The world update loop, the inter-

action technique loop, and the input event loop are all spread across a multiplicity of

Behavior instances. Each instance is executed nondeterministically from the others,

with no guarantees of their relative order. Java3D provides a limited synchronization

facility through postId events, and of course the considerable synchronization facilities

of the Java language are also available, but these merely mitigate the problem rather

than solve it.

Adding a haptic rendering loop to Java3D introduces some new problems. The

most likely place to put another rendering loop is in the rendering box. This provides

full access to the world model and all associated data structures, allowing the haptic

loop to takeadvantageof optimizationsas thespatial treeof bounding volumesthat was

already constructed for the graphics rendering. Adding the haptics loop to the render-

ing box may not be straightforward, for several reasons. First, the high performance

demands of haptics rendering may cause contention for the scene graph with the other

threads accessing it. While Java3D derives great benefit from being built around the

scene graph, it also becomes vulnerable to access contention. Second, the haptics ren-

dering algorithmsmay requiredifferent datastructuresfrom thegraphicsrendering. For

example, the required density of the polygonal mesh may be different for the two algo-

rithms. Third, implementing thehapticsloop within therendering box probably requires

inextricably mingling the functions for both graphicsand haptics rendering. Asaresult,

haptics could not be added to an existing Java3D implementation simply by installing a

devicedriver, but would requireamajor revision of thecode.
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An alternative approach would place the haptic loop outside the rendering box.

This would eliminate the above problems but now a second copy of the world model

would be required, which would have to be kept synchronized with the world model in

the same way as the GHOST architecture. With this implementation, the distinctions

between the Java3D and GHOST architectures become small indeed.

Ultimately, we do not currently have a satisfactory architecture for haptic environ-

ments. Architects are confronted with two opposing needs. The central role of the world

model argues for a single copy shared between the two rendering loops, but this intro-

duces potentially unacceptable levels of contention. Making separate copies for the two

rendering loops minimizes contention at the cost of extra memory and synchronization

between the copies. Second, current architectures either group unrelated functionality

together or spread related functionality too far. Research is needed to see to what degree

these several opposing factors can be resolved.

Quality of Service Issues

The previous sections have considered architectures for integrating all the key

algorithms for virtual environments. The proposals so far have gathered the algorithms

unchanged into a single architecture. A more sophisticated approach might integrate

the graphics and haptics rendering algorithms into a whole greater than the sum of the

individual parts. In particular, such an integration might open up new possibilities for

Quality of Service (QoS) algorithms.

While QoS has not been considered to date in haptic environments, it has been an

active area of research in multimedia. For a digitized stream of images or sound to be

perceived as high quality it must be displayed at a steady rate. To achieve this steady
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display rate, researchers have suggested rate-controlled disk I/O scheduling (Reddy &

Wyllie, 1993), process scheduling (Yau & Lam, 1996), and network transport layers

(Campbell & Coulson, 1996). Many of theseproposals focuson maintaining aminimal

transfer rate, with no provisionsfor fluctuations in theamount of processor timetheme-

dialoader will need. Thisisappropriatefor digitized media, wheretheamount of timeto

load or display a frame shows little variance. One exception to this is network transfer,

wherechanging network load can producesignificant variation in the transmitted frame

rate. When the network slows down, the media transfer algorithms maintain a constant

transfer ratefirst by fine-grain adjustments, degrading the imageresolution, and then by

coarse-grain adjustments, dropping entire frames (Campbell & Coulson, 1996).

Unlike media streams, the processing demands of interactive applications vary

widely depending upon the data they are processing. Guaranteed-rate algorithms will

therefore not be of use in haptic environments. Mechanisms for degrading quality in

the least perceptually objectionable way will be required. A system such as the Cogni-

tive Coprocessor (Robertson et al., 1989), which monitors the total level of processor

utilization and coordinates the QoS adjustments by the various tasks would be useful.

Nakajimaand Tezuka(1994) constructed asimilar QoScoordinator that degraded image

quality for less important video displays while maintaining a high quality for the most

important display.

Haptic environmentsarenovel in that they featureseveral very different rendering

algorithmswhosequality is least degraded by very different typesof changes(Table16).

As discussed in Chapter II, the relative importance of the display modalities will vary

with the task. A central QoS coordinating mechanism in a haptic environment would

thereforehaveboth moreflexibility than previoussystems(such astheCognitiveCopro-
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cessor) and have a more demanding job. The application might well have to provide it

with hints, akin to thecapability mechanism of Java3D, indicating which display modal-

ity should have its quality maintained and which oneshould bedegraded.

A central QoS governor is more effective when it is less constrained by details.

If the rendering algorithms for point force devices are coded in procedural form where

every rendering detail isspecified, thereis littleroom for adjustment. On theother hand,

if the algorithms are coded in nonprocedural form, the leavning more rendering details

to thearchitecture, theQoSgovernor would havemore leeway to adjust thequality. For

this reason, the constraint notations of Jacob et al. (1999) might prove useful not only

for providing amoreconciseand productivemeansof expressing interaction techniques,

but also to providefiner adjustments of rendering quality as theprocessor load varies.

Conclusions

Software architectures for haptic environments are still in their infancy. Robust

HEs require the integrated use of several complex and resource-intensive algorithms,

making the architectures complex. The central role of the world model imposes con-

tention restrictions on multithreading, while the multiplicity of update loops makes it

difficult to organize thecode in away that cleanly groups related routines.

Overall, the strongly centralized model of Java3D offers the best prospects, but

therearepotential limitationsand theimpact of thoselimitationswill not beknown until

a haptic version of Java3D has been implemented. In the longer term, integrating the

graphic and haptic rendering routinesunder acombined quality of servicegovernor may

producearchitecturesbetter suited to human perceptual needs. Theuseof nonprocedural

specificationsmay beessential to such QoS mechanisms.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The preceding chapters individually the context of point force environments (and

haptic environments), some initial empirical data on human performance in those en-

vironments, and the architectural implications of those environments. In this chapter I

consider the implications of the empirical data and combine these results into a long-

term research agenda for haptic environments.

TheStandard Model of HE Design and theResults of Experiments 1 and 2

Current designs for point force environments have produced only one success

story. After over five years of production of the PHANToM hardware, the only com-

mercial point force environment is FreeForm (SensAble Technologies, 2000). I believe

that our current design theory hampers the development of usable PFEs because it does

not account for the fundamental differences between them and physical environments.

Theassumptionsof our design theory affect our designs, our sciencebase, and our eval-

uation methods. This section makes the case that the current design perspective relies

upon a “world simulation” model. In summary, theworld simulation approach assumes

that perception is a transparent process and that the user interprets the graphical and

forcedisplaysexactly as thedesigner intended. In contrast, I believewemust explicitly

focus on the interpretive nature of perception. The approach emphasizes that percep-

tion is itself a task, which the observer performs using the available resources. In this

section I consider the world simulation model in light of Experiments 1 and 2 in this
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dissertation.

Nearly all of the work to date on “sensory redundancy” and “sensorial transposi-

tion” in virtual environments (e.g., Srinavasan, Beauregard & Brock, 1996; see also the

review in Stanney, Mourant & Kennedy, 1998, Sect. 2.4) presumesthat perceptsarecon-

structed as the sum of independent unitary sensations directly derived from the stimuli

provided by the display modalities. These are all assumptions of the world simulation

model. Thismodel describesperception at a rather high level, and studiesbased upon it

can provideuseful design guidance for display modalitieswhich are familiar to theuser

and for interaction techniques producing discrete input values. However, theseassump-

tionsdo not apply in situationswherethesensation isunfamiliar to theuser and theuser

must learn to interpret it, perhaps even engaging in problem-solving behavior. They do

not apply in situations where the sensations are not independent, where the presence of

a second sensation changes the first, as for example when one sense makes attentional

demands that inhibit the interpretation of another. And they do not apply in situations

whereonesensation guidestheperformanceof another, as for example theuseof vision

to guide themotor skills upon which ahaptic sensation depends.

The results of Experiments 1 and 2 are evidence that many interactions in point

force environments do not satisfy those assumptions. The point force display modal-

ity is unfamiliar. Experiment 2 found evidence of substantial learning over the course

of 60 (and in two cases, 180) trials. Typical point force interaction techniques involve

extended exploration of or interaction with astimulusrather than abrief interaction pro-

ducing a single input event. Interactions in Experiment 2 took upwards of 23 seconds.

Point force haptics can conflict with the experience of other stimuli. Experiment 1 sug-

gests that adding haptics reduced the effectiveness of curvature discrimination. Point
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force haptics can make large attentional demands. While no formal measure of mental

workload was taken in Experiment 2, it isunlikely that participantscould haveattended

to any other stimuli while performing the shape recognition task—many found it diffi-

cult to even attend to the visual cursor. Subjective measures of mental workload have

been used in previous studies of haptic environments (e.g., Oakley et al., 2000) and

could well be applied in future versions of these protocols. Objective measures such as

response timeson aprobe task could also beused.

However, Experiments1 and 2 did not provideevidencethat vision and hapticsex-

perience can combine to produce a more complete percept of either curvature or shape.

In each case, I have suggested that confounding factors overwhelmed the predicted ef-

fect. The task in Experiment 1 probably offered sufficient visual cues that the single

cue provided by haptics could not improve performance. Participants in Experiment 2

may havebeen learning how to interpret thePHANToM and thevisual cursor. Whether

the predicted effects will be found when these factors are controlled can only be de-

termined through further experiments. At the very least, the small effect sizes in these

experiments indicate that the interactions of vision and haptics are not so powerful that

they appear regardlessof other conditions. Theworld simulation model assumption that

sensations areunitary appears to becorrect to afirst order approximation.

Theoverall results of Experiments 1 and 2 certainly indicate that the intersensory

interactions in these environments are rich and differ in important ways from physical

environments. While the evidence to date does not provide direct guidance on which

perceptual resources will be most important for an arbitrary task, it does support the

claim that designers of haptic environments clearly must attend to perceptual resources

in their designs. Experiments focusing on the detailed processes of perceptual interac-
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tions can provide important data.

Individual Differences of Performance

If the stimuli in a haptic environment serve as perceptual resources for use at the

discretion of the user, then we should see evidence of individual differences in perfor-

mance in Experiments 1 and 2. It is difficult to define individual differences in Experi-

ment 1, due to the inherently subjectivescalesused in magnitudeestimation. The range

of individual raw scores, about an order of magnitude, corresponds with the range usu-

ally obtained from an absolute magnitude estimation protocol (Zwislocki & Goodman,

1980). The range of slopes of the psychophysical functions (computed from normal-

ized scores) is half an order of magnitude (.29–1.21). This is difficult to interpret, as

the psychophysical slopes reflect not only perceptual differences but also differences in

how participants assign numeric values to sensory experience. In the original design

for Experiment 1, I proposed using sensory response function estimation (Gescheider,

1997, pp. 274–285) to correct for the latter form of individual differences. However, in

pilot studies, the sensory response correction increased rather than reduced variance of

thescores, so I did not usethemethod in theactual experiment. Theconstrained scaling

method (West et al., 2000) isarecently developed alternative that may permit analyzing

individual differences within amagnitudeestimation protocol.

Definite individual differences are observable in the data of Experiment 2. Fig-

ure25, Figure26, and Figure31 show largedifferences in the location and spread of the

response times, whileFigure27 showsaccuracies ranging from 67% to 98%.

Thedataof Experiments1 and 2 provideonly hintsasto what perceptual and cog-

nitive factors might cause these differences. Participant reports of estimation strategies
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in Experiment 1 did not correlate with actual performance, so conscious strategies did

not appear to substantially determine performance. The mental rotations test proved to

be of limited explanatory value. It provided a model that explained a useful proportion

of the variance for the slope of psychophysical functions in Experiment 1. However, it

provided no useful model for Experiment 2 because the range of mental rotation scores

in Experiment 2 was more narrowly clustered than for Experiment 1. Apparently, the

individual differences observed in Experiment 2 were a consequence of factors that are

not measured by themental rotationstest. Thisdoesnot necessarily contradict themodel

derived in Experiment 1—perhaps the mental rotations test might have produced a use-

ful model in Experiment 2 for a group of participants with a larger range of mental

rotations abilities.

Nonetheless, the lack of utility of themental rotations test in Experiment 2 damp-

ens my enthusiasm for it. The relationship between experiments and models is para-

doxical: Experiment 1, which was predominantly perceptual, produced a useful model,

whileExperiment 2, which had afar higher cognitivecomponent (specifically including

rotations in three dimensions), did not. The mental rotation result of Experiment 1 may

be due to chance. For now, I recommend continuing to use the test, if only because it is

so easy to run, gathering enough replications to determine the conditions under which

it produces reliablepredictions. The rangeof differencesof Experiment 2 also suggests

we should search for other psychometrics that explain variation unaccounted by mental

rotations.
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Transfer of Situated Skills and Naturalness

Chapter II defined the concept of situated skills and made the case that haptic

environments permit a general transfer of skills learned from tasks in physical environ-

ments to tasks in virtual environments. The results of Experiments 1 and 2 show mixed

evidence for such transfer in the case of point force environments. While Experiment 1

did not expressly addressthe issueof transfer (dueto thesubjectivenatureof magnitude

estimation), the discussion of the experiment demonstrated that haptic curvature esti-

mation using a single finger probably uses attitude cues, which are unavailable in point

forceenvironments. Whatever therelativeperformanceof curvatureestimation in phys-

ical and point forceenvironments, it seemsclear that themechanicswill bedifferent and

hencesome largeportion of situated skills will not transfer for this task.

However, Experiment 2 showed some evidence of transfer. The geometric mean

response time of 23 seconds in that experiment was within the range of recognition

times found for haptic shape recognition of physical objects, which themselves tend

to be rather slow (see Table 14). It appears that participants were able to perform the

task—there was transfer of some situated skills of shape perception—but they suffered

a2–3 fold reduction in performance, presumably due to temporal integration.

The goal of transferring situated skills was to provide a more natural form of in-

teraction with computers. The results of Experiment 2 demonstrate how far away that

goal remains. A response timeof 23 seconds isunconscionably long for practical appli-

cation of haptic shaperecognition in point forceenvironments. Given thecentral roleof

shaperecognition and curvatureestimation arelikely to play in haptic environments, this

performance must be improved. Research into improving performance in these tasks,

either through better interaction techniques for point force environments or else a shift
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to different force display technologies that permit application of broad EPs, must be a

central priority of thehaptic environment community.

On pp. 38–39, I listed two criteria for assessing whether the benefits of physical

interaction will be realized in haptic environments. First, do theaffordances from phys-

ical environmentscarry over, and second, how many of the rich repertoireof movement

skills learned in physical environments can be directly applied in haptic environments.

On pp. 51–54, I argued that graspable environments will do well by the first criterion

but not thesecond, while for point forceenvironments the reversewill hold. For thisar-

gument as well, the results of Experiments 1 and 2 provide mixed support. Participants

in Experiment 1 appeared to apply visual affordances learned in physical environments

directly to theexperimental stimuli, despitethereduced natureof thedepth cuesin those

stimuli. As a result, they were able to visually estimate curvature with little trouble. As

noted above, Experiment 2 showed some evidence of movement skill transfer, but at

substantially reduced effectiveness.

No two experiments could provide definitive resolution of these questions. I be-

lieve that point force environments do offer a potential increase in naturalness of inter-

action, but the results of this research suggest these gains will be neither easy nor auto-

matic. We clearly need a much better understanding of the mechanisms of perception

in these environments before we will be able to construct environments of widespread

utility.

A Research Agenda for Point ForceEnvironments

Thisdissertation haspresented somepreliminary research into factorsdetermining

human performance in point forceenvironments. Because it isapreliminary effort, it is
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unavoidably vague and tentative—every point requires further experimental testing and

refinement. Thedevelopment of atheory, experimental methods, and abaseof empirical

results will be an iterative process, with the theory guiding the choice of experimental

protocols and the resulting data requiring revisions to the theory. The following points

represent theoutlines of this process.

Development of Evaluation Tasks

Good evaluation tasks catalyze research. For example, theories of rapid aimed

movement (e.g., Fitts, 1954) and theoriesof pointing devicedesign (e.g., Douglaset al.,

1999; Douglas & Mithal, 1994) have both benefited tremendously from use of the Fitts

task asareliableprotocol for evaluation. Thetask isvaluablebecauseit focusesattention

on the two stimulus factors most important in evaluating performance, target distance

and width, and how they combine to determine thedifficulty of the task. Theassociated

analysismethod allowshuman or deviceperformanceto beevaluated in termsof asingle

value, the index of performance. Thevalueof theFitts task isnot that it describesall the

factors influencing performance, but that it focuses attention on the important factors.

The design of point force environments would benefit tremendously from analo-

gous tasks focusing attention on thevariablesof interest. Given that theseenvironments

have much more general movements than two-dimensional pointing, we will probably

need several evaluation tasks. The experiments in the next two chapters present two

candidate tasks.
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Isolating theDetermining Factors of Human Performance

An evaluation task is an operationalization of a theoretical claim that certain fac-

tors are the important determinants of performance. The development of the task and

the theory go hand in hand. This chapter has suggested some broad groups of factors

that may provesignificant in point forceenvironments:

1. Perceptual cues: The visual and haptic affordances of skilled motor control for

a task. The reduction in performance due to the absence of some of those cues in point

forceenvironments.

2. Temporal integration: The increased cognitive load ensuing from reducing

multiplesimultaneous pointsof contact to asinglepoint.

3. Intersensory integration: The reduction in performance due to attentional and

motor control conflicts between perceptual systems. The enhancement of performance

due to the replacement of missing cues for one perceptual system by cues from another

system.

4. Learning: The initial level of user performance. The improvement of skill with

practice.

5. Individual cognitive differences: The cognitive factors, varying across individ-

uals, that determineperformance.

For each of the above factors, empirical data is required to assess how large a

performanceeffect it has, how its importancevaries from task to task, and how it might

interact with other factors.
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Attention and Workload

Are there limited central cognitive resources governing the use of perceptual sys-

tems in point force environments? For example, does the use of one perceptual system,

such ashapticswith apoint forcedevice, limit theeffectivenessof vision? How do these

attentional demands changewith practice?

Work on this issue can be a contribution to general models of human cognition

as well. Kieras and Meyer (1997, p. 397) argue that performance limitations demon-

strated to date can all be explained as structural limitations in human motor control,

perception, or memory rather than asconsequencesof acentral processing bottleneck in

human cognition. However, the tasks considered in point force environments are more

complex combinations of motor skills and perception than have been used in previous

experimentsand might exercisenovel combinationsof thesefaculties. Empirical dataon

human motor and perceptual performancein point forceenvironmentscan refinegeneral

theoretical models such as EPIC (Kieras & Meyer, 1997).

Psychometric Assessments of CognitiveFactors

If individual cognitive factors are found to influence performance, then reliable

and valid psychometrics must bedeveloped to measure these factors.

Technologies for Training

If absent perceptual cues limit human performance in point force environments,

what training aids might allow rapid adjustment to other cues provided by the environ-

ments? For example, for a user hampered by the absence of binocular disparity in a

desktop haptic environment, what training aids might facilitate the user learning to rely
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on the available cues, such as object size, perspective, texture, and haptic cues?

Path Analysis for Hand Movements

Broad factors that determine group differences can be experimentally assessed by

comparing group means using analytic tools such as analysis of variance. However,

differences between individuals and between trials of the same individual cannot be as-

sessed using aggregate measures. Instead, the actual path taken by the hand over time

must be modeled. This kind of analysis has been done in other domains of psychology

and human computer interaction to determine the cognitive implications of haptics (Le-

derman & Klatzky, 1987), the microstructure of pointing device movement (Mithal &

Douglas, 1996), the usability of color model interfaces (Douglas & Kirkpatrick, 1999;

Wells & Tassinary, 1998), and the compatibility of device movement constraints and

visual feedback (Jacob, Sibert, McFarlane & Mullen, 1994).

Similar analysis methods need to be developed for point force environments. The

process is somewhat easier in these environments because a digitization of human move-

ment is inherently available. However, the statistical models for analyzing the digital

trace remain an open and challenging area for future research. Given such models, the

exploratory procedures performed by users of PFEs can be categorized and compared

with the established research base of movements of observers in physical environments.

Conclusion

Given a task and a user population, the usability of a virtual environment results

from tradeoffs along three dimensions: hardware sophistication, software sophistication,

and user learning. The designer can sometimes get higher usability by adopting more
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Level of training

Hardware complexity Software complexity

World simulation

Ecological

FIGURE 35. The Design Space for Haptic Environments

sophisticated display and transduction hardware. The designer may instead opt to spend

more time and money developing interaction techniques that better support the task for

given hardware. Or the designer may decide to require that the users learn new skills to

interact with this environment. These three dimensions are graphically represented in

Figure 35.

The world simulation approach is based upon the hope that haptic environments

can be designed in a small region close to the origin of Figure 35, where relatively sim-

ple hardware and interaction techniques provide a level of functionality that users can

access with little learning, relying on their existing base of situated skills. The evidence

assembled in this dissertation suggests that this hope is naive. Haptic environments are

so different from physical environments that users will have to learn new skills of inter-

action. Furthermore, the simplest combinations of hardware and interaction techniques

are so different from physical environments that the learning burden may be quite high.
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A more realistic point in the design space may be further away from the origin.

We may need more complicated hardware, such as binocular displays or sophisticated

input devices for the nondominant hand. We will surely need more carefully-designed

interaction techniques. And in the end, despite our best efforts, some learning will still

be required. An important research direction isexploring thekindsof training tools that

might reduce that learning burden.

While thedegreeof effort implied by thisproposed research ishigh, so is thepos-

sible payoff. I hope that this dissertation has demonstrated the central role of situated

skillsinhumanexperience. I find it hard to imaginea“natural” form of human-computer

interaction that does not engage the human user’s situated skills in some significant de-

gree. However slow theprogressmight be, theultimateincreasein usability of computer

systems will make theeffort worthwhile.
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APPENDIX

DATA DISPLAYS

Stem plotsand five-number summariesarenumeric displays introduced by Tukey

(1977) and later extended by variousauthors(Hoaglin, Mosteller & Tukey, 1983). These

displays are designed to provide clear summaries of the data along with as much of the

actual dataascan bereasonably represented on thepage. Current statistical styleguides

(e.g., Wilkinson & APA Task Force on Statistical Inference, 1999) recommend using

displays such as these that incorporate summary statistics and individual data points.

Thesedisplayspresent supplement estimatesof location (themean or median) with such

datacharacteristics as spread, symmetry, heaviness of tails, and extremedatapoints.

Stem plots (sometimes called stem-and-leaf plots) are used for relatively small

data sets. The plot shows both the original data points (to two significant figures) and

their distribution. A stem plot is essentially a histogram drawn with the trailing digits

of the actual data values rather than bars. The leading digits of all values are listed in

ascending order in the left column. Then the second digit of every data value that has

the same first digit is listed to their right. For example, the values 1.2, 1.5, 1.9, and 2.3

would bedisplayed as:

1 259

2 3

This representation provides a visual indicator of the grouping of data together

with the actual data values. The stem display is often annotated with some extra data

(Emerson & Hoaglin, 1983). The units of the values are listed above the display. Thus
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thevalues .12, .23, .25 would bedisplayed as:

(unit=.1)

1 2

2 35

The depths of the values are written in a separate column on the left-hand side.

The depth, the number of values from the nearest extremum, can be used to assess

features such as symmetry of the dataset. For example, corresponding order statistics

in each tail can be readily determined by looking for the two matching depths. For the

row (if any) containing the median, the “nearest extremum” is ambiguous, so the count

of row values is used rather than the depth, enclosed in parentheses to indicate that it is

not a depth. Finally, if a value is significantly separated from the body of the data, it is

written separately. Taking all of these principles together, the values .023, .034, .035,

.036, .044, .051, and .100 would bedisplayed as:

Depths (unit=.1)

1 2 3

(3) 3 456

3 4 4

2 5 1

High: .100

Back to back stem plots can be used to contrast the raw data values of two data

sets. The only difference from basic stem plots is a second data set is displayed on the

left, rather than thedepth count.
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Seven-Number Summaries

Seven-number summaries, also called “ letter values” , are a concise display of

important characteristics of the distribution of values of a data set. The displays are

useful for datasets that are too largeto list in astem plot. Instead, astructured summary

of percentile statistics is displayed.

Table18 isalegend for seven-number summaries. Thetop linelists thenumber of

values and arithmetic mean of the data set. The next two lines summarize the location

and spread of the central portion of the distribution, giving the 25%ile, the median,

and the 75%ile values. The next two lines indicate the heaviness of the two tails of

the distribution, giving the 0%ile (minimum value), 12.5%ile, 87.5%ile, and 100%ile

(maximum value).

The middle column, termed the midsummary values (Hoaglin, 1985), is the arith-

metic mean of its neighbors. Comparing the midsummaries to the median indicates the

skewness of the distribution for the central portion, the middle tails, and the extrema.

Thus if the average of the 25%ile and 75%ile is larger than the median, the central

portion of thedistribution is positively skewed.

SeeHoaglin (1983) for amoredetailed description of computational methodsand

tradeoffs in theuseof thesedisplays.
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TABLE 18. Legend for Seven-Number Summaries

n = (number of values), mean = (arithmetic mean)
50%ile (median)

25.0%ile
(

25.0%ile+75.0%ile
2

)
75.0%ile

12.5%ile
(

12.5%ile+87.5%ile
2

)
87.5%ile

(min) 0.0%ile
(

0%ile+100%ile
2

)
100.0%ile (max)
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